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Chapter  7


GM Samaras
Samaras & Associates, Inc., USA


Human-Centered 
Systems Engineering:


Managing Stakeholder Dissonance 
in Healthcare Delivery


ABSTRACT


Deploying new tools and technologies often results in creating new problems while solving existing prob-
lems. A root cause is the interaction between tool design and organizational deployment. One undesirable 
result is the creation of stakeholder dissonance (SD). SD is a term for the conflict between the needs, 
wants, and desires (NWDs) of different stakeholders. In healthcare delivery systems, it is evidenced by 
errors, workarounds, and threats to patient safety and organizational profitability.


Human-Centered Systems Engineering (HCSE) is the foundational paradigm for managing SD. HCSE 
emphasizes the criticality of the interfaces between humans, their tools, and their organizations, offer-
ing methods to recognize, measure, and control SD. It is complimentary to Lean, Six Sigma, Balanced 
Scorecard, and Quality Function Deployment approaches.


Managing SD requires recognition of all stakeholders and their NWDs, permitting discovery and mapping 
of potential conflicts. Prioritizing conflicts for mitigation relies on standard risk analysis and decision 
analysis methods. HCSE provides methods for measuring only those NWDs involved, once the critical 
conflicts are chosen. This permits the mitigations to be verified, and the deployment design to be vali-
dated in a pilot setting, prior to general release of the new tools and technologies into the organization.
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INTRODUCTION


Effectiveness is the foundation of success – 


Efficiency is a minimum condition for survival 


after success has been achieved.


Efficiency is concerned with doing things right.


Effectiveness is doing the right things.


Peter F. Drucker (1909 - 2005)


I spend a considerable amount of my time harangu-
ing my clients (the majority of whom are medical 
device manufacturers) that absent rigorous Design 
Controls (Samaras, 2010a) their products will 
have problems, will dissatisfy customers, and be 
potential sources of adverse events. What I con-
veniently forget to tell them is that, even though 
they may do everything perfectly, the way their 


products are deployed has a profound impact on 
meaningful use, patient safety, and profitability 
in the user organization. Why the concern with 
profitability? Because organizations that are not, 
by some measure, profitable will wither and die. 
Meaningful use, patient safety, and profitability 
in the user organization are three core issues for 
effective healthcare delivery.


Figure 1 shows two connected Venn diagrams. 
The upper Venn diagram depicts the interactions 
of hardware, software, and human factors issues in 
the design of tools resulting in tool-level problems; 
the locus of control is the manufacturer of medi-
cal devices, information technology systems, etc. 
The lower Venn diagram depicts the interactions 
of business, technical and regulatory issues in 
the user organization resulting in organizational-
level problems; the locus of control is the hospital 
system, the nursing home, the physician’s office, 
etc. In recent years, especially with increased 
emphasis on human factors engineering, manu-
facturers have become quite good at identifying 


Figure 1. Source of errors from two levels of interaction
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and mitigating tool-level problems. Businesses 
that deliver healthcare are quite facile at dealing 
with traditional organizational-level issues com-
mon to non-healthcare businesses.


The purpose of Figure 1 is to highlight the 
multi-level problem of the interaction of tool-use 
and organizational deployment of these tools in 
healthcare delivery. This class of problems leads 
to a phenomenon termed stakeholder dissonance 
(SD) – a lack of agreement, consistency, or har-
mony among the stakeholders (Samaras & Sama-
ras, 2010). SD in the healthcare delivery system, 
results in decreased patient safety and decreased 
organizational profitability. In the jargon of human 
factors engineering, the two levels in Figure 1 are 
called microergonomics and macroergonomics. 
They are subdisciplines of human factors science 
and are practiced by different specialists, not un-
like industrial versus electrical engineering.


SD is a management concept. It is not the 
concept of “cognitive dissonance” related to an 
inconsistency between beliefs and actions. SD is 
not related to negative drives; it refers to the con-
flicting needs, wants, and desires (NWDs) among 
different stakeholders. NWDs are not static; they 
devolve over time, so that what today may be a 
Desire tomorrow often devolves to a Want or a 
Need and is replaced by new Desires. Conflicts 
between the NWDs of various stakeholders, in 
the context of healthcare delivery, is evidenced 
by errors, workarounds, decreased motivation, 
decreased satisfaction, and even outright rejec-
tion of new products, processes, or services. SD 
is diagnostic for quality deficits.


So, how do we deal with SD in the delivery of 
healthcare? It is important to realize that SD never 
can be eliminated totally in any system, including 
healthcare delivery systems. SD arises from the 
intentional or unrecognized conflicts between the 
NWDs of the various system stakeholders. The 
Venn diagram of Figure 2 depicts the needs of 
four different stakeholder groups, how they align 
pair-wise, and how they align for all four stake-
holders. It should be self-evident that complete 


alignment of the NWDs of patients, clinicians, 
support staff, and management will be very rare, 
if not impossible.


So, how do we manage SD in the delivery of 
healthcare? Ask it another way. How do we mea-
sure and control SD, to manage it in healthcare 
delivery? One approach is to use the principles 
of human-centered systems engineering. This will 
allow us to characterize, quantify, prioritize, and 
control conflicts in the NWDs of the various 
stakeholders. In human-centered systems engi-
neering, we go beyond the “voice of the cus-
tomer” and recognize that all stakeholders (indi-
viduals and their organizations) are critical to 
safety, effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction.


Human-centered systems engineering is the 
foundational paradigm for addressing SD. Our 
objective in the application of human-centered 
systems engineering will be to satisfice all the 
stakeholders, which Simon (1957) defined as to 
obtain a good result that is good enough, though 
not necessarily the best, for each stakeholder. 
The term satisfice is presumed to be a contraction 
of the terms satisfy and suffice. Nobel Laureate 
economist and sociologist Herbert Simon first 
defined the concept of satisficing in an attempt 
to reduce the computational complexity of a 
linear programming problem for individual and 


Figure 2. Alignment of stakeholder needs
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organizational behaviors. This SD reduction 
strategy is akin to “greasing the skids”, thereby 
reducing known and unknown forces preventing 
realization of organizational goals. Solving the 
problems of satisficing ALL the stakeholders is 
a proper endeavor for management engineering,


A HUMAN-CENTERED APPROACH


Human-Centered System 
Engineering


Products, processes, and services are developed 
and maintained solely because their use by humans 
has real or perceived value that is utilitarian and/
or esthetic. Even completely automated, unsuper-
vised systems have human users (maintenance per-
sonnel) and maintenance is typically a significant 
portion of the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO). 
This is the fundamental justification and rationale 
for human-centered systems engineering (HCSE).


Classical systems engineering is a very power-
ful mechanism for reducing business and techni-
cal risks. It is a structured, systematic approach 
to the design, development, deployment, and 
replacement of products, processes, and services. 
HCSE extends systems engineering to expose the 
criticality of human actors and their organizations 
in the engineering process (Samaras & Horst, 
2005). The HCSE process has an essential itera-
tive nature (Samaras, 2010a), each new iteration 
(Figure 3) beginning with the (re-) identification 
of stakeholders and assessment of their NWDs 
(Needs - basic needs or “must haves”, Wants - 
performance needs or “like to haves”, and Desires 
- latent needs or “I’ll know it when I see it”).


We constantly hear of incidents and accidents 
that are alleged to be caused by human error, but 
which human error? Use error or UseR error? Use 
errors are attributable to the design and/or deploy-
ment of the system; they result from the myriad 
interactions of tool design errors and organiza-
tional deployment issues (Figure 1). The major 
causal factors associated with Use error (Samaras, 


Figure 3. HCSE iterative deployment paradigm
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2010b) are improper management controls, im-
proper design controls (at either the technology 
manufacturer and/or the deploying organization), 
inadequate non-financial risk management, and 
inadequate record-keeping controls (Figure 4). 
UseR errors are attributable to the internal or 
external human user environment, excluding the 
system itself (Figure 5); these are some of the 
“human factors” associated with the individual 
involved with the error (Samaras, 2010b). So, 
who is at fault? The human operators? Or, the 
human developers and deployers? Human Use 
errors are largely within the locus of control of 
system developers and deploying organizations. 
Even future UseR errors may be influenced by 
the developer and/or deploying organization (e.g., 
avoid confusing or frustrating the operator, avoid 


undesirable physical or cognitive exercises, avoid 
delays and operator attention loss, avoid inap-
propriate workloads and work schedules).


In the healthcare arena, safe and effective 
healthcare delivery systems (products, processes, 
and services) are the goal. However, human 
stakeholders complicate the process at a myriad 
of levels from conceptualization through design, 
development, deployment, and replacement. Great 
care must be exercised in finding fault with end-
users, when design and development, organiza-
tional deployment, or a combination (see Figure 
1) may actually be the root cause. This is espe-
cially important, since from an organizational 
perspective, we have far less control over daily 
use by end-users than we do over organizational 
deployment or tool selection and acquisition 


Figure 4. Use error root cause analysis (partial)
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(which ultimately controls design and develop-
ment).


Human-Centered System Complexity


Introducing human actors (actor is a term of art 
in social science and economics that subsumes 
user) into any endeavor dramatically increases 
the possible number of incorrect or inappropriate 
responses of a “simple” hardware/software system. 
The ratio of “wrong to right” responses often is 
used to characterize the complexity of tasks; it 
also imputes the requisite level of expertise (train-
ing and experience) to execute a series of such 
tasks successfully by the operators (or groups of 
operators and/or their automated aides). Humans 
dramatically increase system complexity.


Complex systems have emergent properties 
– the result of component interactions at the in-
terfaces – that are not readily predictable without 
appreciation of the system as a whole. It is now 
generally recognized that product, process, and 
service design-induced errors are a serious prob-
lem, a critical system safety issue, and an impor-
tant source of reduced quality. They can rarely be 
alleviated simply with labeling or user training!


Not fully appreciating human-centered system 
complexity, especially in risk management, has 
been an important obstacle in the design and de-
ployment of essential clinical systems (e.g., clini-
cal decision support, medication management, and 
clinical information exchange). Using technology 
merely to solve identified problems often creates 
new, previously unidentified, problems (e.g., see 


Figure 5. UseR errors root cause analysis (partial)
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how a decade’s difference dramatically altered 
perspectives of computerized physician order 
entry [Tierney et al, 1993 vs. Koppel et al, 2005]).


Stakeholders operate in a complex environment 
(Figure 6) that influences both what they achieve 
and how they err. Whether they are patients, clini-
cians, support staff, managers, or other stakehold-
ers (e.g., 3rd party payers, regulators, stockholders, 
suppliers, manufacturers, competitors, etc.) their 
behaviors are determined in large part by their 
disparate values and motivations. How they 
work and how probable will it be for them to be 
involved with errors, is influenced not only by 
training and by experience, but also by the work 
environment and work structure (e.g., 8-hour shifts 
versus 12-hour shifts). These all are influenced by 
individual biological, behavioral, social, cultural, 
and physical environmental factors – yielding a 
complex environment and a resulting increase in 
overall system complexity.


Complexity arises at the interfaces. A human-
centered approach requires a detailed appreciation 


of the interfaces to actors and between actors. 
Otherwise, we remain unable to predict and con-
trol the critical human and organizational influ-
ences both on system design parameters and on 
system sensitivities to external factors.


Our fundamental need to study the system 
as a whole requires a model of human-centered 
complexity (Samaras & Samaras, 2009) from 
which we can derive an operationalization schema, 
a means of defining what needs to be measured 
and how it may be measured (Table 1). It offers a 
way of appreciating both the system components 
and their potential interactions.


In all cases, the interfaces consist of both overt 
factors (quantities we can detect with one or more 
of our five senses) and covert factors (quantities 
we cannot detect with our five senses). An engi-
neering example would be the externally observed 
distance (an overt factor) a free body traveled 
versus the externally observed acceleration (the 
second time derivative of distance, a covert factor) 
of the free body. At the level of individual actors 


Figure 6. Factors for actors
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and their tools, the interfaces consist of overt and 
covert physical and information management 
behavioral factors. Here we are concerned with 
the static and dynamic “physical fit” of tools as 
well as the requisite behaviors involved in the 
decision-making processes of tool use. At the 
level of groups of actors and their tools, the in-
terfaces consist of overt and covert social and 
cultural factors. These include communication 
and coordination, norms and roles, as well as 
language differences (e.g., the language of clini-
cians versus the language of engineering or busi-
ness) and differing value systems (shared beliefs, 
customs, ethics, and morals that vary among 
stakeholders). Using this operationalization 
model supports comprehensive consideration of 
system, parameter, and tolerance design for en-
gineering human-centered systems – an essential 
set of tasks in quality engineering.


In HCSE, the emphasis shifts to iterative dis-
covery of stakeholders, iterative identification of 
their evolving NWDs, and iterative reconciliation 
of conflicts; the objective is to satisfice ALL the 
stakeholders (concurrent engineering is a subset 
of this approach). This precedes, and is the basis 
for, the requirements formulation process in each 
iteration (Figure 3). This shift in emphasis tends to 
mitigate errors and omissions early in the system 
deployment cycle, increasing effectiveness and 
efficiency. Absent robust HCSE, essential sys-
tems (e.g., clinical decision support, medication 


management, and clinical information exchange) 
will continue to hinder rather than help, be eco-
nomically inefficient, and be examples of poor 
quality. However, to manage this, we must be able 
to measure and control the interfaces.


Examination of Table 1 indicates the mea-
surement methods belong to a wide range of 
scientific disciplines – from biomechanics to 
cultural anthropology. These are well-established 
measurement techniques in each scientific disci-
pline; therefore, threats to construct validity are 
minimized, although not eliminated. Physical 
measurements include essentially static human 
characteristics as well as dynamic measurements 
used in biomechanics and sensory physiology. Be-
havioral measurements use traditional techniques 
of experimental psychology. Techniques of social 
anthropology, social psychology, and sociology are 
used for social measurements. Cultural measure-
ments use techniques of linguistics (for language), 
archaeology (for tools and other artifacts), and 
cultural anthropology (for value systems). Some 
practical examples to illustrate application of this 
measurement schema are shown in Table 2.


At a workshop related to HCSE that I teach 
annually, I am invariably asked, either in dismay 
or cynically, “You don’t really expect us to do all 
these measurements; we do not have the cognitive 
psychologists, sociologists, and cultural anthro-
pologists on staff!” My answer is invariably, “I 
do not expect an industrial engineer to program 


Table 1. The interdisciplinary nature of measuring human-centered system complexity 


HCSE METROLOGY CATEGORIES


INDIVIDUAL GROUP


FACTORS PHYSICAL BEHAVIORAL SOCIAL CULTURAL


Overt Anthropo- 
morpho- 


metry


Verbal 
& 


Nonverbal 
Behaviors


Communication 
& 


Coordination


Language 
& 


Artifacts


Covert Biomechanical 
& 


Sensory 
Processes


Affective, 
Cognitive, 


& 
Physiological 


Behaviors


Conventions 
& 


Expectations


Beliefs, 
Customs, 


Ethics, 
& 


Morals
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a computer operating system and I do not expect 
YOU to do all these measurements, but I do expect 
that you will require some of these types of mea-
surements for any particular deployment”. What 
needs to be measured depends upon the particular 
circumstances and what needs to be measured 
should be measured.


If you are deploying a new infusion pump, your 
primary focus probably will be on individual fac-
tors. Are the displays intuitive, are the screens easy 
to read, or are the manual controls laid out well? 
If not, what can you do to minimize the impact 
on workload, how do you reduce the probability 
of medication errors, and is the TCO of the new 
infusion pump you are planning to buy consistent 
with your strategic objectives? Alternatively, 
if you are deploying a new medical record or 
provider order entry system, your primary focus 
will most likely be on group factors. How will 
this impact communication and coordination 


among physicians, pharmacists, and nurses? What 
“normal” conventions might undermine success 
of the deployment? What are the expectations of 
these stakeholder groups for the impact of this 
deployment on their workload, probable medica-
tion errors, and the TCO to the organization? In 
both these cases, TCO can no longer include just 
initial purchase price or maintenance costs, but 
also must include the cost of reduced clinician 
efficiency, increased medication errors, and the 
cost of not being reimbursed, if the deployment 
does not satisfy the “meaningful use” criterion.


Managing requires measuring. What gets mea-
sured depends specifically on what you are trying 
to deploy. Who needs to do the measurement is 
determined by what needs to get measured, not the 
other way around. The assessment and validation 
of human interface attributes is a process that is 
inescapably multi-disciplinary (Samaras, 2006).


Table 2. Measurement examples for table 1 metrology categories 


INDIVIDUALS PHYSICAL Overt factors – the static size and fit of an individual (e.g., the range of adjustment of an 
operating table for the comfort of individual surgeons of different heights and reach)


Covert factors – biomechanical factors (e.g., the weight and balance of an individual surgeon’s 
tools) and sensory factors (e.g., multiple audible alarms in the operating theater interfering 
with recognition of a high priority alarm)


BEHAVIORAL Overt factors – verbal and non-verbal information management behaviors (e.g., verbaliza-
tion and mouse/trackball operation while using a computerized provider order entry system)


Covert factors – affective (e.g., a surgeon’s frustration with multiple simultaneous alarms), 
cognitive (e.g., difficulties comprehending which alarm has the highest priority), and physi-
ological behaviors (e.g., increased heart and respiration rate due to time pressures and frustra-
tion with discrimination of the alarms)


GROUPS SOCIAL Overt factors – communication and coordination (e.g., a physician putting medication orders 
or other directives in an inappropriate location of the computerized provider order entry system)


Covert factors – conventions and expectations (e.g., the buyer routinely selects the diagnos-
tic radiology device based upon the radiologist’s desire for high image quality, erroneously 
expecting that the technicians and nurses – the actual users, not the readers – will deliver high 
productivity and profitability, regardless of the choice of device)


CULTURAL


Overt factors – language and artifacts (e.g., clinical users and clinical engineers do not speak 
exactly the same language and patient safety problems often arise when there are gaps in 
communication due to language difficulties; what may be obvious to the engineer may not 
be obvious to the clinician and omission leads to miscommunication)


Covert factors – shared values, such as beliefs, customs, ethics, and morals (e.g., the classi-
cal example of covert cultural factors is the discrepancy between clinical professionals and 
business professionals, both of whom are well-meaning but neither of whom recognize that 
they are starting with different assumptions and value systems)
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Human-Centered Quality


HCSE takes a different approach to quality defini-
tion and quality management (including improve-
ment). The definition encompasses, for example, 
all of Holpp’s (1993) eight definitions of quality 
in healthcare and subsumes all six of Berwick’s 
(2002) dimensions of healthcare performance. 
HCSE defines quality as the degree to which the 
needs, wants, and desires of all the stakeholders 
have been satisficed (Samaras, 2010b). With this 
quality definition, quality (Q) and SD are related 
concepts: zero SD corresponds to total quality (Q 
= 1 - SD). Under this definition, total quality (SD 
= 0) is unachievable, except in the most trivial 
cases. Reducing SD is the means to increasing 
quality. Furthermore, a quality improvement 
intervention – even if successful in the short 
term – can never be expected to endure without 
additional effort, because the system of humans 
(the organization) is dynamic, not static. Because 
SD can never be eliminated totally, the satisfic-
ing task, as first put forth by Simon, is a linear/
nonlinear programming question and a classical 
management engineering problem.


There exist a myriad “definitions of quality” 
and many believe that the concept of quality is 
elusive. Holpp (1993) offered eight definitions of 
quality in healthcare that endure today. He stated 
that quality is customer satisfaction, meeting 
requirements, continuous process improvement, 
teamwork and empowerment, outstanding service, 
cost control and resource utilization, doing the 
right things right the first time, and (finally) how 
we do business.


The HCSE definition of quality encompasses 
all of Holpp’s eight definitions; each of the eight 
definitions may be derived from the single HCSE 
definition: Stakeholders include both internal and 
external customers; satisficing their NWDs results 
in their satisfaction (although not necessarily their 
delight). Requirements (design inputs) in HCSE 
are defined as the subset of identified or discovered 
NWDs that are economically and technologi-


cally feasible at a given point in time (Samaras 
& Horst, 2005; Samaras, 2010a). Continuous 
process improvement, also called corrective and 
preventive action (CAPA) or continuous quality 
improvement (CQI), is a central element of the 
HCSE lifecycle, whose objective is to satisfice 
stakeholder NWDs. Satisficing the NWDs of all 
the stakeholders promotes teamwork and empow-
erment, outstanding service (we are satisficing the 
NWDs of both internal and external customers), 
and cost control and resource utilization (we are 
satisficing the NWDs of managers and business 
staff). Satisficing the NWDs of all the stakeholders 
moves us closer to doing “the right things right 
the first time”. Finally, if you are satisficing the 
NWDs of all the stakeholders, that is how you 
do business.


All stakeholders have the same top-level 
NWDs (Samaras & Samaras, 2009); they are: 
Safety, Effectiveness, Efficiency, and Satisfaction 
(SEES). The first three are objective measures 
(safety, effectiveness, and efficiency). The fourth 
(satisfaction) is a set of five subjective measures 
(perceived effectiveness, perceived efficiency, 
engaging, error tolerant and easy to learn). While 
these are the top-level NWD categories, their 
specific meaning varies by stakeholder (by the 
frame of reference).


Etzioni’s (1964) defines “The actual effective-
ness of a specific organization is determined by the 
degree to which it realizes its goals. The efficiency 
of an organization is measured by the amount of 
resources used to produce a unit of output.”


Dubin (1976) asserts that effectiveness has a 
different meaning based on whether the organiza-
tion is viewed from the inside (efficiency) or from 
the outside (social utility), which begins to get to 
the contemporary issue of “meaningful use”. As 
you change the frame of reference from that of 
a single stakeholder to a stakeholder group, then 
to multiple stakeholder groups, and then to ALL 
the stakeholders, the effectiveness criterion is 
transformed. As you alter the system boundaries, 
the computation of efficiency is changed, because 
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only resources that cross the system boundary are 
considered.


Where you decide to draw the system boundary, 
while always considered arbitrary, has profound 
consequences. The reference frame is crucial. 
For the patient, safety may mean that their health 
status is not degraded further; for the clinician, 
safety may mean that they are not injured/infected 
during the course of providing care; and for the 
healthcare delivery organization, their safety 
will most likely be expressed in financial terms. 
Similarly, the clinician and the healthcare deliv-
ery organization may disagree on both objective 
and subjective efficiency: management is satis-
fied that fewer clinicians are required to service 
a fixed number of patients, whereas clinicians 
are dissatisfied that their workload is above the 
generally accepted professional norm.


Berwick (2002) identifies six dimensions of 
healthcare performance cited in the IOM report 
Crossing the Quality Chasm: safety, timeliness, 
effectiveness, efficiency, equity, and patient-
centeredness. These IOM’s six dimensions or 
domains translate to only four independent quality 
dimensions – safety, effectiveness, efficiency, and 
satisfaction. Safety is not just a matter of avoiding 
physical, psychological, or socioeconomic inju-
ries to patients, but also avoiding such injuries to 
other stakeholders including clinicians, support 
staff, and healthcare delivery organizations. Ef-
fectiveness is not only provision of evidence-based 
“treatment”, but also provision of that treatment 
to all where (location) and when (timeliness) they 
can benefit; “treatment” needs to be understood 
in the broadest sense for all stakeholders (not 
just receiving a pill, but also having your work 
structure changed, your reimbursement terms 
altered, etc.). Efficiency is about avoiding waste, 
but as Dubin indicated, it is totally dependent 
upon where you draw your system boundary 
(your frame of reference). Timeliness is not an 
orthogonal quality dimension; it is an element of 
effectiveness (providing treatment when there 
will be benefit), efficiency (not wasting time), 


and satisfaction (because, as previously stated, 
satisfaction is a function of perceived effectiveness 
and perceived efficiency). Patient-centeredness 
(while the raison d’être of healthcare delivery) 
is not an independent dimension of quality; it 
is but one of a number of foci of the complete 
set of stakeholders that must be balanced in the 
implementation of a rational healthcare delivery 
system. Finally, equity (providing care invariant 
over demographic and socioeconomic status) does 
not survive careful analysis as an independent 
quality dimension (even though it is very attrac-
tive from a social justice perspective). Inequitable 
distribution of care jeopardizes the safety of some 
patients, is ineffective from a public health per-
spective (think of herd immunity), is inefficient 
from a national economic perspective (think of 
who is paying for whom to go to the emergency 
room), and is dissatisfying to many of the stake-
holders (not all of whom are merely recipients of 
the inequitable care).


A basic premise of management engineering is 
that you cannot manage what you cannot define. 
The HCSE definition of quality is neither ad hoc 
nor “elusive”, but contained, constrained, and 
quantifiable. It is derived from the fundamental 
principles of human-centered systems engineer-
ing and it is susceptible to effective management. 
Attempting to meet some or all the stakeholder 
NWDs is the sole purpose for system development 
and system deployment. The degree to which you 
are satisficing all the stakeholder NWDs is the 
fundamental measure of quality.


DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVES


Management engineering, like all other engineer-
ing disciplines, may be characterized by a set of 
tools, often borrowed from other scientific dis-
ciplines. Some of the more widely used (albeit, 
less rigorous) tools are identified and compared 
to HCSE.
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Lean Approach


“Lean” got its name from a bestseller (Womack, 
Jones, & Roos, 1990) discussing how automobile 
manufacturing moved from craft production to 
mass production to lean manufacturing. Health-
care delivery is fundamentally a lean engineering 
problem characterized by the inherent tension 
between the search for high throughput and the 
involvement of primarily professional workers. 
The basic principles of lean engineering pro-
cess optimization are simple to understand, but 
often difficult to achieve: (1) add nothing, but 
value (eliminate waste), (2) organize based upon 
people who add value, (3) create flow from pull 
(delay commitment), and (4) reduce barriers by 
optimizing across organizations. Critical to the 
lean engineering process is the recognition and 
analysis of the value stream (the flow of increasing 
value). Mapping out the value stream facilitates 
identification of waste and facilitates identifica-
tion of stakeholders, including not only those who 
add value, but also those who might add barriers. 
Adding value and eliminating waste are central 
NWDs of all stakeholders. While lean engineer-
ing practitioners normally focus on adding value 
that an internal or external customer cares about, 
there is no reason it cannot be extended to adding 
value for all stakeholders.


Balanced Scorecard Approach


The first balanced scorecard was created in 1987 
at Analog Devices, Inc. (Schneiderman, 2006). 
It achieved “balance” by adding non-financial 
measures that characterize progress towards the 
organization’s strategic objectives. It considered 
five major stakeholder groups (communities, cus-
tomers, employees, stockholders, and suppliers) 
focusing on gaps in their satisfaction that could 
be mapped to internal process improvements. The 
original balance was achieved by considering four 
perspectives (financial, customer, internal process-
es, and innovation & learning). Over time, more 


rigorous design methods have evolved (Lawrie 
& Cobbold, 2004) including the strategic link-
age model (connecting strategic objectives with 
scorecard measures and targets to yield strategy 
maps) and the incorporation of a strategic goal or 
end-state definition (the “Destination Statement”). 
These improvements have tended to make the 
selection of perspectives, measures, and targets 
more closely linked to the actual organizational 
strategy designed to serve the stakeholders.


Six Sigma Approach and DMAIC


In 1988, Motorola, Inc. received the Malcolm 
Baldrige National Quality Award in part for their 
six sigma program (Pyzdek, 2003). The Six Sigma 
(6σ) approach is fundamentally about a process 
quality objective used for defects reduction by 
reducing process variability. It is now viewed as a 
method for improving organizational performance 
through the reduction of variability and elimination 
of waste. It focuses on control of a process to ± 
six standard deviations (6σ) from a target, which 
translates to about 2 defects per billion opportuni-
ties (3.4 defects per million opportunities = ±4.5σ, 
so you must be willing to accept an additional 
1.5σ drift). It assumes a “normal” or Gaussian 
distribution, a frequent simplifying assumption 
of industrial practitioners, which may or may 
not always be true, but is often a good first-order 
approximation. The major impact of Six Sigma is 
that Motorola and subsequent practitioners fun-
damentally changed the acceptable quality level 
discussion - from performance levels measured in 
percents to performance levels measured at least 
four orders of magnitude smaller.


Like the Lean approach, Six Sigma is a frame-
work for increasing value, decreasing variability 
and eliminating waste; Lean focuses on flow, 
whereas Six Sigma focuses on variability. Both 
Lean and Six Sigma can benefit from the applica-
tion of sophisticated mathematical and statistical 
analyses; both also can be applied with simple 
arithmetic. The Six Sigma paradigm is based upon 
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on a 5-step process: Define, Measure, Analyze, 
Improve, and Control (DMAIC). DMAIC refers 
to a measurement-dependent, data-driven quality 
strategy for process improvement. Central to the 
DMAIC approach is defining the “Customer”, 
their “Critical to Quality” issues, and core busi-
ness processes.


Quality Function Deployment 
(QFD) Approach


QFD is a key practice in Design for Six Sigma 
(DFSS). Broadly defined (Akao, 1990), it is a 
method that “converts user demands into substitute 
quality characteristics …, determines the design 
quality of the finished good, and systematically 
deploys this quality into component quality, in-
dividual parts quality, and process elements and 


their relationships.” The QFD lifecycle may be 
directly mapped on to the classical systems engi-
neering lifecycle (Samaras, 2006). In this schema, 
the ‘Voice of the Customer” (Figure 7) appears 
as a subset of the “Voice of the Stakeholders” 
(Figure 8); other than that, everything appears 
basically the same. A powerful tool of QFD, the 
“House of Quality” is a mechanism for selecting 
and verifying the relationship between Design 
Inputs (Requirements or “Whats”) and Design 
Outputs (Specifications or “Hows”).


HCSE Approach


HCSE is a general paradigm that applies to both 
the development and deployment of products, 
processes, and services. A wide variety of lifecycle 
models, published over the last quarter century, 


Figure 7. QFD mapped to HCSE lifecycle
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directly map to the classical systems engineering 
lifecycle model (Samaras & Horst, 2005). The 
primary difference between the classical systems 
engineering lifecycle and the HCSE lifecycle is the 
iterative emphasis on identifying all stakeholders 
and their NWDs (Figure 8).


Comparing Perspectives


All five approaches share a number of distinct 
similarities. All focus on increasing value and 
target process improvement. All focus on some 
or all of the stakeholders’ NWDs. All focus on 
core business processes to support the particular 
approach. Some are explicitly iterative, while 
others are implicitly iterative.


The Lean approach, with its historical roots 
in reconciling artisanship and mass production, 
is a good match for healthcare delivery’s search 


for high throughput from highly skilled profes-
sionals. Six Sigma can stabilize gains from the 
Lean approach by reducing variability along the 
value stream. The Balanced Scorecard approach 
exposes the connections between organizational 
strategy and goal(s) with specific process mea-
sures and target values. Both the QFD and the 
HCSE lifecycles map directly to the classical 
systems engineering lifecycle and support design 
of products, processes, and services.


A crucial strength of HCSE is the focus on all 
stakeholders, rather than just a subset (i.e., custom-
ers), thus exposing previously unrecognized SD. 
Other strengths include the definition of quality 
and procedures for identifying, classifying, and 
operationalizing stakeholder NWDs. Recognition 
and quantification are prerequisites for measure-
ment, control, and management.


Figure 8. HCSE lifecycle (HA = hazard analysis)
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EXPOSING STAKEHOLDERS, 
THEIR NWDs, AND DISSONANCE


SD in a system never can be eliminated totally; 
it can only be reduced, except in the most trivial 
situations. SD arises from the intentional or un-
recognized conflicts between the NWDs of the 
various system stakeholders. In order to manage 
SD, you must be able to control it. This requires 
that you are able to measure SD. Increased work-
load, increased errors, appearance of workarounds, 
and outright rejection of newly introduced tools 
are symptomatic of SD in healthcare delivery. 
While recognizing symptoms is important from a 
diagnostic perspective, treating (controlling) SD 
requires recognition and mitigation of the root 
cause - conflicting NWDs between stakeholders. 
The objective is SD reduction by reducing NWD 
conflicts among the stakeholders. Initially, this 
means identifying the stakeholders, soliciting 
and classifying their NWDs, and then searching 
for conflicts.


Identifying and Prioritizing 
Stakeholders


A stakeholder is any individual or group that 
potentially can threaten or cooperate in the de-
ployment process (Savage, Nix, Whitehead, & 
Blair, 1991). Attributes of power, legitimacy, 
and urgency (Mitchell, Agle & Wood, 1997) are 
important elements for the identification and 
prioritization of stakeholders. Visualizing and 
mapping stakeholder influence (Bourne & Walker, 
2005; Walker, Bourne & Shelley, 2008) is a criti-
cal step in identifying ALL the stakeholders, to 
avoid unrecognized NWD conflicts that may lead 
to SD. The degree to which the identification is 
more coarse-grained (e.g., clinicians) or fine-
grained (e.g., physicians, nurses, pharmacists, 
occupational/radiation/physical therapists, nurse 
assistants, pharmacy technicians, aides/orderlies/
attendants) will depend in part on the particular 
deployment and in part on the iteration in the 


deployment design process. There is little reason 
to begin in the first iteration with a very fine-
grained analysis; however, as SD is mapped, the 
original course-grained analysis will very likely 
be expanded in future iterations for particular 
stakeholder groups.


Defining NWDs


We previously stated that NWDs may be envi-
sioned as: Needs - basic needs or “must haves”, 
Wants - performance needs or “like to haves”, 
and Desires - latent needs or “I’ll know it when I 
see it”. From the work of Kano (1984), we have 
a simple means of discriminating NWDs based 
upon stakeholder response (Figure 9). This stake-
holder response matrix permits discrimination and 
identification of basic needs versus performance 
needs versus latent needs. However, it is not a good 
mechanism for soliciting NWDs from stakehold-
ers. Most stakeholders do not readily relate to the 
terms “needs, wants, and desires” and encounter 
difficulties identifying their NWDs.


Soliciting NWDs


However, all stakeholders seem readily able and 
willing to discuss and give multiple opinions 
regarding safety, effectiveness, efficiency, and 
whether a tool is satisfying to use. This is con-
venient, because all stakeholders have the same 
top-level set of NWDs: the product, process, or 
service should be “Safe, Effective, Efficient, and 
Satisfying in a Specified Context of Use” (ISO/
IEC, 2001). As previously stated (see section on 
Human-Centered Quality), the first three SEES 
elements are objective measures, whereas the 
fourth is a set of subjective measures encompass-
ing perceived effectiveness, perceived efficiency, 
engaging, error tolerant, and easy to learn.


Figure 10 is an example of a worksheet for 
soliciting and organizing these across all stake-
holder categories. The stakeholders’ inputs are 
solicited in a number of different ways, including 
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one-on-one interviews, structured focus groups, 
questionnaires, technical conferences (where 
participant stakeholders are invited to comment 
on relevant presentations), and traditional best 
practices benchmarking of competitors. No one 
particular technique appears totally adequate, but 


since the process is iterative, different techniques 
may be used in different iterations. Furthermore, 
an initial analytic effort to forecast stakeholder 
responses tends to expedite the process.


It is important for engineers to appreciate that 
subjective measures may be as important as, or 


Figure 9. Stakeholder response matrix


Figure 10. Organizing commensurable stakeholder NWDs
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even more important than, objective measures. 
Our natural inclination as engineers is to tend to 
discount “feelings” and other “human” things we 
are not trained to measure. However, from the 
point of view of the individual stakeholder, if they 
feel the tool is not working for them or if they 
feel it is increasing their workload, they will 
perceive it as ineffective or inefficient, regardless 
of what your objective data may indicate. Their 
“subjective” perception invariably will lead to 
workarounds or rejection of the tool, both of which 
are diagnostic for SD.


A very good example is the work on “ergo-
nomic” versus “non-ergonomic” computer carts 
(Anderson, et. al., 2009). Nurses overwhelmingly 
rejected a slick ergonomic design in favor of a 
generic trolley that had a larger work surface 
and storage space for medications, papers, and 
other nursing artifacts. However, it has been my 
personal observation that a different group of 
clinicians (physical and occupational therapists), 
whose professional artifacts are mostly large and 
immobile, routinely use the modern, ergonomi-
cally designed computer on wheels.


Whether or not the ergonomic cart is perceived 
as effective and efficient is dependent upon the 
stakeholder group (on their frame of reference), 
in this case two subgroups of clinicians. In fact, 
the meaning and priority of each of these top 
level NWDs vary according to the specific (sub-) 
category of stakeholder. In our attempt to achieve 
SD reduction, we are not directly interested is 
SEES, but in the identification of basic needs, 
performance needs and latent needs for each 
specific stakeholder group and how they might 
conflict. Only a subset of all these NWDs will 
be translated into the design requirements for the 
deployment of the product, process, or service.


Classifying NWDs


In any given iteration, once we have a SEES 
set, it is relatively simple to classify each of the 
members of the SEES set as Needs, Wants, or De-


sires. For each given stakeholder group (actually 
their sampled representatives), we ascertain their 
response on a scale from addition to elimination 
of the particular design requirements, couched in 
terms that permits them to respond based upon 
whether the putative requirement is poorly met, 
met or very well met (see Figure 9).


Consistent with good survey and questionnaire 
practices, once you have constructed the questions 
based upon the subject matter, you need to ran-
domize their sequence and ensure that you have 
both a balanced presentation (positive and nega-
tive interrogatories, as well as any other internal 
controls deemed necessary). The responses may 
be elicited in writing, in group sessions, or in any 
number of other formats. What is important, as 
with every other scientifically–based investiga-
tion, is that bias is minimized (use multiple repre-
sentatives, minimize self-selection, avoid leading 
questions, do not suppress discussions and other 
interactions among stakeholder representatives 
in a group setting, etc.)


Since HCSE is inherently an iterative process, 
it is both unnecessary and inefficient to “get it right 
the first time”; that definition of quality does not 
apply here! Trying to complete the effort in a single 
iteration is usually counterproductive (Samaras, 
2010a); the optimal design will usually change 
with each iteration. Attempting to “finalize” any 
subsystem will usually constrain future decision-
making options and yield suboptimal results. The 
key, as in any iterative and agile endeavor, is to 
preserve flexible decision-making, maintain a 
high tolerance for ambiguity and uncertainty, and 
enforce short time intervals for each iteration.


Discovering and Mapping Potential 
Stakeholder Dissonance


SD arises from the intentional or unrecognized 
conflicts between the NWDs of the various 
system stakeholders. The best kind of SD is the 
intentional kind; the very worst kind is the result 
of unrecognized conflicts – especially with one 
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or more stakeholders being unknown. In order to 
avoid unintentional or unrecognized SD, we need 
to analyze and map potential conflicts between 
different stakeholder NWDs.


I am unaware of any structured, systematic 
approach for discovering potential SD. At present, 
it seems that only a tedious, subjective analysis is 
available. The analysis benefits from visualiza-
tion by simple mapping of both agonistic and 
antagonistic NWDs from the different identified 
stakeholders. While this reveals an important 
weakness, it is by no means fatal for the ap-
proach. Any potential SD that can be discovered 
or predicted before deployment is one less cause 
of reduced safety, effectiveness, efficiency, and/
or user satisfaction.


Risk Analysis


Once potential sources of SD have been identified, 
they need to be prioritized for mitigation. Not all 
SD can or will be mitigated. A well-established 
initial method for mitigation prioritization is risk 
analysis. Frequently used is the FMEA (Failure 
Modes and Effects Analysis); this is a “bottom 
up” approach that yields a risk prioritization in-


dex. However, this inductive analysis relies not 
on quantitative, historical data, but on subjective, 
experiential input provided by the analyst. Using 
this technique alone is dangerous, in that it does not 
identify nearly all the actual hazards. Wetterneck 
et al (2006) report data that indicates less than 
75% of infusion pump failure modes identified in 
actual practice were captured, in advance, by their 
FMEA. When historical, quantitative, failure rate 
data are not available (this is very often the case), 
improving the reliability of the risk analysis can 
be achieved by iteratively combining inductive 
and deductive analyses (e.g., FMEA and RCA, 
see Figure 11). The combined use of the “top 
down” and the “bottom up” analyses usually 
gives greater coverage, compensates for inherent 
weaknesses in each of these analytic techniques, 
and assists the analyst by providing two points of 
view (not unlike depth perception for a biological 
visual system).


Prioritizing Stakeholder Dissonance 
for Mitigation


Prioritizing SD for mitigation initially is based 
upon risk analysis. However, unless financial 


Figure 11. Risk analyses
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and technical risks are included in the initial 
analyses, further prioritization based first upon 
technical feasibility (can we do anything about 
it?) and then based upon cost-benefit (is it actu-
ally worth doing?) is required to arrive at a final 
prioritization list.


While technical feasibility is always used to 
eliminate candidates for priority, unless cost is 
the only optimization criterion, we must then 
turn to the general category of decision analysis 
methods. They can be as simple as Pareto, paired 
comparison, grid, force field, or decision tree 
analysis (Pyzdek, 2003). When multiple criterion 
optimization is sought, well-established tech-
niques routinely used in business are of value. 
These include linear or non-linear programming 
(depending upon the shape of the constraints) 
and multiple criteria decision-making (cf., Dyer 
et. al., 1992; Zeleny, 1998).


QUANTITATIVE DESIGN INPUTS 
FOR SYSTEM VALIDATION


An un-validated system deployment is a “shot in 
the dark” and an unknowable risk to the organiza-
tion. System validation is the demonstration that 
the deployed system actually conforms to the 
system design inputs (the system requirements). 
Requirements in HCSE are defined as the subset 
of identified or discovered NWDs that are eco-
nomically and technologically feasible at a given 
point in time. One critical attribute of system 
requirements is that they must be measureable, 
which means they must be unambiguously opera-
tionalized, so they can be quantified.


The general outline for managing SD is shown 
in Figure 12. The approach may be used both for 
technology deployment as well as for deployment 
of other processes and services. Figure 12 pro-
vides a high-level overview, depicting it as three 
interlocking process cycles: a technology (re-) 
development cycle, a deployment (re-) design 
cycle, and a post-deployment surveillance cycle. 


These activities are drawn as cycles to emphasize 
that they represent iterative processes – a key 
feature of HCSE.


The deployment design cycle, the subject of 
this chapter, consists of 10 sub-processes (the last 
of which is deployment validation in a pilot set-
ting prior to general release) and 2 critical decision 
points (see Figure 12). The first five sub-process-
es consist of:


a.  identifying and mapping all the stakeholders,
b.  soliciting stakeholder input on SEES,
c.  translating the SEES to NWDs,
d.  identifying and mapping dissonance among 


stakeholders, and
e.  conducting risk analyses to help prioritize 


dissonance mitigations.


At this juncture, if technology is involved, a 
critical management decision is made whether or 
not the candidate product is acceptable; if not, tech-
nology redesign or selection of a different vendor 
may be warranted. The last five sub-processes of 
the deployment design cycle are:


f.  prioritizing identified dissonance mitigations,
g.  operationalizing and quantifying only the 


relevant NWDs involved in the selected 
mitigations,


h.  implementing the selected dissonance 
mitigation(s),


i.  verifying in a pilot setting that the selected 
dissonance was actually reduced, and


j.  validating the deployment design in that 
pilot setting.


At this juncture, the second critical manage-
ment decision is made whether or not to deploy 
the product, process, or service throughout the 
organization.


The seventh step in the process (step g of the 
deployment design cycle) requires quantification 
of the relevant NWDs, which we discussed in detail 
in the section on human centered system complex-
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ity. There we identified how various physical, 
behavioral, social, and cultural (PBSC) factors 
may be operationalized. The relevant NWDs are 
those NWDs expected to lead to critical SD and 
have high priority for reduction or elimination. 
The reason we need to quantify these particular 
NWDs is that once we have applied a proposed 
mitigation, we must have a means to ascertain 
whether the SD was actually reduced, and then 
we need to validate that the selected NWDs (those 
transformed into system requirements) were actu-
ally met by the deployment design.


It is at this point that we can answer the ques-
tion “what do I need to measure” and it is at this 
point that the measurement techniques in Table 1 
(the previously defined PBSC measures) finally 
are used. Those NWD conflicts identified by 
prioritization for reduction or elimination are 
operationalized and quantified using the scientific 
measurement techniques identified in Table 1. 
Who (what individuals) will do the measurements 
depends solely upon what areas of expertise you 
have in-house; for measurements outside their 


areas of expertise you will have to turn to academ-
ics, consultants, etc.


Consider the deployment of a new infusion 
pump. NWD conflicts will probably arise among 
management, purchasing, nursing, and biomedical 
engineering. Among all four stakeholder groups, 
we will likely be dealing with covert social fac-
tors (conventions and expectations) related to 
efficiency and effectiveness that require measure-
ment skills from social psychology and sociology. 
Between purchasing and nursing stakeholders, 
we will likely be dealing with overt and covert 
information management behaviors related to 
workload, safety, and ease of use issues associated 
with pump programming that require measurement 
skills from cognitive and physiological psychol-
ogy. Between nursing and biomedical engineering 
stakeholders, we will most likely be dealing with 
overt social and cultural factors related to lan-
guage differences and safety/risk communication; 
there may also be conflicts related to differences 
in shared values between these two stakeholder 
groups. Prior to full deployment, you will need 


Figure 12. Three interlocking cycles of the SD management process
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to demonstrate that some or all of these potential 
NWD conflicts have been adequately mitigated; 
if not, validation fails and deployment throughout 
the organization is ill advised.


In the next section, using 20-20 hindsight, we 
look back at healthcare delivery system deploy-
ment situations (computerized provider order entry 
and bar coded medication administration) where 
SD occurred, subsequently became evident, and 
where some SD might have been avoided by the 
application of the principles of human-centered 
systems engineering.


RETROSPECTROSCOPY


Campbell et. al. (2006) have identified nine un-
intended consequences of computerized provider 
order entry (CPOE) systems deployment: more or 
new work for clinicians; unfavorable workflow 
issues; never-ending system demands; problems 
related to persistence of paper orders; unfavorable 
changes in communication patterns and practices; 
negative feelings toward the new technology; gen-
eration of new types of errors; unexpected changes 
in an institution’s power structure, organizational 
culture, or professional roles; and overdependence 
on the technology. These correlate well with the 
findings of Koppel et. al. (2005). With the possible 
exception of “never-ending system demands”, we 
can be quite confident that the remaining eight 
issues would have surfaced in structured inter-
views and structured focus groups of clinicians 
seeking to solicit stakeholder’s SEES opinions. 
The extent to which SD could have been reduced 
would depend upon the deploying organization’s 
conclusions regarding their risks. It would also 
depend upon their ability to delay deployment, 
until a validated deployment process design was 
achieved. Weighing the risks of delays versus 
the risks of failures is a critical management 
engineering activity.


Patterson, Cook, and Render (2002) identified 
five negative side effects of deployment of Bar 
Code Medication Administration (BCMA): nurses 
confused with automated removal of medications; 
reduced communication and coordination among 
physicians and nurses; nurses skipping steps 
(e.g., wrist band scanning versus entering patient 
identification) to reduce workload at peak times; 
increased prioritization of timely medication ad-
ministration during goal conflicts; and difficulty 
modifying routine tasks. Koppel et. al. (2008) 
report a variety of BCMA-related workarounds, 
including omission of process steps and unauthor-
ized BCMA process steps, all of which appear to 
have the intent of workload leveling. Bargren & Lu 
(2009) conducted a detailed case study analysis of 
altered nursing workflow following introduction 
of a BCMA system, reporting that the number of 
steps (a measure of workload) nearly doubled for 
their inpatient unit. Rothchild & Keohane (2008) 
assert that unintended consequences of healthcare 
technologies “more commonly are due to design 
flaws related to human factors and real world use, 
unexpected or unaccounted cultural and behav-
ioral interactions, and inadequate training and 
implementation.” While BCMA has the potential 
to improve patient safety by supporting the five 
“rights”: right Patient, right Drug, right Dose, 
right Route, and right Time, failure to deploy 
BCMA systems properly facilitates errors in each 
of these five parameters. Deploying a system that 
adversely impacts actual or perceived workflow 
results in undermined communication & coor-
dination, challenges conventions, expectations, 
and shared values, and results in stress that com-
promises covert physical and behavioral factors 
(see Table 1); clearly, this was never the intent of 
the deploying organization. Proper application of 
HCSE would have permitted mitigation of many 
of these problems.
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CONCLUSION: ADDING THE 
RIGHT VALUE RIGHT AWAY


No matter how well a tool is designed (and there 
is always room for improvement), how the tool is 
actually deployed in a particular organization will 
always be a rate-limiting step in progress towards 
excellence in healthcare delivery. Value is what 
each stakeholder cares about, regardless of the 
views of all other stakeholders. Satisficing the 
NWDs of all the stakeholders provides a balanced 
local definition of value objectives. SD is “waste” 
and we attempt to reduce it to minimize its adverse 
effects on the value stream. Pre-deployment SD 
recognition and mitigation offers an opportunity 
to improve healthcare delivery by supporting Safe, 
Effective, Efficient, and Satisfying organizational 
operations. The focus on identifying all the stake-
holders and satisficing their NWDs provides a 
powerful mechanism for adding the right value 
right away. As healthcare delivery cost constraints 
intensify and sensitivity to TCO increases, avoid-
ing costly errors, misjudgments, threats to patient 
safety, and threats to organizational profitability 
will require increasingly rigorous approaches for 
development and deployment of new technology. 
Human-centered systems engineering offers a 
powerful tool for management engineers.
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1. Introduction


Safety and security are negative goals. Safety, security and
usability (SSU) are system properties. They cannot be isolated to
a component or some layer of the system. All three are pre-
requisites for system effectiveness. Ensuring SSU of an integrated
system requires a holistic view; a myopic view will mislead.


Consider the following illustration of a cybersecurity breach
among high profile industry players [1]. Three well-respected
and well-trusted global industrial leaders (Google, Apple, and
Amazon) made products involved in the 2013 hacking, theft, and
destruction of an individual’s ‘‘digital life” – purportedly for no
obvious economic or criminal reason. The victim, Mat Honan,
briefly described the incident and summarized the source of the
breach, as follows:


In the space of one hour. . .my Google account was taken over, then
deleted. Next my Twitter account was compromised... my Apple ID
account was broken into, and my hackers used it to remotely erase
all of the data on my iPhone, iPad, and MacBook.


...Apple tech support gave the hackers access to my iCloud account.
Amazon tech support gave them the ability to see a piece of infor-
mation — a partial credit card number — that Apple used to release
information. In short, the very four digits that Amazon considers
unimportant enough to display in the clear on the web are precisely
the same ones that Apple considers secure enough to perform iden-
tity verification. The disconnect exposes flaws... and points to a
looming nightmare as we enter the era of cloud computing and
connected devices. [1, page not specified]


The hackers continued to wreak havoc by posting ruinous hate-
speech to Honan’s Twitter followers, and other actions that under-
mined his reputation. And while the author admits to his own
failure to use better security safeguards, that realization is no com-
fort to him for losing the only copies of pictures he had of his child’s
first year of life because the hackers wiped his MacBook clean.


Why should anyone concerned with medical device interoper-
ability SSU take heed of this story, other than as a uniquely modern
cautionary tale? Because further examination reveals significant

dimensions of the story that relate to interoperability. Each partial
piece of information was reasonably safe on its own; separate
examination, even today, of each of these three individual corpo-
rate entities demonstrates that their policies and procedures were
reasonable and acceptable given ‘‘good practices” at that time.
Pairwise examination of each of the three entities (Google-Apple,
Google-Amazon, and Apple-Amazon) yields the same result; there
seemed to be no obvious hazards to users. It is only when the lar-
ger system is examined simultaneously that hazards begin to be
exposed. Why? Because in this case, the source of the problem
was not each individual ‘‘device”, nor pairs. The system that failed
was comprised at a minimum of the three firms, the intended user,
the malicious users with their ‘‘unintended use” of the information,
and each firm’s customer service employees following (or failing to
follow) their internal approved procedures. The mere fact that the
firms’ products were not directly interconnected, nor intended to
be interoperated, does not obviate the fact that everyone under-
stood that they would be co-located on electronic devices, would
be subsumed under identical operating systems, and would be
used together by individual consumers (and possibly malicious
users) to achieve a variety of purposes (some neither envisioned,
nor sanctioned by the companies). As such, they were then and
continue to be, interoperable products. This case illustrates one
of the subtle and more concerning difficulties associated with
interoperability – once removed from a highly controlled setting,
intentions do not necessarily have a lot to do with end use.
Although the target of the hack in the illustration above states
his ‘‘digital life was destroyed”, fortunately he did not suffer bodily
injury or death. Unfortunately, we have a decades’ long legacy of
what happens in higher stakes situations when failures in complex
systems yield catastrophic results.


Safety critical systems can be counted upon to do remarkable
things; they can also be relied upon to fail. Analyses from the Bho-
pal gas tragedy, the Challenger explosion, the Chernobyl and
Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disasters and other human-made catas-
trophes demonstrate that these tragedies were not the result of lin-
ear or even a cascade of events. Instead, they can be better
understood as the expected result of functional characteristics,
such as variability, in complex sociotechnical systems [2]; they
are, as Perrow observes, ‘‘normal” [3]. Is it hyperbole to conjure
up tragic images of catastrophic death and disaster, when dis-
cussing SSU of interoperable medical devices? Perhaps, but we
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Nomenclature


Acronyms
AAMI Association for Advancement of Medical Instrumenta-


tion
ASTM American Society of Testing Materials
AMA American Medical Association
FDA Food and Drug Administration
HCP Healthcare Provider
HDO Healthcare Delivery Organization
HIMSS Healthcare Information and Management Systems Soci-


ety
HIT Healthcare Information Technology
HL7 Health Level Seven International
HHS Health and Human Services Administration


IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers
ISO International Standards Organization
IT Information Technology
MDI Medical Device Interoperability
MPC Multi-Party Computation
NIST National Institute of Science and Technology
NIOSH National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health
NWD Needs, Wants, and Desires (i.e., Kano types)
OSHA Occupational Safety and Health Administration
PnP Plug & Play
SE Systems Engineering
SSU Safety, Security & Usability
US United States
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think not, as it already occurs with single medical devices used in
isolation [4]. Evidence is mounting that the health care arena is far
from immune to SSU interoperability-related issues. There are
anecdotal accounts even today from hospitals regarding metric/
imperial standard conversion interoperability problems, of the sort
that contributed to the 1999 crash landing of the $125M Mars Cli-
mate Orbiter. While metric conversion errors and unsynchronized
clocks will not cause a multimillion dollar collision in a hospital, to
fragile children in need of precise dosing calculations based upon
correct weight [5] and time interval, these mistakes can be deadly.
Alarming signs include recent reports that the healthcare industry
is highly vulnerable to SSU breaches, having been the most fre-
quent industry target for cyber-security attacks in 2015, with
nearly 90 million health records compromised at an annual cost
of more than $6 billion [6]. These events should be red-flag warn-
ings that a ‘‘patch & pray” [7,8] mindset in the medical device
interoperability domain, will likely yield a bumper crop of compli-
cations, including serious injuries and death, significant liability for
healthcare providers, healthcare delivery organizations and
involved medical device manufacturers, as well as the resultant
societal costs.


Patient stakeholders are reliant upon the intersection of
technical, regulatory and business practices for the safe, secure
performance and usability of interoperable medical devices. Unfor-
tunately, these three have conflicting requirements and constraints
that may undermine fundamental SSU. In this Viewpoint, we dis-
cuss the sometime harmonious, but frequently dissonant, context
of regulatory, technical and business challenges to the development
and performance of interoperable medical device SSU. We begin to
just barely explore putative system-oriented solutions to these
problems, while calling for restoration of historically-validated
and scientifically-demonstrated strategies. In moving forward with
medical device interoperability, it is imperative to understand
impediments, draw from ‘‘lessons learned” wherever they may be
found, implement proven strategies, and explore, refine or develop
appropriately robust system-oriented methods to test and validate
SSU of interoperable medical device systems. This clarion call seeks
to shine a spotlight on the potentially serious SSU problems that
may result when medical devices are cobbled together and applied
to patients in what essentially will become, even with the best of
intentions, uncontrolled experiments performed upon an unsus-
pecting, unconsented, and susceptible public.

2. Background


For more than fifty years, the rapid advancement and declining
cost in computing capabilities and proliferation of the Internet

have resulted in near ubiquitous reliance upon these technologies
among industrialized nations, with connectivity a central fact in
healthcare delivery [9]. This prompted collaborative global efforts
to harmonize health information technology (HIT) over a more
than three decades long commitment by the Health Level 7 [10],
NIST, ASTM, ISO, IEEE, HIMSS and other governmental and non-
governmental organizations worldwide [11]. As recently as March
of this year (2016), the US Health and Human Services’ (HHS) Cen-
ter for Medical Interoperability announced two milestones involv-
ing major industry and health delivery organization groups’ pledge
to more open sharing of non-protected/non-proprietary health
information, broader access for consumers and researchers, and
implementation of federally-recognized interoperability standards
[12,13]. Achieving this state of cooperation in US Health Informa-
tion Technology (HIT) interoperability is unprecedented, long in
coming, and the result of enormous national and international
effort. Still, despite decades of work, full HIT interoperability is
not fully realized; it is not reliable [14], and may remain only a
hope for the future without better metrics [15].


Medical device development has been similarly impacted by
the massive influx of computerization, with a somewhat parallel,
albeit more guarded, impetus toward interoperability, especially
where multi- or cross-vendor interoperability is concerned [16].
In a joint 2012 summit, the Association for Advancement of Med-
ical Instrumentation (AAMI) and the US Food and Drug Administra-
tion (FDA) acknowledged that despite extensive effort on the HIT
side, ‘‘little attention to date has been focused on the device side
of that connectivity, especially as it relates to patient safety” [17,
p. 3] and that healthcare lags behind other safety-critical industries
in its pursuit of device interoperability. Major medical professional
organizations, recognizing the promise of improved patient safety
as well as potential for risks, have passed cautiously-worded reso-
lutions in support of medical device interoperability (MDI). [18]
Arguably because of the direct risk for death or serious injury
[19] associated with the unintended failure related to command
and control of MDI, as compared with its HIT counterparts, it is
generally recognized that MDI ‘‘is an important concept that must
be defined carefully and then pursued with equal care” [11, p. 1],
with emphasis on ‘‘safety” and ‘‘intended purpose” [11, p. 10].


Nevertheless, significant work on MDI is underway, but not
without controversy in approach and goals. As with HIT, many
have called for open systems architectures, and the use, develop-
ment, and adoption of consensus standards as key strategies
toward achieving the goal of seamless MDI. ‘‘Plug and Play” [20],
a term from early IBM PC days, as it applies in this context, is the
‘‘ability of medical devices, clinical systems, or their components
to communicate in order to safely fulfill an intended purpose”
[11, p. 7]. Dr. Julian Goldman, Director of the Medical Device Plug
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and Play (MDPnP) Laboratory, a proponent of this approach to MDI,
cautions device manufacturers to consider MDI as an integral and
intended property from the outset rather than as an after-the-fact
add-on [21]. Achieving the level of communication resulting in
effective action, implied by the concept of medical device Plug
and Play, requires a high level of dynamic interoperability that only
comes about as a result of pronounced consistency and coopera-
tion among all stakeholders [11, p. 13], which as we have seen in
the evolution of HIT interoperability, may be decades long in com-
ing, arduous, and difficult to realize.

3. Technical, business and regulatory challenges


Safety and security, and usability (SSU) are consistently recog-
nized as essential Needs, Wants, or Desires (NWD) [22,23] for all
stakeholders of interoperablemedical devices. Significant technical,
business and regulatory expertise and coordination must be
brought to bear to achieve system SSU for all stakeholders. A sys-
tems view of safety for interoperable medical devices includes at
a minimum assurances of patient (PT), provider (HCP), healthcare
delivery organization (HDO), manufacturer (MFR) and societal
(SOC) ‘‘safety” (physical, psychological, social, and financial), with
system usability a critical component of both safety and effective-
ness. Fig. 1 (left-side) illustrates a simple relationship between
business, regulatory, and technical ‘‘pillars” that subtend interoper-
able medical device stakeholder SSU. Each pillar has its own or
overlapping requirements with others (Fig. 1, right-side), including
points of vulnerability and stakeholder dissonance [24] that can
impact upon the SSU of interoperating medical devices. These
important technical, business, and regulatory challenges that must
be recognized andmanaged, are discussed in the following sections.

3.1. Technical challenges


The interconnection, interaction, and integration of interopera-
ble entities can help solve existing problems in new and innovative
ways. This paradigm is well-established in engineering, science,
and the trades. Benefits are often the result of new combinations
for collecting, processing, and controlling data and physical phe-
nomena yielding new or increased efficiency and effectiveness.
As we know from functionalist linguistic theory, they require
appropriate input/output apparatus (morphology or technical
interoperability), use of a common language with a shared vocab-
ulary (syntactic interoperability), they must construct their mes-
sages in a manner that results in shared and unambiguous
meaning (semantic interoperability), so they can successfully

Fig. 1. Left: Three Pillars of Stakeholder Safety, Security & Usability. Right: Agonistic an
R = Regulatory; T = Technical).

achieve their business objectives through effective and efficient
workflows (pragmatic interoperability). The essential attributes
of systems used by people in these workflows, especially people
involved with healthcare, are safety (functional & physical), secu-
rity (functional and physical), usability, reliability, maintainability,
and affordability (see Fig. 2).


Interoperation will result in new, or previously unrecognized,
hazards. Medical device interoperability will not stop with improv-
ing clinical workflow, data sharing with HIT, or connection
between two devices. It will extend to multiple interconnected
devices and the real-time utilization of data for control of ventila-
tion, infusion, implants, and other safety-critical tasks. In contrast
to traditional IT-centric solutions in healthcare (HIT), medical
device interoperability poses a more direct and proximal risk of
death or serious injury when safety critical devices are involved
and learned individuals are not in direct, real time control of the
process.


The generation of new hazards is well understood in the phys-
ical sciences and engineering. Engineers routinely construct by
interconnecting hardware and software parts and components,
eschewing to the extent possible de novo construction. They have
tried and true principles and practices for managing both the pro-
cess and the resultant hazards: engineering design control and
engineering risk management. These have been practiced in vari-
ous forms for centuries (if not millennia), began to be formalized
in the early 20th century in systems engineering, and codified in
formal standards in the mid-20th century. General Systems Theory
[25] and Systems Engineering [26] teach multiple interacting sub-
systems give rise to system complexity and emergent behaviors.
Emergent behaviors are sequelae of nonlinear, inhomogeneous,
and non-commensurable interactions of system components that
arise at their interconnections: the interfaces. They are, by defini-
tion, a priori unpredictable and nonobvious; they also are the the-
oretical basis for requiring complete and correct system design
validations – because you cannot predict emergent system behav-
ior from a study of the behaviors of the system components alone.


There seems to be broad advocacy for a ‘‘systems engineering
(SE)” approach to interoperable medical device development
[17,27,28]. At the same time, some proponents call for apparent
shortcuts to the SE process, for example, by trying to ‘‘identify a
pathway that will not require re-validation or re-clearance of the
entire system” [28, page not specified]. Trying to streamline valida-
tion processes to foster distributed innovation may be laudable,
but in our view this is misguided and likely dangerous.


Fig. 3 depicts interconnection of multiple FDA cleared or
approved medical devices, which are presumed validated for
safety, security and usability. A basic principle of SE is that the

d antagonistic intersections of Stakeholders Needs, Wants, & Desires (B = Business;







Fig. 2. Medical Device Design Objectives (IRR = internal rate of return).


Fig. 3. Interconnection of validated components does not result in a validated system; only system validation of the interconnected system can achieve this.
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validations of the components do not mean the integrated system
of these components is validated. Emergent properties and new
risks arise at the interfaces and can only be understood through
validation of the integrated system.


Calling for a ‘‘systems engineering” approach that picks and
chooses which SE principles and practices to employ is on its face
contradictory [29,30]. ‘‘Systems engineering” without rigorous
design verifications of risk controls and design validation of the
nascent interoperable system(s) (a hallmark of the robust nature
of the SE approach), is not systems engineering!


A shortcut in the SE process will, in all likelihood, result in fail-
ures to detect preventable system problems, or worse. Not only can

and will data be corrupted or stolen, but behavior of a patient’s
ventilator, infusion pump, or implant could be modified in an
unpredictable and unsafe manner (a not-so-implausible scenario
given recent reports of ignition and locking hacker-related vulner-
abilities among Volkswagen cars [31]. This can occur not only
because of malicious actors. It can also occur as a result of subtle
flaws in the design, implementation, and interaction of device
hardware, software, and human factors engineering, especially
for instances of ‘‘intended use” the original designers never consid-
ered. Subtle flaws might not be evident or troublesome for any one
stand-alone device or with interconnection to any other single
device. But, when a third, fourth, or nth device is recruited, the
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result could be far worse, such as death or serious injury, because
the combination of current industry practices, the existing regula-
tory paradigm, and proposed ‘‘short-cuts” cannot assure safety,
security, or usability for complex interoperated medical device
systems.


3.2. Business challenges


Perhaps to an even greater extent than was evident in efforts to
harmonize HIT, a major methodological challenge in ensuring
interoperable medical device safety and security will be to protect
trade secrets and intellectual property without withholding requi-
site risk management and design information necessary to prop-
erly identify and mitigate potential hazards, as well as verify risk
reduction efforts. Device manufacturers, like all business enter-
prises, are dependent upon returns on significant investments in
research, development, and regulatory costs. As such, they legiti-
mately may be guarded about existing revenue streams from their
current, proprietary, single-vendor interoperable systems. ‘‘Best of
breed” decisions made possible through vendor-neutral interoper-
ability, while attractive for HDOs, may pose concomitant threats to
manufacturers. These types of challenges are not limited to
‘‘across” businesses, but also ‘‘within” individual businesses, where
we find closed subsystems or ‘‘silos” [32], which impede commu-
nication required for safe engineering practices and can compound
the problem of MDI. Tradeoffs that consider these business issues
will need to be balanced, but not at the expense of patient and
HCP safety.


The push to demonstrate economic advantages of MDI is also an
important business consideration for HDOs. They want assurances
of safer, more efficient, effective, and reimbursable patient care
before committing time and resources. By one estimate, billions
of dollars may be at stake annually in the US as a consequence of
direct and indirect cost savings from the widespread adoption of
functional interoperable medical devices [33]. These projected sav-
ings are largely attributable to reductions in waste, but safety fac-
tors such as error reductions are also factors [33, p. 5]. The process
of appropriately recognizing, earmarking, and equitably passing
along medical device interoperability-related savings to manufac-
turers, HDOs, HCPs, and patients (as well as private and public pay-
ers), may be difficult without significant coordination and buy-in
among all stakeholders [33]. As we discuss later on, any projected
savings will likely be offset in part by reasonably foreseeable costs
associated with the hiring of highly trained and experienced per-
sonnel necessary for the onsite configuration, upkeep, trouble-
shooting and validation of the new interoperable medical device
systems.


3.3. Regulatory challenges


At the end of January 2016, the US FDA signaled its intention ‘‘to
promote the development and availability of safe and effective
interoperable medical devices” [34, p. 1] by issuing a Draft Guid-
ance for industry. This heralds an era of potentially greater com-
plexity for the Agency charged with regulatory approval and
clearances of medical devices, without offering a satisfactory solu-
tion to the problem of risk control verification and system design
validation for medical devices as they are introduced to the inter-
operable system. Unfortunately, the existing FDA regulatory
model, like the medical device industry business models, is ill-
suited to support promotion of safe and effective medical device
interoperability. For example, the current FDA regulatory paradigm
focusses on individual medical devices from individual manufac-
turers with approximately 90% of all devices never ‘‘approved” by
the FDA, but rather administratively ‘‘cleared” for domestic mar-
keting [35,36]. The Draft Guidance proposes continued reliance

on this administrative clearance process, which will likely prove
inadequate to the task of achieving safe and secure MDI, given that
the risk level ascribed to any individual device will be altered
through its interoperability with increasing or uncertain numbers
of other medical devices [37], both individually and in combina-
tions as interoperating systems [38]. And, as already discussed,
the regulated community of manufacturers is organized as
‘‘closed” systems, rationally limiting the dissemination of their
intellectual property and proprietary technology, but also radically
limiting the availability of information to support risk control ver-
ifications and design validation of nascent systems of interoperat-
ing medical devices.


To further complicate the regulatory problem, HDOs currently
use intermediaries and staff (clinical engineers, biomedical equip-
ment technicians, and clinicians) to convert single medical devices
into an interoperable medical device system. This behavior de facto
turns the HDO into a medical device manufacturer under the cur-
rent FDA regulations [39], yet there is no oversight of the ‘‘new”
medical device systems that result. FDA’s current Draft Guidance
recommendation seems to encourage the HDO-as-manufacturer
in its tacit promotion of this type of activity and its heavy reliance
upon labeling of the interfaces, rather than rigorous compliance
with design control and risk management of new, unique interop-
erable medical device systems [34]. This is an unprecedented
approach in FDA regulation; it can be interpreted as the antithesis
of regulatory control, insofar as it represents FDA’s abrogation of its
authority and mandate to assure medical device (not component)
safety and effectiveness.


In 2014, FDA adopted the following cybersecurity definition:
‘‘Cybersecurity - is the process of preventing unauthorized access,
modification, misuse or denial of use, or the unauthorized use of infor-
mation that is stored, accessed, or transferred from a medical device
to an external recipient.” [40 p. 3, emphasis added]. Whereas, the
Department of Homeland Security’s cybersecurity definition is:
‘‘The activity or process, ability or capability, or state whereby infor-
mation and communications systems and the information con-
tained therein are protected from and/or defended against damage,
unauthorized use or modification, or exploitation.” [41, emphasis
added]. The FDA’s modified definition of a generally-accepted
nomenclature is an IT-centric, information-focused construction
that effectively defines away all but information transfers to exter-
nal recipients, eliminating unexpected and flawed communica-
tions and communications systems among two or more medical
devices. Given this world view, it is not difficult to understand
why the FDA might believe that mere labeling, which does not
address critical issues of integrated system risk management and
design validation, may be adequate to ensure the safety and effec-
tiveness of interoperable medical devices.


It is important to recognize that from a human factors and ergo-
nomics engineering perspective, the FDA recognizes the needs of
the anticipated user in their draft guidance. What they do not
explicitly recognize is the added complexity and implications for
the user(s) in the enhanced use environment(s) engendered by
the interoperating devices. Much as in the case of ‘‘alarm fatigue”
that results from the uncoordinated layering of devices and their
alarms (another, albeit rudimentary, interoperability problem) that
overload already burdened users [42], if done haphazardly, MDI
risks introducing a similar cacophony of safety–related regulatory
and technical challenges going forward. Validating the usability of
individual interoperable devices, or pairs of devices, or even the
device with a representative of a class of interoperable devices
[34, p. 9] again misses the point of systems engineering; the usabil-
ity of each nascent system of devices must be subjected to the
appropriate risk control verifications and system design validation,
just like each individual medical device design (comprised of its
interconnections of parts and components) must be verified and
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validated. These usability-related issues add to the regulatory
conundrum and raise formidable technical and business challenges
in their own right, beyond those already identified, which we
attempt to begin to address in the following discussion section.

4. Discussion and recommendations


Despite the important business, technical and regulatory chal-
lenges, as well as risks that have been identified already and those
not-yet exposed, we still need, want, and desire interoperable
medical devices for the enormous potential benefit they might
offer all stakeholders. It is tempting to conjecture detailed interface
information, such as the FDA’s emphasis on labeling, can avert new
or unrecognized hazards, but this likely will fall far short. It is also
unlikely that the FDA can easily change its regulatory model [43] or
that industry will alter its business models. We could just proceed
with clinicians and HDO staff undertaking the responsibility (and
legal liability) of interconnecting medical devices into systems on
their own. This is certainly one interpretation of the FDA’s current
draft guidance with its reliance upon labeling the interfaces; but,
labeling (a form of administrative control or warning) provides lit-
tle assurance of operational safety and is ranked low in the hierar-
chy of prevention or risk control (e.g., according to OSHA, NIOSH,
ISO). It is possible that systems integrators could undertake to
study, test, and submit some combinations of devices for FDA
clearance, but that would markedly reduce the extent of innova-
tion at the front lines of healthcare. Understanding each individual
device interface is necessary, but not sufficient (even in the pres-
ence of extensive harmonization), for risk identification, risk con-
trol verification, and system design validation of the
(increasingly) complex interoperable medical device systems that
will be inevitable. HDOs will likely move to improve their internal
resource capabilities and expertise to begin to tackle the issues
posed by interoperable medical devices within their specific set-
ting, much as they had to establish and expand IT departments
with the introduction and growth of computers, and to hire
biomedical technicians and clinical engineers to handle the prolif-
eration of electronic devices. The decentralized build-up of exper-
tise among HDOs, while somewhat inevitable, is not a wholly
comforting nor systemic resolution to the problem; it leaves far
too much up to individual competence, or lack of.


So, how can we share the requisite engineering design informa-
tion to perform system risk analysis and validation without reveal-
ing proprietary and confidential information? Currently in use in e-
commerce, there is an approach, secure Multi-Party Computation
(MPC), which is a cybersecurity method for secretly sharing confi-
dential data, while analyzing and openly disseminating the results
of computations on the combined data set [44]. It should not
require altering business models or regulatory paradigms. Secure
MPC is a relatively new subfield of cryptography developing proto-
cols that allow various entities (individuals, organizations, etc.) to
compute some function over a joint set of inputs, while maintain-
ing the privacy of each entity’s own inputs. So, using a simplistic
example, if we wished to create an interoperable medical device
system using five different devices (from five different companies),
each device manufacturer could secretly share their risk analysis
(in some standardized format) and the overall risk analysis would
be computable without disclosing any single manufacturer’s speci-
fic risk analysis. Whether MPC is robust enough for this task is
unknown, but it is a methodological prospect worthy of pursuit.
Manufacturers and the FDA could utilize Secret Sharing protocols
that would permit secure risk management computation of any
combination of interoperable medical devices. This would allow
each manufacturer to view the resultant hazard identification
and risks, without (in principle) any individual manufacturer’s con-

fidential information being disclosed. The MPC approach might
prove viable for improved interoperability at the software and
hardware level, but it would not resolve all obstacles. First, it will
only be as good as the validity of the worst data set. Second, it does
not eliminate the need for human factors and ergonomics (HF &E)
validations at the front-line of care, which present additional and
perplexing methodological challenges.


Conducting observation of the users in the front-line use envi-
ronment is optimal for HF &E usability validations of MDI. But as
we well know, this can be difficult, labor intensive and capricious
in the highly dynamic, uncertain and complex socio-technical sys-
tem that is healthcare. Further complicating that approach is that
the healthcare system, must of necessity and by law, safeguards
privacy. Efforts are ongoing and should be ramped up to system-
atize and simplify the process of human factors and usability test-
ing of complex interoperable medical devices. This includes
determining the appropriateness of virtual test environments
(i.e., the graphical programming paradigm espoused by, among
others, National Instruments and their LabView tool that is used
extensively for decades in test engineering) [45], development
and testing of use case scenarios and other types of simulations
as is being done in the MD PnP Lab [46], and other approaches,
including training of physicians, nurses and other HCPs using
high-fidelity patient simulators in mock care units, and the use
of avatars in ‘‘virtual” environments.


We also need more research and development of formal meth-
ods and practical principles of the sort advocated and studied by
Thimbleby and colleagues at Swansea University, that would aid
in designing and assessing complex adaptive systems, which could
be valuable for interoperable medical device systems’ study and
testing [47]. Exploring appropriate systems-level frameworks, such
as Hollnagel’s Functional Resonance Analysis Method (FRAM)
method for modelling non-trivial socio-technical systems [48] is
another area worthy of investigation. The FRAM method could be
applied either prospectively for non-linear risk assessments that
may lend insight into otherwise unanticipated threats, or retro-
spectively for analysis of adverse events that occurred, associated
with interoperable medical device systems.


Going forward with the design and development of interopera-
ble medical devices, we cannot ignore fundamental safety princi-
ples, in favor of insufficiently tested ‘‘modern” approaches. The
hierarchy of safety, wherein inherent safety or safety-by-design
trumps the weaker safety strategies of engineering controls, per-
sonal protective equipment, or labeling and training, must be
embedded in the systems integration processes. Redundant safety
systems, fail-safe and fail-secure modes, and interlocks are impor-
tant elements of system electrical, mechanical, and software safety
that may be employed in interoperable medical device design. Sys-
tems engineering is generally recognized as one of the most robust
tools we have in achieving interoperable (medical) device safety
and it is the central underpinning of medical device development
at the present. It is widely used in other high risk sectors, including
the aero-space/aviation, automotive, nuclear and other safety-
critical industries. Its principles and practices have also been cod-
ified in software engineering [49]. Undermining the SE process by
creating short-cuts or removing critical steps in the process is a too
risky proposition, unless and until another approach (such as
mathematically rigorous formal methods [50]) can be proven time
and again to be more reliable. Human factors and ergonomics
should be considered early and often in the design and implemen-
tation phases of interoperable medical device development; all the
human users (from all the different user groups) in the use envi-
ronment are a critical, but often under-considered, component of
system safety. Currently FDA, as well as international consensus
standards (e.g. ISO 13485/14971) and industrial sectors (e.g. aero-
space, automotive, etc.), require the implementation of rigorous
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quality management systems that include design control and risk
management for individual products. This includes thorough risk
analysis, system verifications and validation, as well as post-
market vigilance/surveillance activities, such as sentinel event
(safety signal) recognition and corrective and preventive actions
(CAPA), followed by re-validation of the proposed mitigations. It
also requires the development of standard operating procedures
and their adherence. These principles and practices have been
developed over decades to prevent and appropriately respond to
adverse events and to protect stakeholders – all the stakeholders;
they should not be cast aside quickly in the quest for potential
short-term benefits of MDI.


Safety and security are negative goals, manifested by the
absence of harm. Failures to ensure safety and security can, on
the other hand, be seen on a daily basis across all fields of endeavor
and often involve limitations in usability; these failures are often-
times attributed to ‘‘unintended consequences”. That is not accept-
able. With MDI, we can and must systematically anticipate hazards
and control risks through effective prevention and mitigation mea-
sures at all phases of the interoperability lifecycle. We must also
foster better and systematic reporting of adverse, sentinel events
for their lessons learned and corrective action. Watering down
the processes designed to maximize safety in the name of protect-
ing innovation or trade secrets cannot be acceptable, but neither
should we adopt processes that threaten innovation and intellec-
tual property. We should anticipate that there will be substantive
stakeholder dissonance between the regulator, regulated industry,
deploying organizations, and providers/consumers of healthcare
that will likely hinder the process of safe and effective MDI. Med-
ical device interoperability will depend on recognizing areas of
stakeholder dissonance and developing methods, procedures, and
validated metrics to ensure reasonable safety, security, usability
and evidence-based clinical effectiveness. Identifying the means
for the successful sharing of engineering data to expose system
integration risks and design flaws, before patients and providers
are put at risk of harm, will be a critical step in resolving technical,
business, and regulatory challenges to the safety of the interoper-
able medical device enterprise. Throwing out years of safety
knowledge and well-established methodological approaches is
not the solution; stepping them up and trialing them within in
the context of modern methods, such as MPC Secret Sharing,
graphical programming test methodologies, and formal methods
that would help design and assess complex adaptive systems to
meet the complex risks and challenges posed by medical device
interoperability seems to us a more rational course of action.

5. Conclusions


There are pressing and predictable SSU vulnerabilities facing
MDI. It will be incumbent upon biomedical informatics, with its
interdisciplinary perspectives and methodologies, to confront
many of them. This includes tackling the following vexing
problems:


(1) How do we protect legitimate proprietary interests, while
providing sufficient technical information that supports risk
management and integrated system design validation of
interconnected medical devices in our current regulatory
climate?


(2) How do we systematize and simplify the study and valida-
tion of interconnected system usability of interoperable
medical devices?


In our discussion, we identified a few modern approaches, that
we believe are promising and warrant further investigation and

research. Still it is our firm position that basic systems engineering
and risk management principles and practices, which are not
always in evidence in the pursuit of SSU MDI, must come first;
without those as a minimum, we cannot even consider the more
sophisticated methods.


Recognizing and resolving stakeholder dissonance - the explicit
and implicit conflicts between the NWDs of different stakeholders
as evidenced by errors, workarounds, and threats to patient and
provider safety and organizational profitability - will be a central
and iterative challenge for realizing safe, secure, usable, efficient,
effective, and reimbursable interoperable medical devices.


In the final analysis, SSU MDI will be hard to achieve, especially
given the dynamism that characterizes HDO environments. How-
ever, we cannot subscribe to the seemingly pervasive notion that
MDI is such a unique and technological imperative that it warrants
eschewing rigorous applications of proven scientific and engineer-
ing principles and practices. For their part, HDOs should act upon
the Joint Commission’s call for ‘‘high-reliability health care” [51],
which will do much to contribute to SSU of interoperable medical
devices at the local level. Over-reliance upon labeling, and seeking
ways to shortcut validation of the entire system, especially in the
absence of more robust techniques, does not bode well for success.
Deviations from first principles threaten stakeholder safety and
undermine the viability of MDI. Innovation in the absence of safety
and security is not innovation. We agree with Mary Logan, Presi-
dent and CEO of AAMI when she recently warned of ‘‘Systems
Overload”:


. . .we need a greater scientifically focused commitment to a sys-
tems approach. . .before we have major disasters as a result of
our cobbled-together solutions that we developed with the very
best of intentions in our silos and comfort zones of expertize


[[52, page not specified]]


In balancing society’s collective interest to benefit from MDI
innovation against threats to individual safety and security, it will
be important to keep in mind the generally-held primacy of non-
malfeasance, ‘‘first, do no harm”, which usually supersedes its
bioethical corollary to ‘‘do good”. Proceeding with caution, observ-
ing well-established safety, security and usability principles and
system validation, followed by (or in concert with) careful testing
of new approaches (and re-testing for reproducible results), is in
our mind, the most responsible and most productive path to har-
vesting the potentially enormous benefits of MDI, while avoiding
the potentially catastrophic harms.
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Abstract 
 


     Products, processes, and services exist solely because 
their use by humans has real or perceived value (utilitarian 
or esthetic).  Introducing humans into systems dramatically 
increases system complexity.  An approach to human-
centered system complexity (from physical and behavioral 
to social and cultural considerations) encourages 
appreciating the system interfaces both to individual 
humans and their organizations. 
     Systems Engineering offers a structured, systematic 
approach to the conceptualization, design, development, 
deployment, and replacement of products, processes, and 
services.  In existence since the early 1900s, it is 
characterized by a state space and visualized as a lifecycle.  
Human-Centered Systems Engineering is an extension 
emphasizing the criticality of human actors, and their 
organizations, in the engineering process.  Ignoring these 
interfaces to the system results in various types of errors, 
including Reason’s latent flaws and Dekker’s drift.   
     For human-centered systems engineering, quality is 
about identifying and satisficing ALL the stakeholders’ 
evolving and frequently conflicting Needs, Wants, and 
Desires.  A human-centered approach presents a rather 
large set of factors for engineering verification and 
validation studies.  Experimental design approaches 
historically used by engineers are very inefficient given 
large numbers of factors.  Statistical design of experiments 
and variations, such as those of Taguchi and Shainin, offer 
a more economical approach for dealing with the many 
variables that is arise in human-centered product, process, 
and/or service verification and validation studies. 


 
Human Actors & System Complexity 


 
     Products, processes, and services are developed and 
maintained solely because their use by humans has real or 
perceived value (utilitarian and/or esthetic).  Even 
completely automated, unsupervised systems have human 
users – maintenance personnel; maintenance is typically a 
significant portion of the total cost of ownership.  This is 
the fundamental justification and rationale for human-
centered systems engineering (HCSE).  Historically, 
system designers have viewed human operators as 
unreliable and inefficient; they strive to supplant them with 
automation or ignore them.  As Bainbridge (1983) pointed 


out, designer’s errors are significant contributors to 
accidents and undesirable events.  The irony is they still 
leave to humans the tasks that the designer cannot think 
how to automate. 
 


 
Figure 1: UseR Errors Root Cause Analysis (partial) 


 


 
Figure 2: Use Error Root Cause Analysis (partial) 


 
     Introducing human actors into any endeavor 
dramatically increases the possible number of incorrect or 
inappropriate responses of a “simple” system.  The ratio of 
“wrong to right” responses often is used to characterize the 
complexity of tasks; it also is used to impute the requisite 
level of expertise (training and experience) of the user (or 
groups of users and/or automated aids) to execute 
successfully a series of such tasks.  We generally consider 
four types of human error: Use, unexpected Use, misUse, 
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and abUse.  However, this ignores the difference between 
two general categories of human error: UseR errors 
(Figure 1) are attributable to the internal or external user 
environment, excluding the system itself; Use errors 
(Figure 2) are attributable to the design and/or 
implementation of the system. 
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Figure 3: Human-Centered System Complexity 


 
     Humans dramatically increase system complexity.  
Complex systems have emergent properties – the result of 
component interactions – that are not readily predictable 
without appreciation of the system as a whole.  It is now 
generally recognized that design-induced errors are a 
serious problem, a critical system safety issue, and an 
important source of reduced quality; they cannot be 
alleviated with just user training!  Not fully appreciating 
human-centered system complexity, especially in project 
risk analysis, has been an important obstacle in the design 
and implementation of essential systems (e.g., see how a 
decade’s difference dramatically altered perspectives of 
computerized physician order entry [Tierney et al, 1993 vs. 
Koppel et al, 2005]).   
     A human-centered approach requires that we must 
achieve a detailed appreciation for the interfaces to human 
actors as well as the interfaces between actors; otherwise, 
we remain unable to predict and control the critical 
human/organizational influences both on system design 
parameters and on system sensitivities to external factors.  
Our fundamental need to study the system as a whole leads 
to a model of human-centered system complexity (Figure 
3), one way of appreciating both the system components 
and their potential interactions.  Of the four levels in the 
model, the first two levels identify attributes of the 
interfaces with individual actors and their tools; the last 
two levels address the attributes of the interfaces between 
groups of actors (see also Figure 11).  In all cases, they 


allow us to operationalize (and thus measure) the overt and 
covert interface attributes.  These four levels focus our 
attention on physical “size and fit”, information dependent 
behaviors, social, and cultural considerations.  It is in this 
last level (cultural ergonomics) that we encounter a 
structure to focus, for example, on the assumptions and 
critical differences in language, tools, and customs 
between an engineering subculture (developing a system) 
and a clinical subculture (using a system).  This 
complexity model helps support comprehensive 
consideration of system, parameter, and tolerance design 
for engineering human-centered systems. 
 


HCSE Fundamentals 
 


     Systems engineering (SE) is a structured, systematic 
approach to the development, deployment, and 
replacement of products, processes, and services.  HCSE 
extends SE to emphasize the criticality of human actors 
and their organizations in the engineering process.  The 
state space for tools (Figure 4) identifies the range, 
domain, and timeline of engineering activities (S/P: 
seller/purchaser; RDDT&E:  research, design, 
development, testing, & evaluation); it does not clarify the 
essential iterative nature of the SE process (Figure 5). 
 


 
Figure 4: HCSE State Space 


      


 
Figure 5: Iterative Development Paradigm 
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     Ignoring or misapplying SE principles and practices 
results in the emergence of system errors, most of which 
lead to undesirable events.  There are two general 
categories, both the result of inadequate engineering 
management: propagated errors and compounded errors.       
Propagated errors (Figure 6) permit errors and omissions 
made early in the design cycle to continue uncorrected 
through to system implementation and deployment; they 
can be effectively managed with proper engineering risk 
management, verification, and engineering validation 
studies.   
 


 
Figure 6: Illustration of Propagated Errors 


 
     Compounded errors (Figure 7) cannot and demonstrate 
the limitations of engineering validation; two are 
illustrated: latent flaws (Reason, 1990) and drift (Dekker, 
2005).  The latent flaw (Figure 7: Hazard #1) is the result 
of an incorrect Design Input masked by a Design Output 
defect.  The specification drift (Figure 7: Hazard #3) is the 
result of an incorrect Design Output masked by an 
Implementation defect. 
     In both cases, intentional or inadvertent correction of 
the defect causes the hazard “suddenly” to become an 
unanticipated system failure.  These errors can occur for 
hardware, software, human factors, and seller/purchaser 
economics engineering as well as their combinations.  It 
seems the only defense currently known is draconian 
application of complete and correct systems engineering 
principles and practices. 
     One well-established source of such errors is confusing 
or intermingling Design Inputs (Requirements; what we 
agree to build) with Design Outputs (Specifications; the 
engineers’ work product).  This virtually always 
guarantees a sub-optimal engineering solution and the 
existence of propagated and/or compounded errors.  The 
“rule of thumb” for discriminating between the two: if it 
has, or should have, a numerical value, physical units, and 
a tolerance, it is most likely a Specification; if not, it is 
probably a Requirement.  The sources of Design Outputs 
are one or more Design Inputs; the sources of Design 
Inputs are the Stakeholders’ Needs, Wants, and Desires 


(NWDs).  Design Inputs are a selected subset of NWDs 
that are deemed technically and economically feasible. 
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Figure 7: Illustration of Compounded Errors 


   
Defining HCSE Quality 


 
     HCSE quality may be defined as the degree to which 
the system satisfices the NWDs of all the stakeholders.  
From the work of Kano (1984), we have a simple means of 
discriminating NWDs (Figure 8).  Simon (1957) coined the 
term “satisfice”; it means obtaining a good result that is 
good enough, although not necessarily the best, for each of 
the stakeholders.  This describes a nonlinear programming 
problem well known in the Operations Research field (not 
to be confused with simple engineering tradeoffs).  In 
applying HCSE, difficulty arises in both the identification 
of stakeholders and the non-alignment of their often 
conflicting and evolving NWDs (Figure 9).  
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Figure 8: Stakeholder Response Matrix 


 
     In HCSE, the emphasis shifts to iterative discovery of 
stakeholders, identifying their evolving NWDs, and 
reconciling the conflicts, to satisfice the whole group 
(concurrent engineering is a subset of this approach).  The 
shift in emphasis tends to mitigate errors and omissions 
early in the system development cycle, reducing their final 
cost.  Absent robust HCSE, essential systems will continue 
to hinder rather than help, be economically inefficient, and 
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be examples of poor quality.  However, to manage this, we 
must be able to measure and control the interface 
attributes. 
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Figure 9: Alignment of Stakeholder NWDs 


 
HCSE Metrology Issues 


 
     Stakeholders operate in a complicated environment 
(Figure 10) that influences what they achieve and how they 
err.  We can recast the complexity model (Figure 3) as a 
table of measurement categories (Figure 11).  Examination 
of each category identifies that the metrology belongs to a 
variety of scientific disciplines – from biomechanics to 
cultural anthropology.  Physical measurements include 
essentially static human characteristics as well as dynamic 
measurements used in biomechanics.  Behavioral 
measurements use traditional techniques of experimental 
psychology.  Techniques of social anthropology, social 
psychology, and sociology are used for social 
measurements.  Cultural measurements use techniques of 
linguistics (language), archaeology (tools and other 
artifacts), and cultural anthropology (value systems). 
 


 
Figure 10: Factors for Actors 


 
     Therefore, if someone tells you “all that human-centric 
stuff is well and good, but I cannot operationalize and 
measure it” respond that they are not expected to – it takes 
an interdisciplinary team (but we must also recognize there 
will be attendant engineering management problems).  


There may be an enormous number of variables involved, 
some important or even critical and others that may have 
little or no impact on your system.  However, you cannot 
manage what you cannot control and you cannot control 
what you cannot measure.  One of the challenges of 
implementing HCSE is dealing with the many 
measurement variables; it is not that big of a challenge. 
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Figure 11: HCSE Metrology Categories 


 
Managing Many Factors 


 
     System designers typically think in terms of 
experimental designs (for engineering validation studies) 
that alter one variable at a time (OVAT).  Such designs are 
typically not economical (especially in the presence of 
very large numbers of measurement variables), they do not 
readily support identification of optimality conditions, and 
they provide little information on sources of variability.  
This recognition has motivated designers to shy away from 
methods producing large numbers of measurement 
variables!   
     At the beginning of the 20th century, Fisher (1926) 
conceived of a statistically rigorous and universal 
framework to design and analyze all comparative 
experiments.  It permits simultaneous study of individual 
and interactive effects of multiple variables … and it has a 
very simple underlying geometric structure.  It will support 
identification of optimality conditions and provide 
information on sources of variability.  The workhorse of 
Design of Experiments (DOE) is the full factorial design; it 
is a design in which every setting of every variable appears 
with every other setting of every other variable.  To 
visualize the geometry (Figure 12), consider a design with 
five variables (factors); the full factorial design yields 32 
( ,   2, 5) runs (the solid black vertices), but only 
if the assumption is made that you are dealing with linear 
variables ( 2).  While very powerful, such designs get 
very big very fast; for nonlinear variables, a quadratic 
assumption requires 3 and a cubic assumption 
requires 4.  
     To avoid full factorial designs for large numbers of 
variables (“task overload”), fractional factorial designs are 
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employed.  Fractional designs reduce your workload by 
explicitly assuming 3rd and higher order interaction effects 
are not important; they only identify main effects (effect of 
changing one variable alone on the system response) and 
2nd order effects (effect of changing one variable on  
another variable’s effect on the system response).  One 
famous example is the Taguchi (1987) simplification 
(Figure 13); retaining the linearity assumption, but 
recognizing that some variables are independent of others 
(e.g., controlled variables versus noise variables), the 32-
run design reduces to a more manageable, more 
economical 8-run design (the light grey vertices).  There 
exist a large number of other fractional factorial designs; 
they may be readily accessed and implemented using 
commercial statistical software. 
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Figure 12: Full Factorial Design 


 
     An approach different from the fractional factorial 
designs is that of Shainin (see Bhote, 1988; Anthony & 
Cheng, 2003); it uses a Variables Search approach to 
identify the critical variables out of a large number of 
candidates (conceptually, application of the “Pareto 
Principle” or “Juran Assumption”).  After reducing the 
number of critical variables to less than five, the approach 
employs a traditional full factorial design.  Shainin’s 
approach goes on to validate the findings and then to 
optimize the results – using only mathematical methods 
known to high school students. 
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Figure 13: Taguchi Simplification 


 


     Why is it important to consider DOE and its variations 
for experimental design?  Until the System Implementation 
has been experimentally validated against the original 
Requirements, there is no assurance that the correct system 
has been built.  The nine design attributes shown in Figure 
14 are general statements of various stakeholder NWDs, 
not design inputs or outputs.  They need to be expressed 
more specifically and operationalized before becoming 
Design Inputs.  Once operationalized, they also become 
the basis for engineering validation. 
 


 
Figure 14: Medical Device Design Attributes 


 
Conclusion 


 
     Many incidents and accidents are alleged to be human 
error, but we must remember that there are both Use errors 
and UseR errors.  Human Use errors of the system are, in 
large part, within the locus of control of system 
developers.  Even future UseR errors can be influenced by 
the developer (e.g., avoid confusing or frustrating the 
operator, avoid undesirable physical or cognitive exercises, 
avoid delays and operator attention loss).  In the health 
care arena, safe and effective systems (products, processes, 
and services) are desired; they are the system developer’s 
goal.  However, human stakeholders complicate the 
engineering process at a myriad of levels from 
conceptualization through development, deployment, and 
replacement.  It is only recently that there has been a 
concerted effort to include systematic consideration of 
human factors and ergonomics (HF/E).  However, HF/E is 
still the “new kid on the block” and is treated as 
“specialty” engineering, when, in fact, everything else but 
HF/E should be considered specialty engineering – after 
all, the ultimate purpose for building and fielding the 
system is human use. 
     HCSE is an extension of classical SE and is an attempt 
to integrate HF/E considerations throughout the system 
lifecycle – from “lust to dust”.  It is an attempt to consider 
the full range of human issues (physical, behavioral, social, 
and cultural) in a systematic manner that leverages the 
measurement capabilities of a wide variety of scientific 
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disciplines, many of which are only now being considered 
useful for system development. 
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Abstract— Many good ideas never make it to market. That is 
particularly true in the medical device sector. Commercializing 
products in a highly regulated market offers reduced 
competition, but increased burdens translating inventions into 
innovations. One important, often misunderstood, requirement 
is the regulated product engineering development process. 
Ignoring or misunderstanding this process increases economic, 
technical and operational risks, undermining valuation and 
return on investment capital. Alternatively, proper 
implementation yields higher quality, shorter time-to-market, 
lower total costs, and greater value. 


I. INTRODUCTION 
HERE are tremendous clinical opportunities that need 
better solutions, especially given the aging United States 


(US) population, changing US healthcare economics, and 
transition to electronic-based processes. But the path from 
the bench to the market is fraught with pitfalls. From a 
medical device entrepreneur’s perspective, access to capital, 
engineering talent, and pay-for-performance reimbursement 
are critical concerns. From an investor’s perspective, risk 
predictability (time-to-market, capital turnover, and 
valuation) is a crucial criterion. 


One approach is to take the invention to an established 
Food & Drug Administration (FDA) regulated company; the 
returns are better than failure, but not nearly as good as 
success. Another approach is to create a start-up to 
commercialize the invention. How you approach the 
risk/reward calculation for these and various intermediate 
commercialization alternatives depends on your personal 
ethos, as well as your technical and business background. 
What does not depend upon these is that medical device 
innovation is highly regulated in the US. This is the cost side 
of the benefit of significantly reduced competition in the 
enormous US medical device market (> 1011 US$) [1]. 


Inadequate understanding of US federal regulatory 
requirements imposed on the medical device engineering 
development process (not the submission process) is a major 
impediment to innovation and a primary risk factor highly 
correlated with innovation failure. Valuation (from both the 
entrepreneur’s and investor’s perspective) needs to include 
not only past accomplishments and the present opportunity, 
but also the relative risk of correct or incorrect regulated 
product development. Properly implemented, correct 
engineering development is more rapid, less costly, and 
offers a higher degree of successful innovation, making the 
opportunity a more attractive investment choice. 
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II. MEDICAL DEVICE INNOVATION & US REGULATION 
Innovation is not synonymous with invention.  Innovation 


presupposes invention but requires development 
transformation to a product, process or service, and then 
dissemination (usually by commercialization) [2]. There are 
different types of innovation (technical, market, and 
administrative); here, we focus on technical innovation.   


Medical device marketing in the US is primarily regulated 
by one of two means: premarket notification (known as the 
510(k) program) for Class 2 devices and premarket approval 
(PMA) for Class 3 devices. Figure 1 shows a modification of 
the Henderson & Clark [3] model of product innovation in 
the context of US medical device regulation (it excludes the 
lowest risk Class 1 devices). US medical device regulation is 
risk-based and strongly depends upon two product attributes: 
intended use and technology. 


Fig. 1. Medical Device Innovation & US Regulation 


• Medical devices that are clones of existing, legally 
marketed medical devices are marginal innovations (e.g., 
one more transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulator or one 
more noninvasive blood pressure monitor); they are “me, 
too” devices offering little that is new. If they have 
essentially the same technological characteristics as their 
claimed predicate [4], they have a very low level of 
uncertainty regarding how to establish reasonable safety and 
effectiveness. They are regulated by the 510(k) program. 
• Medical devices that use new technology (e.g., change 


in materials, energy source, hardware, software, and/or 
human factors design [4]) to accomplish the same intended 
use of existing, legally marketed medical devices are 
technological innovations. When they have low uncertainty 
regarding establishing reasonable safety and effectiveness, 
they also are regulated by the 510(k) program. If not, they 
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are reclassified and regulated by the PMA program. 
• Medical devices that use essentially existing medical 


technology for a new intended use (e.g., ophthalmic surgical 
lasers) are therapeutic innovations. They have a high level of 
uncertainty regarding establishing reasonable safety and 
effectiveness for the new intended use. They are regulated 
by the PMA program. 
• Medical devices that use new technology for a new 


intended use (e.g., implanted pacemakers, HIV test kits) are 
radical innovations. They have a very high level of 
uncertainty regarding establishing reasonable safety and 
effectiveness and are regulated by the PMA program. 


Typically, although not always, the disruptive new 
product ideas show up in the therapeutic or radical 
innovation categories, both of which are regulated by the 
PMA program. The PMA program (please refer to Figure 1) 
differs from the 510k program in a two important attributes. 
The 510(k) is an administrative clearance for marketing, 
whereas the PMA is federal scientific and medical approval 
of a product. The 510(k) requires establishing reasonable 
safety and effectiveness using testing specified in consensus 
standards and certain FDA special controls; the PMA 
requires FDA-supervised clinical trials plus special 
premarket audits of product development, product 
manufacturing, and other company practices & procedures. 


Regardless of whether your medical device is a marginal 
or radical innovation, there are two important engineering 
considerations when developing your product. There is a 
specific, non-discretionary, engineering development 
paradigm applicable to medical devices and that 
development process must implement Design Controls and 
Risk Management prior to the onset of product design. 


III. MEDICAL DEVICE DEVELOPMENT 
The development of medical devices is not an arbitrary 


process, subject to personal discretion; it is specified in 
FDA’s Quality System regulation (QSr) [5] and an 
international consensus standard (ISO 13485) [6] and is 
elaborated in various FDA guidance documents.  Ignoring or 
misunderstanding this has historically resulted in 
innumerable, unnecessary difficulties often leading to delays 
or failure for medical device entrepreneurs.  A recent FDA 
report indicates that for the period 2001-2009 even though 
medical device revenues only doubled, serious adverse 
events nearly quadrupled and (for 2003-2009) failures in 
product design caused nearly a third of product recalls [7]. 


A. Regulated Product Development 
Figure 2 is a high-level view of the medical device 


commercial development process. This schema is a medical 
device innovation standard operating procedure from 
invention at the bench through product launch into the US 
market. 


It begins with knowledge acquisition (basic and applied 
research) followed by development of an innovation 
strategy, as expressed in a business plan and a high-level 


project plan. It is at this point (Gate #1: Strategy Approval) 
that most funding decisions are made for commercial 
product development. Of particular concern going forward 
are (a) the correctly-timed initiation of Design Controls and 
Risk Management to comply with US Federal regulations 
and international standards and (b) the development of 
specific documents required for 510(k) or PMA submissions 
and subsequent FDA periodic inspections. 


Design control and risk management activities must start 
before any commercial design begins. This way, no “legacy” 
design survives that was not subject to design control and 
risk management. This absolutely includes commercial 
feasibility and proofs of concept designs, whose 
uncontrolled designs too often are the basis for future 
liabilities in the commercial product.  This is an especially 
acute problem in the case of mechatronic medical devices 
that rely on software for their sophisticated functionality.  


Commercial development consists of three major phases: 
(a) Basic Design to determine commercial feasibility, (b) 
Prototype Building to determine product economic and 
technology requirements, and (c) Pilot Production to 
determine manufacturing, distribution, and servicing 
requirements. It is during this latter phase that final testing is 
completed and regulatory submissions are made. Once 
cleared or approved, commercialization begins (Gate #5: 
Launch Approval) and cash flow will reverse polarity. 


 
Fig. 2. Device Development Schema. Adapted from [8]. 


B. Design Controls 
Figure 2 appears to depict the development process as 


linear, when it is actually highly iterative. The iterative 
nature may be more clearly seen in Figure 3 where the 
fundamental elements of Design Controls are identified. 
Development planning is omitted from Figure 3 for clarity, 
but is partially captured in Figure 2 (business plan and high 
level project plan). 


Design Controls are nothing more than the fundamental 
elements of classical systems engineering [9]. This nearly 
century-old engineering paradigm has been repeatedly 
proven in a wide range of industrial sectors (e.g., aerospace, 







 


defense, automotive) and provides the most economically 
and technically efficient and effective means of getting a 
product to market.  Proper implementation offers an efficient 
means of developing safe and effective medical devices. 
Poor or incomplete implementation results in a development 
process with increased economic, technical, and operational 
risks, creates both premarket and postmarket regulatory 
difficulties and corporate liabilities, and stifles innovation 
and returns on investment capital. 


 
Fig. 3. Design Controls. Adapted from [8] 


Figure 3 identifies both the process elements and the 
documentation requirements specified in the QSr and ISO 
13485.  In addition to the technical process elements 
(stakeholder assessments, design inputs or requirements 
formulation, design outputs or specifications engineering, 
and version building), the diagram also identifies the 
specifics of the design review process.  Design reviews are 
one of four critical engineering process elements and are 
equal in importance with risk management, engineering 
verifications, and validation (addressed in following 
sections).  These four are internal error-correcting 
mechanisms in the engineering development process that are 
central to the efficiency and effectiveness of the process.  
The formalized design review functions as a powerful means 
of ensuring adequate communication and coordination 
among developers, management, and other stakeholders.  
Defective design reviews are a primary cause of failures in 
risk assessment, verifications, and validation. 


C. Errors & Risk Management 
Errors, especially those leading to safety issues and 


reduced profitability, are the bane of our existence.  Figure 4 
separates human errors into two categories of particular 
interest for engineering development.  It associates four 
types of human behavior (expected, unexpected, misguided, 
and malicious).  The four types of Individual User errors are 
well-known: routine use, novel use, misuse, and abuse.  


Three of the four types of System Use errors (active, latent, 
and drift errors) are not so well-known outside of the human 
factors and ergonomics community.  The first two (active 
and latent errors) were defined by Reason [10] and 
correspond loosely to “known bugs” and “unknown bugs”, 
respectively.  The third (drift errors) was defined by Dekker 
[11] and corresponds to an unintended transition of the 
system beyond its designed safety envelope (a drift towards 
failure). 


 
Fig. 4. Use versus User Errors. Adapted from [12], [13]. 


How do you avoid system use errors and reduce the 
probability of end-user errors?  Focus risk management on 
both internal operational risks as well as external end-user 
risks. Risk management is the second critical process 
element and is required by both the FDA’s QSr and ISO 
13485; it is depicted by the red arrows in Figure 3.  ISO 
13485 specifically cites ISO 14971 [14]; it is the risk 
management consensus standard for medical devices and a 
FDA-recognized standard.  Risk management is a 
requirement of federal regulation 
and the international standard; it is 
also good business practice, whose 
purpose is to protect stakeholder 
value.  Figure 5 shows the process 
is iterative, consisting of only three 
repeated activities: identification, 
assessment, & mitigation of risks. 
Improper application of risk 
management (e.g., only at the 
beginning or only at the end of development) negates its 
value as a mechanism for internal error correction. To be 
effective, it must be applied to hardware, software, human 
factors, and overall system design – of both the product and 
the process of developing the product. If the development 
team is not designing for manufacturability, if the software 
developers are not using modern software engineering 
principles and practices, and if there is not a focus on 
reliability, then you can be assured of future economic, 
technical, and operational risks. 


D. Verifications & Validation 
Verifications and validation are the last two of the four 


critical process elements and often seem to pose conceptual 
difficulties for many medical device developers.  In medical 
device design control, validation means that you developed 
the right system (the developers correctly solved the problem 
captured by the design input process); verification means 
that you developed the system the right way (the developers 


Fig. 5. Risk Management 







 


did their job correctly at each step of development). 


 
Fig. 6. Verifications versus Validation 


Verifications are internal error-correcting mechanisms in 
the engineering process that reduce the probability of 
translation errors during development. Figure 6 shows that, 
while there can only be one type of design validation, there 
are five (5) different types of design verifications.  Three 
types of design verification are from systems engineering 
(requirements, specifications, and implementation [9], see 
also Figure 3).  The other two types of design verification 
are from risk management [14]; verification that you 
properly applied your proposed mitigation and verification 
that your properly applied mitigation actually reduced the 
targeted risk.  These risk management verifications are not 
explicit in Figure 3; they are buried in the red arrows and are 
documented as part of the risk management file. 


Unlike design verifications, design validation ensures you 
developed what your stakeholders asked you to develop 
(documented in the design inputs) – did you develop the 
right system?  Design validation can occur at the system 
level, subsystem level (e.g., software validation), or module 
level (e.g., validation of 3rd-party modules designed for 
interoperability).  System validation is the medical device 
manufacturer’s final defense against Type III errors: 
“correctly solving the wrong problem”.  Poorly designed or 
improperly executed “validation” studies negate its value 
and provide the manufacturer little or no benefit. 


IV. MEDICAL DEVICE MECHATRONICS MATURITY 
Mechatronic medical devices are an important historical 


innovation in healthcare.  These devices integrate sensor and 
effector mechanical & electrical hardware with information-
driven software processes into a potentially synergistic 
whole, offering increasingly sophisticated functionality.  
They range the gamut from simple positioning systems to 
infusion pumps, robotic surgical devices, in vitro diagnostic 
device readers, and healthcare information technologies. 


While the use of mechatronics offers enormous potential 
for increasingly sophisticated functionality, it also presents 
equally large quality problems with interdisciplinary 
development [7].  These are not merely technical issues 
(e.g., promoting integration of hardware and software 
development by automatically generating a new hardware 


abstraction layer with each new hardware revision), but also 
organizational issues (e.g., preventing development from 
occurring in independent silos [15]) and project management 
issues (e.g., emphasizing and prioritizing quality milestones 
over schedule and budget milestones [16]).  How a medical 
device development organization deals with the hardware, 
software, and all-encompassing human factors issues may be 
viewed as a measure of their mechatronics maturity. 


Mechatronics maturity is: how good your development 
process is at avoiding or recovering from the creation or 
propagation of System Use errors (please refer to Figure 4).  
Testing (verifications and validation) is an outcomes 
approach to quality; it is necessary, but it is never sufficient.  
Quality engineers understand this well.  Inspection alone 
historically has proven inadequate and, in the 20th century, 
quality management moved successively through statistical 
quality control, quality assurance, and strategic quality 
management [17].  This is the process approach to quality 
practices; it is an engineering management strategy that 
recognizes outputs are inextricably linked to inputs and 
transformations.  The specific processes used by medical 
device development organizations help us estimate their 
mechatronics maturity ... and that is a predictor of new 
product development (NPD) quality and one reason why the 
FDA believes that quality system management audits have 
value. 


 
Fig. 7. Medical Device Mechatronics Maturity Model 


Figure 7 shows one means of assessing an organization’s 
mechatronics maturity [18].  As with other estimates of 
organizational maturity [19], it can be envisioned in five 
discrete stages.  From a goal-directed perspective, they range 
from uncertain (no clear goal) through tactical to strategic 
orientations.  Organizational behavior ranges from ad hoc 
and chaotic all the way to a quantitatively-managed 
organization focused on continuous improvement. 


Why should mechatronics maturity be of concern to the 
medical device entrepreneur and investor? It directly impacts 
economic, technical, and operational risk.  NPD presents a 
set of engineering management tradeoffs among the four 
basic NPD attributes: budget, schedule, scope, and quality.   
A low maturity NPD process is more costly and less time 
efficient; trading off scope and quality against budget and 
schedule will reduce market share and increases future 
liability.  A high maturity NPD process is quite cost and 
time efficient, permitting the developing organization to 
focus on maximizing scope and quality … and market share. 







 


V. DISCUSSION 
An understanding of regulated product engineering 


development as expressed in the business plan, project plan 
and staffing should be an important determinant of 
valuation.  An incorrect or inadequate engineering process 
invariably will result in regulatory and other difficulties due 
to a lack of required development artifacts and requisite 
testing necessary for demonstrating reasonable safety and 
effectiveness.  Even in those cases where a device has 
“slipped” through the 510(k) clearance process, there are 
still adverse sequelae.  Consider the following two examples 
– one regarding the occurrence of adverse events and the 
second regarding expanding the indication for use (and the 
market potential) for a cleared medical device. 


In the last decade, there has been significant publicity 
regarding medical devices (e.g., general hospital, 
gynecologic, orthopedic, etc.) that have been cleared through 
the 510(k) program and subsequently associated with 
significant serious adverse events.  Unlike Class 3 devices, 
Class 2 devices do not benefit from express federal 
preemption.  A simple means of supporting negligence, 
possession of unsafe features, or lack of necessary features 
for safe intended use is absence of, or significant flaws in, 
requisite engineering development artifacts (e.g., design 
reviews, risk analyses, verifications, and validation). 


As clinical knowledge increases, opportunities arise for 
expanded intended use of existing medical devices. Medical 
devices differ from drugs and biologics, in that safety testing 
for the latter is always systemic (administering a drug or 
biologic typically subjects the whole body to its actions). In 
the case of medical devices that have been cleared through 
the 510(k) program, there typically has been little or no in 
vivo human safety testing prior to clearance.  Consider the 
example of a transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulator 
(TENS).  There are about 150 manufacturers world-wide; 
those marketed in the US have been administratively-cleared 
over the years through the 510(k) program.  There are 
published clinical indications that TENS has value in wound 
healing, a market significantly more lucrative than for 
temporary symptomatic pain relief. At present, Medicare & 
Medicaid will not reimburse TENS treatments for wound-
healing, because TENS has not been approved by the FDA 
for that intended use.  What is preventing manufacturers 
from pursuing this new intended use? It cannot be the cost of 
going through a PMA (including the requisite clinical trials); 
a quick economic analysis demonstrates that the potential 
benefit far outweighs the cost.   


In all likelihood, what is preventing this therapeutic 
innovation is the absence of evidence that the existing 
medical device hardware, software, and human factors 
engineering were conducted compliant with the current 
regulated product engineering development paradigm.  The 
artifacts to support the reasonable safety and effectiveness 
acceptance criteria for the approval of the new intended use 
by a PMA do not exist. Failure to meet these requirements 
then has adverse ramifications for the continued sale of the 
already 510(k)-cleared device.  And this is merely one 
instance of many possible expansions of device intended 
use. 


VI. CONCLUSION 
Many good ideas don’t survive the journey from the bench 


to market. This is especially true in a highly regulated 
marketplace. There are many factors that are beyond the 
control of the entrepreneur and the investor. One critical 
factor that is within both the entrepreneur’s and the 
investor’s control is whether or not the correct regulated 
product engineering development process will be followed. 
How well or poorly this is planned, executed, and 
documented is a strong predictor of successful medical 
device innovation. 
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Even if your only motive is maximizing profit, not maximizing your organization’s mechatronics maturity is a waste of your resources.


Mechatronic medical devices are an important historical innovation. Hardware, combined with information-driven software processes, offers increasingly 
sophisticated functionality, but it also creates important problems with quality. Integration of the engineering work of various hardware, software, and 
human factors disciplines is a major challenge. Validation and verification testing are about avoiding mistakes in engineering development, deployment, 
and maintenance. Human factors practitioners call these mistakes errors. There are two fundamental rules regarding errors:


• Rule 1—All errors are made by humans


• Rule 2—All errors are experienced by users.


One categorization of errors of critical importance to engineers is: system use versus individual user errors. Mechatronics maturity is a measure of how 
good you are at avoiding system use errors. Testing is necessary, but never sufficient. The specific processes embedded in your organization help us 
estimate mechatronics maturity ... and that is a predictor of new product development (NPD) quality, which is one reason why FDA believes that quality 
system management audits have value. From a business perspective, a low maturity NPD process is more costly and less time efficient; a high maturity 
NPD process is very cost and time efficient. Even if your only motive is maximizing profit, not maximizing your organization’s mechatronics maturity is a 
waste of your resources.


Introduction
An important historical innovation [8] in healthcare has been the advent of mechatronic [9] medical devices—devices that integrate sensor and effector 
mechanical and electrical hardware (HW) with information-driven software (SW) processes into a potentially synergistic whole, offering increasingly 
sophisticated functionality. They range the gamut from simple positioning systems, to infusion pumps, to robotic surgical devices and healthcare 
information technologies.


While the use of mechatronics offers enormous potential for increasingly sophisticated functionality, it also presents equally large quality problems with 
interdisciplinary development, deployment, utilization, and maintenance.4 These are not merely technical issues (e.g., promoting integration of HW and 
SW development by automatically generating a new hardware abstraction layer [10] with each HW revision), but also organizational issues (e.g., preventing 
development from occurring in independent silos) and project management issues (e.g., emphasizing and prioritizing quality milestones over schedule 
and budget milestones).2, 1 How an organization deals with the HW, SW, and all-encompassing human factors (HF) issues may be viewed as a measure 
of mechatronics maturity.


Why HF issues? In the final analysis, all products, processes, and services exist solely because they are perceived to have utility or esthetic value for 
some humans. All engineered systems require humans. Yes, even isolated, automated, unsupervised systems require humans; they are called installers 
and maintenance personnel. And, what we engineers think of as the “system” is really not. The functioning system is the combination of our product, 
process, or service plus all the humans (operators, maintainers, etc.) and their organizations; without all these humans and their organizations, our 
“system” cannot function and can have no value.


Quality exists only in the eyes of the human stakeholders [11] and their organizations. Quality may be defined as: the degree to which the system satisfices
[12] the needs, wants, and desires (NWDs) of ALL the stakeholders, which means the degree to which you obtain a good result that is good enough, 
though not necessarily the best, for each of all the stakeholders.10 From this simple definition, all other measures of quality can be derived. The four top-
level NWDs of all stakeholders are: safety, effectiveness, efficiency, and stakeholder satisfaction (SEES).12 For medical devices, this means products that 
are safe and effective, efficient to produce and use, and satisfying to all stakeholders, including both individuals and their organizations.


Mechatronic Medical Devices
Mechatronic devices are the result of integration of the engineering work of various HW disciplines (mechanical, electrical, etc.), various SW disciplines 
(embedded, application, etc.), and—of necessity, as many are now beginning to realize—various HF disciplines (micro-, meso-, macro-, and mega-
ergonomics).12 Practitioners of these various disciplines speak different technical languages and have very different perspectives of the engineering 
process; in many cases, some of the SW and HF 
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Figure 1. [21] Mechatronics in the 
design control scheme. Left-side 
insert adapted from 11. 


[23]


Figure 2. [23] Discriminating the five 
verifications and validation.


[24]


practitioners have no engineering background. This creates significant engineering management problems that are typically not resolved with standard 
project management methods. We often pretend that these are problems with the HW, SW, and HF practitioners; in fact, they are engineering 
management [13] problems. Permitting HW, SW, and HF work to proceed un-integrated in individual “silos” is a regressive engineering management 
approach that thwarts efficient communication & coordination, thwarts the effective implementation of design controls, and invariably reduces quality of 
the developed product, process, or service—stifling innovation.2, 11


Design controls are nothing more that the fundamental principles of classical systems [14] engineering, a well-established branch of engineering in 
existence since the 1940s.8 It is important to remember that design controls are an engineering process; yes, they produce documentation, but that 
documentation can be sticky notes (e.g., Scrum [15], Kanban [16]), hand-written notebooks, or outputs from a word processor. The form of the 
documentation should not drive the engineering process. The documentation exists solely to demonstrate what process was actually followed and what 
decisions were actually made during that process. Forget about FDA audits; an important aspect of design controls is about preserving and protecting 
intellectual property and institutional knowledge.


Figure 1 illustrates the mechatronic development process in the medical device design control scheme. In the lower left corner is a simplified diagram of 
the scheme, emphasizing the cyclical nature of development, deployment, and maintenance.8, 11 Why cyclical? Because engineering development is 
about learning (knowledge generation) and we do not learn in a linear “waterfall”; human learning is always non-linear, incremental, and builds upon 
experience and repetition, usually gained from testing – some of which is formal, but much of which is informal, accidental, and experiential.11 


On the right of Figure 1 is a linearized, idealized view of selected parts of the iterative process emphasizing the interdisciplinary character of 
mechatronics. It begins with identification of the stakeholders and their NWDs and is followed by the beginning of risk management [17]. A subset of the 
discovered stakeholder NWDs, which is deemed currently technologically and economically feasible, usually becomes the initial set of design inputs. 
Design inputs are a natural language, operationalized [18] statement of the engineering problem (the engineering requirements [19]).11 This engineering 
problem is posed to the HW, SW, and HF practitioners; their work product is the set of design outputs. Design outputs are the engineering specifications 
that tell manufacturing exactly how to make and test the medical device. I have intentionally omitted many other elements of the process, including the 
very important concurrent engineering [20] elements, so as to draw your attention to two processes that cause a lot of confusion: engineering verifications 
and validation. 


The terms verification and validation have been extensively misused, abused, interchanged, and their definition can even vary by industrial sector. In the 
medical device design control scheme, validation means that you developed the right system (the engineers correctly solved the problem captured by the 
design input process); verification means that you developed the system the right way.5, 9, 11 For example, if I ask you to build a non-contact blood 
pressure monitor and, instead, you build a non- contact brainwave (EEG) monitor, you may have done everything the right way from an engineering 
perspective, but you did not develop the right system. And, while I and many others would love to have a non-contact EEG monitor, you would still fail 
validation.


Figure 2 shows that, while there can only be one type of design validation, there are five different types of design 
verifications. Three types of verification are from classical systems engineering (verification of requirements, 
specifications, and implementation).8, 11 The other two types of verification are from risk management; they are 
verification that you properly applied your proposed mitigation and verification that your properly applied mitigation 
actually reduced the target risk.6 Unlike validation, verifications are internal error-correcting mechanisms in the 
engineering process that reduce the probability of mistakes during the development, deployment, or maintenance 
effort.


Validation lets you determine whether you developed what your stakeholders asked you to develop (in the design 
inputs)—did you develop the right system? Validation can occur at the system level, subsystem level (e.g., software 
validation), or module level (e.g., validation of third-party modules designed for interoperability). System validation is 
the final defense against Type III errors [22]: “correctly solving the wrong problem.” That is our brainwave monitor 
example, although in most instances, the difference is not quite so radical—and often may be quite subtle and 
difficult to detect during development. System validation should occur once at the end of each iteration (sprint) after 
the new version of the system is built; it should prevent you from proceeding to the next iteration (sprint), if you are 
not developing the right system. 


Unfortunately, as we shall discuss in the next section, validation is not foolproof.9 Nevertheless, confusion or incorrect use of verifications and validation 
will invariably result in low quality—in addition to noncompliance with quality system regulations and consensus standards—and, ultimately, stifle 
innovation.


Eяrors, Erяors, Erroяs
Validation and the five verifications are all about avoiding mistakes in engineering development, deployment, and 
maintenance. HF practitioners call these mistakes errors. Errors can be categorized in a number of different ways. 
They can be systematic or random. They can be intentional or unintentional. They can be serious or trivial. There are 
two fundamental rules regarding errors:


• Rule No. 1: All errors are made by humans.   


•  Rule No. 2: All errors are experienced by users.


There has never been an instance of an inanimate object making a mistake in medical device development, 
deployment, or maintenance. And users are not just end-users; they are also system testers, healthcare providers, 
hospital managers, maintenance personnel, and even patients. Figure 3 shows a different way of looking at errors 
that is more relevant to engineering systems. 


Figure 3 separates errors into two categories (system use and individual user). It associates four  types of human 
behavior (expected, unexpected, misguided, and malicious). The four different types of individual user errors are 
well-known: routine use, novel use, misuse, and abuse. Three of the four different types of system use errors (active, 
latent, and drift errors) are not so well-known outside of the HF community. The first two (active and latent errors) 
were defined by Reason and correspond loosely to “known bugs” and “unknown bugs”, respectively.7 The third (drift 
errors) was defined by Dekker and corresponds to an unintended transition of the system beyond its designed safety 
envelop (a drift towards failure).3


Figure 4 shows how these three types of System Use errors might occur within medical device design control 
activities. Stakeholder dissonance (SD) is the condition where there is a conflict among the NWDs of different 
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Figure 3. [24] An error taxonomy.  
Adapted from 14.


[26]


Figure 4. [26] Error creation and 
propagation. Adapted from 9, 10.


[27]


Table 1. [27] Mechatronics maturity.


stakeholders; it is unrelated to cognitive dissonance [25].12 SD may be thought of as a clash of values among 
stakeholders and is often characterized by errors, workarounds, threats to patient safety and organizational 
profitability, and even outright rejection of new technology. Managing SD is an essential element in the suppression 
of System Use errors. If a stakeholder, or one of a stakeholder’s NWDs, is not recognized (or misinterpreted or 
ignored), the missing NWD will not appear in the design inputs, the engineers will not create corresponding design output(s), and, when the system is 
built, the propagated active error (Hazard #2 in Figure 4) may be detected as a system property during validation. So, while requirements verification may 
have failed (no requirement, no test ... seems like a pass, but error remains), in this case, validation may succeed, but only if it tests for that specific 
hazard! Unfortunately, this is not the case with compounded errors (Hazard #1 & #3 in Figure 4).


Figure 4 shows the critical limitations of system validation in the case of compounded errors.9 If a hazard (a potential to cause harm) does not exist as a 
system property (is blocked and not expressed in the system version as built), when the validation is conducted, the hazard cannot possibly be detected.6
Validation is based solely on testing the implemented design outputs (the current version of the system) against the documented, operationalized design 
inputs. If a design input is absent (either because the NWD was not recognized or it was recognized, but ignored), the system will incorrectly pass 
validation testing—because validation testing is only based on the design inputs. If specification verification fails, validation also fails and a subsequent 
change in specifications, or some manufacturing process, may then allow the blocked hazard (Hazard #1 in Figure 4) to appear in the final 
implementation. In the case of periodic revalidations after deployment, maintenance requirements that were not anticipated (another latent flaw) or that 
deviate from the original design (a drift towards failure, Hazard #3 in Figure 4) may also result in the system incorrectly passing validation. If 
implementation verification fails, validation also fails and a replacement part manufactured differently (e.g., from an alternate source) or a modified 
maintenance process (e.g., occurring at a different interval) may then allow the blocked hazard (Hazard #3 in Figure 4) to appear in the final 
implementation.


Opportunities for creating system use errors exist not only in the developing organization, but also in the deploying 
and maintenance organizations. This is an important distinction. The medical device manufacturer is not the only 
source of system use errors; the deploying and maintaining organizations may introduce new system use errors or 
may compound existing development-induced system use errors (see 14 for a simple health information technology 
example). Furthermore, while it is very simple to blame the end-user who, after all, was clearly the one that actually 
“did it” (remember Rule No. 2), this conclusion is logically flawed: end-user sanctions, counseling, retraining, or job 
redesign will not address system use errors [14].


So, how do we avoid exposing users to system use errors?


Mechatronics Maturity
Mechatronics maturity may be defined as: a measure of how good you are at avoiding or recovering from the 
creation or propagation of system use errors. Testing (verifications and validation) is an outcomes approach to 
quality; it is necessary, but not sufficient. Quality engineers understand this well. Inspection alone historically has proven inadequate and, in the 20th 
century, quality management moved successively through statistical quality control, quality assurance, and strategic quality management.14 This is the 
process approach to quality practices; it is a management strategy that realizes that outputs are inextricably linked to inputs and transformations. The 
specific processes used by medical device development organizations can help us estimate their mechatronics maturity ... and that is a predictor of new 
product development (NPD) quality, which is one reason why FDA believes that quality system management audits have value.


As stated in the beginning, how an organization deals with the HW, SW, and HF issues may be viewed as a measure 
of mechatronics maturity. Table 1 shows one such means of assessing an organization’s mechatronics maturity. As 
with other estimates of organizational maturity, it can be envisioned in five discrete stages.15 From a goal-directed 
perspective, they range from uncertain (no clear goal) through tactical to strategic orientations. Organizational 
behavior ranges from ad hoc and chaotic all the way to a quantitatively-managed organization focused on continuous 
improvement. Consider the five stages of mechatronics maturity for a medical device development organization:


Maturity Stage 1. Organizational behavior is ad hoc and chaotic. HW development is accomplished by trial & error. 
SW is the result of unstructured, free-flow, computer programming. There is no linkage between HW and SW 
development, resulting in frequent design conflicts and HW/SW incompatibilities. HF considerations are nonexistent 
or HF recognition is only very rudimentary. Product development errors are numerous; NPD is slow and expensive.


Maturity Stage 2. Organizational behavior is characterized by qualitative management of the engineering processes. HW development relies on the use 
of sound engineering principles and practices; testing is targeted and formalized. SW development focuses on language competencies and algorithm 
formulation. There is still no linkage between HW and SW development. HF is limited to usability and is primarily the domain of the individual HW or SW 
subsystem developer.


Maturity Stage 3. Organizational behavior is defined, documented, and proactive. Both HW and SW development follow the principles of classical 
systems engineering, but the managed processes are neither agile nor tightly linked. HF is still limited to usability, but now it is considered at the system 
level and is no longer determined by each HW and SW subsystem developer. Product development errors are well-controlled; the rate and cost of NPD is 
moderate.


Maturity Stage 4. Organizational behavior becomes characterized by quantitative management with non-intrusive, but detailed, performance data 
acquisition, analyses, and constructive feedback. HW and SW development are fully integrated and based upon systems engineering principles and 
practices. HF has gone beyond usability and encompasses the full spectrum of “cradle to grave” HF engineering with a focus on management of SD.


Maturity Stage 5. Organizational behavior continues to be characterized by quantitative management, but continuous improvement throughout the 
organization is emphasized in support of strategic goals. HW, SW, and HF development are formalized and fully integrated into a human-centered 
systems engineering process that continually considers all the stakeholders (and their organizations).10, 13 Product development errors are infrequent; 
NPD is rapid and inexpensive relative to less mature competitors.


Conclusion
NPD presents a set of engineering management tradeoffs among the four basic NPD attributes: budget, schedule, scope, and quality. It is well-
recognized that reductions in quality occur when organizations give greater priority to budget and/or schedule considerations.1 But this is misguided. The 
correct objective should be to modify the NPD process to improve the stage of mechatronics maturity. A low maturity NPD process is more costly and less 
time efficient; trading off scope and quality reduce market share and increases potential liability. By contrast, a high maturity NPD process is quite cost 
and time efficient, permitting the developing organization to focus on maximizing scope and quality … and market share. So, even if your only motive is 
maximizing profit, not striving to maximize mechatronics maturity is misguided, counterproductive, and a failure of engineering management.
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Use, Misuse, & Abuse of the dFMEA 
GM Samaras   Pueblo, CO 


In 2004, MDDI published a seminal article by MW Schmidt entitled “The Use and Misuse of FMEA in Risk Analysis”1 
warning of the improper use of “detectability” in the DESIGN FMEA.  While his article significantly reduced the 
incidence of this erroneous practice in medical device risk management, it still has not been eradicated totally. 


A Quick History 


Most of us working in some capacity related to FDA-regulated firms have heard of the 1937 Elixir Sulfanilamide 
disaster that killed over 100 Americans and is credited with hastening congressional passage of the US Federal 
Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act.  This beneficial antibiotic was dissolved in diethylene glycol, a poison that is a 
principal component of antifreeze.  You might think that was the end of it, but it is not!  It has appeared more or 
less regularly throughout the world in human-ingestible substances, even as recently as a few years ago.   


Those of us who work with medical device software are well aware of the radiation therapy software disaster2 in 
the mid-1980s that prompted FDA-regulation of medical device software.  You might think that was the end of it … 
but it just happened again.  It is well established that even the simplest software can have complex and 
unpredictable behavior, even when it is developed in the structured systematic manner prescribed by the 
principles and practices of modern software engineering.  Risks creep into the best designs.  Your best defense is a 
robust risk management process with valid decision-making3. 


Complete and correct risk analysis is the basis of risk management for medical device design.  It always has been, 
and will continue to be, crucial to the safety and effectiveness of medical devices, so long as we continue to 
develop new or modified products.  You cannot ever let down your guard.  You are not just protecting your family, 
friends, and neighbors who use your products.  You are also protecting your organization, your colleagues’ jobs, 
and your own job.  This is personal.  


Medical Device Risk Management 


At the end of the last century, there was a recognized need to codify engineering best practices for risk 
management, so it was available to the largest possible medical device engineering audience.  The first 
comprehensive international consensus standard for risk management of medical devices (ISO 14971) was 
published in 2000, amended in 2003, and a second edition was published in 2007.  It has been a FDA-recognized 
risk management consensus standard since 20014.  In 2005, the Global Harmonization Task Force (GHTF) – a 
voluntary international group of representatives from medical device regulatory authorities and trade associations 
from Europe, the US, Canada, Japan, and Australia – issued their final guidance on implementation of risk 


                                                             
1 Schmidt, MW.  The Use and Misuse of FMEA in Risk Analysis.  MDDI. March 2004.  Accessed 2/24/13: 
http://www.mddionline.com/article/use-and-misuse-fmea-risk-analysis   
2 Casey, S. Set Phasers On Stun And Other True Tales Of Design, Technology, And Human Error, 2nd Edition, 
Aegean: Santa Barbara.  1998 
3 Telson, S.  Develop Defensively: Control Risk and Predict Results.  MDDI. May 2005.  Accessed 2/24/13: 
http://www.mddionline.com/node/1226  
4 66 FR 23032 
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management within a medical device quality management system5.  Both of these documents provide medical 
device manufacturers with a structured, systematic approach to risk management. 


Medical device risk management (see Figure 1) is a necessary, although not sufficient, component of medical 
device design control6 (see Figure 2).  We can envision risk management as consisting of iterative risk analyses, 
followed by evaluation of the overall residual risks and generation of a risk management report.  Risk analysis 
proceeds iteratively (see Figure 3) as the medical device design evolves.  It consists of: 


· risk identification (is there a potential source of harm that is known or foreseen7?),  
· risk evaluation  (do I really care?), and  
· risk mitigation (can I adequately control the targeted risk?).   


Once the design is frozen, the acceptability of the overall residual risks is determined to evaluate whether or not 
this is a viable product.   


There are a wide variety of tools that can be used for risk analysis (see Figure 4 for some examples); your choice of 
tool depends upon two critical factors.  First, are you trying to do an inductive (bottom-up) or deductive (top-
down) risk analysis?  Second, what kind of data do you have available to you?  Is your data objective (historical, 
quantitative, failure rate data from clinical or actuarial sources) or is your data subjective (you are giving it your 
best guess, using what you hope are expert opinions).  Correct risk management is essential for medical device 
innovation.  For many medical device manufacturers commercializing new or improved devices, an economically 
reasonable inductive risk analysis can be only accomplished with mostly subjective data.  The alternative is 
exhaustive clinical, field, and accelerated environmental testing. 


Two important elements of both ISO 14971 and the GHTF guidance are: 
· TOP management, not the design engineer, is responsible8 for incorporating effective risk management 


in the quality management of medical devices, and 
· Nowhere in the ISO standard or GHTF guidance does it state that only a bottom-up risk analysis is 


necessary and sufficient; the combination of top-down and bottom-up analyses gives the greatest and 
most economical risk coverage. 


The dFMEA 


The design (or device) FMEA (dFMEA) is an inductive risk analysis tool that addresses design-related risks to the 
end-user (e.g., the patient, the patient’s family, and the patient’s healthcare providers).  Annex C and Table E1 of 
ISO 14971:2007 provide a set of critical questions and a convenient listing of hazards that need consideration in an 
FMEA.  Annex A of the GHTF guidance provides a convenient tabulation of risk values for an FMEA, segregated by 
whether they are (a) low, (b) medium, or (c) high.  Given these, examination of Figure 4 suggests why the choice of 
the FMEA is a popular tool.  There is an important caveat regarding these convenient questions, tables, and risk 
categories.  They are generic, they are not comprehensive, they do not necessarily all apply to your particular 


                                                             
5 GHTF/SG3/N15R8: Implementation of risk management principles and activities within a Quality Management 
System, May 20, 2005 
6 21 CFR 820.30 & ISO 13485:2003 §7 
7 Foreseeable risks include those associated with expected use, unexpected use, misuse, and abuse.  They include 
the full range of use activities from acquisition through disposal. 
8 ISO 14971:2007 §3.2; GHTF/SG3/N15R8 §4 
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medical device, and the clear expectation is that you critically will think through what is and is not relevant to the 
safety and effectiveness of your device and its users.   


Risk is defined in both ISO 14971:2007 §2.16 and the GHTF guidance (§2) as the “combination of the probability of 
occurrence of harm and the severity of that harm.”  Severity of harm (S) is how critical is the hazard; will it kill you 
or will it be simply annoying.  The probability or frequency of occurrence (O) is an estimate of how often you 
expect that hazard to occur.  The product of these (SxO) is the practical measure of risk and the numerical value is 
a risk prioritization number (RPN=SxO) that can be used to decide the order in which to mitigate these risks (i.e., 
highest first, lowest last).  The RPN also may be used as a mechanism to allocate the engineering resources 
required to deal with each risk.  What we are trying to accomplish in the dFMEA is the management of design 
“RISK”.  Design risk originates from the specific design of a product, not from its manufacture, distribution, or 
maintenance. 


Nowhere in the standard or guidance is “detectability” (D) included in the definition of risk ... because detection is 
NOT an element of risk, but a risk mitigation or risk control measure.  The use of detectability, which legitimately 
can be used in a process FMEA (pFMEA) is NOT permissible in a dFMEA.  The ingress of detectability in the dFMEA 
may have been the result of misunderstanding the difference between a pFMEA (development, manufacturing, 
distribution, or maintenance) and the dFMEA (final risk to the end-user).  It has persisted in some quarters because 
it appears to offer a convenient means of showing acceptable design risk.  It does not!  The use of detectability in 
the dFMEA is not only the use of a faulty risk management process in your quality management system, but is also 
the use of a flawed corporate decision-making process.  Detectability does NOT change the actual design risk; only 
redesign may accomplish that. 


When you are managing risk multiplied by detectability, you are NOT managing design risk.  The whole purpose of 
ISO 14971 is to provide a framework “to manage the risks associated with the USE of medical devices9.”  Unless the 
end-user is able to detect the specific risk in a sufficient amount of time to avoid the risk AND recall the correct 
procedure for avoiding that specific risk, detectability is not even useful as a risk control measure. 


Conclusion 


Risk consists of severity of harm (S) and frequency of occurrence (O).  Do not include “detectability” (D) in your 
design FMEA, because it corrupts your risk analysis and causes you to underestimate the REAL risk to the users of 
your medical device.  Reducing design risk requires either (a) changing the design, or (b) designing engineering 
controls or, as a last resort, (c) designing effective warnings.  Yes, lowering the risk prioritization number 
(RPN=SxO) with detectability (RPNxD) certainly reduces your engineering workload and reduces your time to 
market, but it does nothing for reducing the risk to your patients, their family members, and their healthcare 
providers … or the subsequent risk to your organization and your job.   


NOTE: Interested readers will find an ISO 14971:2007 compliant dFMEA template in the RISK MANAGEMENT 
section of my website. 


  


                                                             
9 ISO 14971:2007, Introduction  
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Figure 1: The Medical Device Risk Management Process 
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Figure 2:  Risk Analysis in Design Control 
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Figure 4: Examples of Risk Analysis Tools 

























Human-Centered Systems Engineering
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Designcontrols, a relatively new name for a nearly century-old
systems engineering paradigm, describe an engineering man-
agement process that serves both producers and consumers.
In my engineering practice, I have observed the use, misuse,


and abuse of design controls. Misuse and abuse are not economically
advantageous to the producer and create risks for the consumer.


Understanding what are design controls, how and when they
are used, and why they add value may encourage proper use


and mitigate risks for both producers and consumers.


The Use, Misuse, and Abuse of Design Controls
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
issued a final rule called the quality system regula-
tion in the Fall of 1996. Although the primary
emphasis was a recast of good manufacturing
practices regulations for medical devices, it
contained a unique section called design


controls. In my engineering practice since
1996, I have observed three fundamental ap-
proaches to design control compliance:
1) continuous improvement understanding
and following the process, 2) reinterpreta-
tion of the terminology to conform to
existing internal product development
practices, and 3) a posteriori creation of
the requisite design documentation. The
latter two, misuse and abuse of design
controls, are not economically advanta-
geous; they do little to improve the
attributes of effectiveness of the product
(Table 1) and ultimately result in a
reduced internal rate of return (IRR) for
both the producer and the consumer. My
personal observation is that those who
misuse or abuse design controls during
development of their medical products
seem to have a much higher incidence of
expensive product recalls and plaintiff liti-


gation. Understanding exactly what are
design controls, how and when they are
used, and why they add value may mitigate


risks for both producers and consumers.
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Design inputs are the subset of the stakeholders


NWDs that the designing organization believes is


technologically and economically feasible.


Table 1. Nine design aHributes of effectiveness.


IRR:internal rate of return.


What Are Design Controls
The origins of engineering design con-
trols (though not the name) trace back to
classical systems engineering [1]. They
are identified by both FDA's CFR Part
820.30 [2] and by international consen-
sus standard ISO 13485 §7.3 [3]. The
correct application of engineering design
controls reduces the risks for both pro-
ducers and consumers, decreases time to
market for viable products, and satisfices
identified stakeholders' needs, wants,
and (often) desires (NWDs). (Needs are
what each stakeholder believes they
must have. Wants are what each stake-
holder believes they would like to have.
Desires, also called latent needs, are not
known in advance by the stakeholders,
but they know it when they see it.) Satisfice, a term coined by
Simon [4], means to obtain a good result that is good enough,
though not necessarily the best, for each stakeholder. The
rationale is that different stakeholder groups have evolving and
conflicting NWDs; these stakeholder dissonances must be rec-
onciled. Design controls are processes that ensure a bottom-up
product development approach (satisficing stakeholder NWDs)
and not a top-down approach (finding a new intended use for a
given technology).


Design controls may be applied to the development of prod-
ucts, processes, or services. For a medical device, Figure 1
shows the state space-a three-dimensional microergonomic
systems engineering state space-that incorporates all possible
engineering tasks throughout a tool's full life cycle from con-
cept to disposal [1]. The domain of all these activities (see
Table 2) consists of requirements engineering (what to build),
compliance engineering (what not to build), and reliability engi-
neering (reducing risks for both producer and consumer). [Com-
pliance engineering may be viewed as what not to do: do not
have accessible sharp points near wiring harnesses, do not have
exposed high-voltage conductors or connection points, do not
have product emit nonessential electromagnetic levels beyond a
certain wattage, etc.] The range of these design engineering
activities is hardware design, software design, human factors
design, and seller/purchaser (SIP) economics design (the latter
two being industrial engineering activities); each of these is
characterized by multiple subdisciplines. Figure 2 shows the
principal elements of the iterative design control process con-
trasted with the four elements of the scientific method.


In Figure 2, the initial task following conceptualization, and in
each subsequent iteration, is identification of all the stakeholders


Maintainability
Availability
Affordability


Functional safety
Physical safety
Functional security
Physical security
Usability


Reliability
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Device helps (intended use)
Device does not physically hurt (basic safety)
Device prevents data lossor corruption (integrity)
Device cannot be damaged or stolen (denial of service)
Device reduces probability of errors in intended use by
intended users


Device operates as intended in intended use environment
for intended lifetime


Device repaired in reasonable time at reasonable cost
Device accessible when and where it isactually needed
Device manufacturer and end user each obtain accepta-
ble IRR(real cost)


and their NWDs. After reconciliation, a subset of these NWDs
deemed technologically and economically feasible is chosen for
formulation as design inputs. These design inputs are the prob-
lems presented to the technical staff; their solution (their work
products) are the design outputs. In the transformation from rec-
onciled stakeholders' NWDs to design outputs, a number of addi-
tional engineering activities take place, including development
planning, risk management, five types of verifications, and


SIP Economics ~c
Design 22


Ergonomics
Design


Software
Design


Hardware
Design


Microergonomic
SE Space


Domain
Requirements
Engineering


Compliance
Engineering


Reliability
Engineering


Fig. 1. The systems engineering state space for developing
and deploying tools; all possible engineering activities reside
on this three-dimensional framework (manufacturing and
distribution are included in deployment and service is
included in operation). SIP: seller/purchaser; RDDT&E:
research, design, development. testing, and evaluation; SE:
systems engineering.
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Table 2, Activities in the systems engineering state space domains.


Requirements Engineering Compliance Engineering


Stakeholder identification, NWD assessment
and reconciliation


Riskmanagement
Design input formulation and five verifications
Version validation
Version postmarket survelfonce
CAPA-driven design input changes


Identification of laws, regulations,
and standards


Applicability assessment
Design impact assessment
Test design
Operational considerations
Salvage and/or disposal
considerations


NWD: needs, wants, and desires of stakeholders; CAPA. corrective and preventive action,


design reviews. They are not depicted here in the actual sequence
that they occur; please refer to Figure 3 for the detailed flowchart.
With each iteration, engineering validation experimentally dem-
onstrates that design inputs were or were not correctly translated
to the current implementation. On the last iteration, the fmal
design outputs are transferred to manufacturing for mass produc-
tion. Postrnarket surveillance helps identify missing misunder-
stoodNWDs that allow future corrective and preventive actions.


The FDA-mandated design controls regulation (21 CPR
820.30: 1996) changed two key terms (requirements and spec-
ifications) that were historically terms of art in classical sys-
tems engineering; these are now called design inputs and
design outputs, respectively. Design inputs are the subset of
the stakeholders NWDs that the designing organization
believes is technologically and economically feasible; they
are testable natural language (e.g., English) statements under-
standable by all stakeholders. Design outputs are how engi-
neers solve the problem posed by the design inputs; often,
there may be multiple solutions, depending upon what


optimization criteria are applied. Design outputs (the design
engineers' work product) tell manufacturers what to build
and how to build it. These modem terms resolve a longstand-
ing nomenclature problem that occurs when English-speak-
ing engineers and managers interchange systems engineering
terms with lay terms, creating phrases that are technically
ambiguous or nonsensical (e.g., requirements specification
and specification requirements). With the modem terms, it is
now possible to speak unambiguously of a design inputs
specification (a documented compendium of design inputs,
also called a design requirements document) and design out-
put requirements (the required elements of a properly formu-
lated design outputs document). Often, it is confusing trying
to identify whether something is a requirement or a specifica-
tion. A useful rule of thumb is if it has a value, unit, and tol-
erance, it's a spec; if it doesn't, it's probably a requirement.


Design controls are nothing more than the fundamental
elements of classical systems engineering. The classical systems
engineering process is a very powerful risk-reduction mecha-


nism that serves both consum-
ers and producers, but whose
value is diluted or negated if
not followed rigorously. Three
key process attributes for cor-
rectly applying design con-
trols are: 1) multiple iteration,
2) comprehensive contempo-
raneous documentation, and
3) flexible decision making.
The human focus, iteratively
reassessing stakeholders and
reconciling their often con-
flicting and evolving NWDs,
moves the innovation process
toward human-centered sys-
tems engineering [5].


Design Outputs
(Specifications)


Stakeholder
NWDs


Design Inputs
(Requirements)


Fig. 2. The major elements of design controls are mapped on the four elements of the scien-
tific method,


Defining minimum nec-
essary reliability


Fault prevention
Fault removal
Fault tolerance
Fault/failure forecasting
Test design


Multiple Iteration
Developing new/improved
products is always a learning
process; iteration allows the
engineering team to engage in
structured learning, while
time-constrained iterations may
make the process agile. It has
always been unrealistic to
believe that first you establish


Planning and Reviews
Verification,


Validation, and
DesignTransfer Synthesis
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the requirements, then you develop the specifications, test the
implementation, and field the product. The waterfall model [6],
[7], except for the most trivial innovations, is never strictly imple-
mented in the real world. Iteration always occurs, even though it
may be disguised or denied. The human learning process is incre-
mental and builds upon experience and repetition, primarily
gained from testing-some of which is formal, but much of
which is informal, accidental, and experiential. Figure 3 illus-
trates the iterative process in the form of a flowchart. Each itera-
tion during product development yields an internal release, until
the final version yields the external release. The multiple feed-
back loops formed by verification testing (of design inputs for-
mulation, design outputs development, and design outputs
implementation) provide the opportunity to correct internal mis-
understandings and technical errors. Two additional types of


(a)


Prior Version From
-----1~·lteration n - 1----;·~1


Update NWDs
Update HA


Document DR (No V&V Possible)


verification are not illustrated here: verification that risk mitiga-
tion was properly applied and verification that properly applied
mitigation actually reduced risk [8,paragraph 6.3]. The validation
loop (from implementation back to design inputs) permits identi-
fication and correction of a mismatch between what was agreed
would be built and what was actually built; this is invariably a
clinical (clinical refers to dealing with humans, patients in the
case of medicine and psychology, and users in the case of human
factors engineering) trial involving users in their expected use
environment [9]. A corrective and preventive action loop is the
path to the next iteration; it provides the opportunity to correct
major and minor flaws, most often related to internal or external
complaints about the identified stakeholders' evolving NWDs.
Iteration alone, without rigorously following the process in Fig-
ure 3, is inadequate. Understanding what will satisfice all the


NWDs Review
1. Identified Stakeholders
2. NWDs
3. Hazard Analysis


DI Review
1. Design Inputs
2. Hazard Analysis
3. DI Verification
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DO Review
1. Design Outputs
2. Hazard Analysis
3. DO Verification


Fig. 3. The flowchart depicts some arbitrary iteration of the design control process and identifies (a) requisite documentation
activities and (b) design review targets. Three of the five verification activities are identified; the two risk management verifi-
cation activities (ISO 14971 §6.3) are omitted for clarity.


Version Review
1. Version Implementation
2. Hazard Analysis
3. Version Verification
4. Version Validation


Update Version
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To
Iteration n + 1


Next Version
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DI: Design Input
DO: Design Output
DR: Design Review
HA: Hazard Analysis
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stakeholders improves with each iteration, if there are multiple
iterations and real opportunities for the development team to
leam [10].


Comprehensive Documentation
Standard operating procedures (SOPs) and their requisite docu-
mentation work products have become the bane of engineers'
existence. Intended to be a powerful management technique that
standardizes the process, character, and quality of work, it has
instead become an annoyance to engineers, a frustration for man-
agement, and a regulatory vulnerability. From the engineers'
perspective, SOPs are fine guidelines, but everyone knows the
work changes, and no one is keeping up with the SOPs. From
managements' perspective, SOPs make excellent trainingmateri-
als in addition to establishing the manner in which the work (e.g.,
design controls) should be accomplished and the achievements
should be documented. From a regulatory perspective, as a prac-
tical matter, it is better to have no SOP than to have an SOP that
is being violated. Yet, it is important to realize that creating and
maintaining comprehensive documentation has enormous techni-
cal, financial, and intellectual property value.


Comprehensive is not synonymous with elaborate. There
exist many sophisticated electronic document management
systems, both commercially available and internally devel-
oped. However, a well-maintained, hand-written laboratory
notebook can be a perfect example of comprehensive contem-
poraneous documentation. A well-maintained laboratory
notebook often may be far more valuable than terabytes or
cabinet drawers of documentation. Not only does it comply
with regulatory requirements, it traces the logical history of
all the engineering activities across the product life cycle and
supports intellectual property claims. Structured reviews of
notebooks by the established company procedure further
increases their value [Figure 3(b)]. The reviewed notebooks
help to identify inventors, witnesses, and critical dates neces-
sary for successful intellectual property claims.


The basis for engineering validation is the design inputs
and not the stakeholder NWDs. Since it is not possible to
independently verify or validate the list of stakeholders and
their NWDs, this is the soft underbelly of any systems engi-
neering effort. System failures in the field are very often the
result of overlooking stakeholders and/or NWDs. This leads
to essential systems that hinder rather than help; it is a major
concern in high-confidence systems. Emphasis on repeatedly
identifying all the stakeholders and their dissonances in each
iteration (human-centered systems engineering) reduces the
probability of these failures.


Product development, like clinical practice and biomedical
research, is inherently a set of critical information-manage-
ment tasks [11], [12]. Documentation [Figure 3(a)], while
critical to the process of information management, should
never distract from engineering problem-solving activities or
consume unnecessary resources. There is no regulation that
states how you must present your documentation. In my expe-
rience, the source of most documentation problems stems
from what students are taught regarding the structure, content,
and maintenance of laboratory notebooks. As I recall, keeping
a notebook seemed just another annoyance and distraction
from the joy of being creative; only much later in my career
did I appreciate the critical value of capturing information
and experience in my notebook, especially when I needed that
information after having forgotten it.


Flexible Decision Making
Too much time spent on any particular step in a process during a
single iteration is usually counterproductive. The optimal design
invariably changes with each iteration. Trying to finalize any sub-
system usually constrains future decision-making options, result-
ing in suboptimal results. This is initially anathema to most
engineers and managers, who wish to believe that a known
percentage of the project is complete. Once they experience this
as an agile process, the majority become far less skeptical and
insecure about not constantly computing percentage complete.
(All agile processes are iterative, but not all iterative processes
are agile. A key attribute of an agile process is that each iteration
is time constrained.) Instead, they focus on estimating the remain-
ing risk with each ensuing iteration [l3], fully aware that in this
process the resource costs of change are no longer onerous. It has
been my observation that high-performing individuals usually
strive to keep their options open; this flexible approach to deci-
sion making and high tolerance for ambiguity/uncertainty is a
key element of their successful performance [14].
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How Design Controls Are Implemented
Implementing design controls is less about engineering and
more about project and quality management. Yes, engineers
need to understand the process and understand that they are
responsible for both problem solving and maintaining compre-
hensive contemporaneous documentation. The information they
create is the primary basis for iteration control. Iteration pro-
motes problem-based learning and inquiry learning (structured
learning driven by project objectives) and is an enabler of flexi-
ble decision making. More importantly, engineers and manag-
ers need to understand that they should not eschew change
during the development project; quality is ultimately about sat-
isficing the reconciled NWDs of the identified stakeholders and
not just extending component reliability. Identifying new stake-
holders or new stakeholder NWDs within each iteration results
in human-centered systems engineering (stakeholders are either
human individuals or human organizations). This human focus
continuously refines what should be built, tends to eliminate
extraneous features and costs, and increases the probability of
acceptance; the five verifications identify errors, while valida-
tion activities identify the mismatches between what was agreed
would be built and what was actually built. When this deviation
is sufficiently small, senior management may decide that the
current development iteration will be the final iteration.


When Design Controls Are Implemented
Figure 4 is an example of an innovation standard operating
procedure (ISOP) for regulated medical devices. When the
design controls (in the regulatory sense) are instantiated is a
critical element of the procedure. In this ISOP, they begin after
management approves the project (Gate 1) and before any
commercial design begins. This absolutely includes feasibility
experiments and proofs of concept, whose uncontrolled
designs too often are the basis for future liabilities in commer-
cial products. In this way, no design survives in the commer-
cial product that was not subject to design controls and risk
management. True basic research activities, prior to project
approval, are excluded from design controls, and this is con-
sistent with the regulators' expectations. However, once an
organization has implemented design controls in one or two
projects, I have found that the members of the project teams
will often just do it as a matter of practice, probably because
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Fig. 4. An ISOP flow diagram for regulated medical devices complying with 21 CFR 820.30 and ISO 13485:2003. It is important
to note that design controls and risk management are instantiated prior to feasibility or proof-of-concept studies. This elimi-
nates the possibility of uncontrolled designs and their associated risks ending up in the final production units.


they learned that this agile process is more forgiving of errors
and more prone to success.


Why Design Controls Have Value
The value of implementing engineering design controls during
development far exceeds mere regulatory compliance.
Design controls, properly implemented as human-centered
systems engineering, have tangible value to stockholders; man-
agement; the development team; manufacturing, distribution,
and service (MD&S) personnel; consumers (both purchasers
and end users); and regulators. The central value element is
reduction of risks, including economic risks, technical risks, and
MD&Srisks.


Economic risks are reduced by the enormous emphasis on
iterative reassessment of stakeholders, their NWDs, and the dis-
cipline of repeated cumulative hazard analyses throughout the
process. These activities clarify and refine the understanding of
the intended uses, users, use environment, and lifetime of the
device. This increases the probability of acceptance of the
product, process, or service by all stakeholders.


Technical risks reduce through a combination of the
following:
~ time-constrained iterations permitting structured learning
~ comprehensive contemporaneous documentation provid-


ing efficient traceability and supporting flexible decision
making
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~ realization that the cost of change in this process is
nearly flat from beginning to end of the development
cycle


~ repetition of validation studies in each iteration reduc-
ing the incidence of latent failures as described by
Reason [15].


MD&S risks are reduced primarily by overt recognition
of these critical stakeholders early in development (in
essence, concurrent engineering). Secondarily, manage-
ment of information that permits tracing and appreciating
decisions made during development, long after develop-
ment ended, further reduces MD&S risks. These two activ-
ities reduce the potential for postdevelopment failures
described by Dekker as drift [16]. Figure 5 illustrates how
hazards due to latent failures and drift avoid discovery in
the absence of design controls. Only Hazard 2 in the figure
is reliably detectable by premarket validation. Hazard 1
cannot be reliably detected by premarket validation because
of missing design inputs combined with unverified design
outputs. Hazard 3, the result of unanticipated variations in
manufacturing or maintenance, cannot be reliably detected
by premarket validation or even by periodic postmarket
revalidations. The principle of correct by design, funda-
mental to the development of high-confidence systems, pre-
supposes effective design controls throughout the full life
cycle (from lust to dust).
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Conclusions
FDA-mandated design controls for medical devices provide
a structured, systematic engineering paradigm that supports
human-centered systems engineering. Engineering design
controls are nothing more than the fundamental elements of
classical systems engineering. The human focus is enabled
through the iterative reidentification of stakeholders, reas-
sessment of their NWDs, and reconciliation of their evolv-
ing/conflicting NWDs.· The implementation of design
controls and embedded risk management must begin prior to
commercial development to reap the full benefit of the
approach; partial approaches dilute or negate the effective-
ness and efficiency of this nearly century-old systems engi-
neering paradigm, Properly employing engineering design
controls is a strategic business decision. The central value of
this proposition is the reduction of economic, technical, and
operational risks for both producers and consumers; regula-
tory compliance is a secondary benefit. Misuse or abuse of
design controls only undermines long-term profitability and
increases the risks to the consumer.
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Abstract—This workshop discusses the application of human-
centered systems engineering as a defense against human errors 
resulting in unsafe systems. 


Human-centered systems engineering, human factors, human 
error, safety engineering, quality engineering 


I.  INTRODUCTION 
This 3-hour workshop is not about hardware safety 
engineering (EMI suppression, preventing electrocution or 
fire, etc.) or software safety engineering (preventing data 
corruption, denial of service, etc.).  It is about minimizing the 
occurrence of unsafe human acts – a defense against human 
errors.  It is a structured, systematic engineering approach to 
identify and minimize use and user errors.  It is about the 
extension of classical systems engineering to human-centered 
systems engineering. 
You can expect to learn in this workshop what is human-
centered systems engineering, the interaction of human and 
system errors, what we mean by human-centered system 
complexity, and how we can define human-centered system 
quality, so that all other quality definitions are subsumed.  We 
will analyze the system development and deployment lifecycle 
in detail and identify how human factors engineering can 
contribute to all aspects of development and deployment 
design. 
 


II. HUMAN-CENTERED SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 


A. Human-Centered Systems Engineering 
The term systems engineering (SE) was used at least as early 
as the 1940s at the Bell Telephone Laboratories and possibly 
earlier [2].  SE is a very powerful mechanism for reducing 
business and technical risk.  SE is a structured, systematic 
approach to the development, deployment, and replacement of 
products, processes, and services.  These tools (products, 
processes, and services) are developed and maintained solely 
because their use by humans has real (utilitarian) or perceived 
(esthetic) value.  Even completely automated, unsupervised 
tools have human users (maintenance personnel).   
Human-centered systems engineering (HCSE) extends SE to 
emphasize the criticality of human actors and their 
organizations in development, deployment, and maintenance 
or replacement of tools.  Actor is a term of art in the social 
sciences and economics; it subsumes user and customer.  
These actors and their organizations are the stakeholders – 
ALL of the stakeholders, not just customers, users, or 


“critical” stakeholders.  HCSE is an engineering paradigm and 
is characterized by a state space (Figure 1) and a lifecycle 
(Figure 2) [11].  The paradigm applies to both development 
and deployment, both of which involve design activities. 
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Figure 1:  HCSE State Space 
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Figure 2:  HCSE Lifecycle (ISO 14971 §6.3 verifications not shown) 


 
Identifying all the stakeholders, and determining their Needs, 
Wants, and Desires (NWDs), is a central focus of HCSE 
(Figure 2).  NWDs may be discriminated using Kano’s [4] 
stakeholder response matrix (Figure 3).  Missing or 
misidentifying stakeholders invariably will result in their 
NWDs being misjudged or overlooked in the design.  This 
results in conflicts among the different stakeholders’ NWDs 
going undetected and often results in stakeholder dissonance 
[9,10,13].  Stakeholder dissonance (SD) during development 
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leads to development of the wrong tool (stakeholder NWDs 
are the basis for development requirements).  SD during 
deployment leads to wrong choices of tools and their 
implementation within the organization, leading to errors, 
workarounds, and threats to safety and profitability. 
 


 
Figure 3: Discriminating Stakeholder Needs, Wants, and Desires 


B. Human versus System Errors 
Human errors may be the last bastion of equipment and 
process safety and effectiveness problems [7].  We have all 
heard of incidents, near misses, and accidents that are 
attributed to human error.  But we never really hear exactly 
which human’s error is the root cause.  The source of human 
errors can be the result of design & development and/or the 
result of problems with deployment (user condition, user tool 
selection, user training, work structure, and the work 
environment).  While it was historically thought that design 
problems could be alleviated with labeling and training, this is 
now generally recognized not to be the case.   
We generally only hear about four types of human error: Use, 
unexpected Use, misUse, and abUse.  But this ignores the 
difference between the two separate categories of human error: 
user error that is attributable to the internal and/or external 
user environment, excluding the tool itself (locus of control: 
the individual), and use error that is attributable to 
development and/or deployment design (locus of control: 
development and/or deployment organizations).  So, we have 
human error whose root cause is the human user and we have 
human error whose root cause is the human developer or 
deployer of the tool being used. 
 


 
Figure 4:  HCSE Human Error Taxonomy 


 


Figure 4 shows a taxonomy of such errors organized by error 
category versus error type.  In the category of use errors, 
Reason [6] has distinguished active errors – the result of 
known development/deployment “bugs” and latent errors – the 
result of unknown development/deployment “bugs”.  Dekker 
[3] identifies drift errors – a misguided, typically slow, 
incremental progression of systems operations taking the tool 
beyond its originally designed safety envelope.  Finally, we 
have malicious corruption of the tool (sabotage).  The 
corresponding user errors are routine use, new use, misuse, 
and abuse.  Human errors in the use and user categories are 
not mutually exclusive; very often failures occur when 
multiple contributors err – each necessary, but only jointly 
sufficient [15] – resulting in failure.  All these human errors 
must be considered in risk management and safety 
engineering. 


C. Human-Centered System Complexity 
Introducing human actors into any endeavor dramatically 
increases the possible number of incorrect or inappropriate 
responses of a hardware/software system.  Human actors, and 
their organizations, drastically increase system complexity.  
Complex systems have emergent properties that are the result 
of component interactions at the interfaces and that are not 
readily predictable without appreciation of the system as a 
whole.  Not fully appreciating human-centered system 
complexity has been an important obstacle in the design and 
deployment of essential systems.  We now recognize that 
development-induced and deployment-induced errors are a 
serious problem, may become critical safety issues, and are an 
important source of reduced quality.  They can rarely be 
mitigated merely with labeling or user training! 
 


 
Figure 5:  Human-centered system complexity model 







A key characteristic of the human-centered approach is that 
we must achieve a detailed appreciation of the interfaces with 
and between human actors.  Without this, we remain unable to 
predict and control the critical human and organizational 
influences on development and deployment, as well as the 
sensitivities to external factors – which may lead to human 
errors and safety issues.  Our fundamental need to study the 
system as a whole leads to the model of human-centered 
system complexity shown in Figure 5 [12].  The four levels of 
the model categorize the human-system interfaces with and 
between actors.  The first two levels (micro- & meso-
ergonomics) deal with interface attributes of individual actors 
and their tools.  The last two levels (macro- & mega-
ergonomics) deal with interface attributes between actors 
operating within their organizations and with their tools.  This 
model recognizes that there are both overt and covert interface 
attributes and offers a structured, systematic approach to 
analyzing all the human-system interfaces. 


D. Human-Centered Quality 
With the emphasis on the identification and discovery of all 
the stakeholders and their NWDs, HCSE takes a different 
approach to quality definition and quality management 
(including quality improvement).  HCSE defines quality as the 
degree to which the needs, wants, and desires of all the 
stakeholders have been satisficed [8].  The term satisfice – 
presumed to be a contraction of satisfy and suffice – was 
coined by Simon [14] during an attempt to reduce the 
computational complexity of a linear programming problem 
for individual and organizational behaviors.  Satisfice is 
defined as obtaining a good result, which is good enough but 
not necessarily the best, for each of all the stakeholders.  
Satisficing stakeholders is about reducing SD.  Therefore, 
quality (Q) and SD are related concepts; zero SD corresponds 
to total quality (Q = 1 - SD).  Under this formulation [10], 
total quality (SD = 0) is unachievable, except in the most 
trivial cases.  Quality Management becomes the process of 
identifying all the stakeholders, measuring their NWDs, and 
controlling their conflicts; Quality Improvement becomes the 
process of identifying and reducing SD among all the 
stakeholders.  


From a Quality Engineering perspective [10], managing SD is 
consistent with: Lean (optimizing value flows); Six Sigma 
(reducing variability along the value stream); Balanced 
Scorecard (linking specific processes to organizational 
strategy); and Quality Function Deployment (translating 
overall “quality into component quality, individual parts 
quality, and process elements and their relationships” [1]). 
Attempting to meet some or all the stakeholders’ NWDs has 
always been the sole purpose for development and deployment 
of any product, process, or service.  In the transition from SE 
to HCSE, the emphasis shifts to iterative discovery of 
stakeholders, identification of their evolving NWDs, and 
attempsts to reconcile their conflicts, so as to satisfice all 
stakeholders.  This shift in emphasis tends to mitigate errors 
and omissions early in the development and deployment 
lifecycles, reducing their final cost.  Absent robust HCSE, 
essential systems will continue to hinder rather than help, be 
unsafe, ineffective, and economically inefficient; they will 
continue to be examples of poor quality. 


III. HCSE DEVELOPMENT & DEPLOYMENT LIFECYCLE 
Both the development process and the deployment process 
(including maintenance and replacement) influence safety.  
Both processes can be described with the lifecycle 
diagrammed in Figure 2.  But that does not clearly establish 
the linkages between these safety-critical processes.  Figure 6 
is another view of these linked lifecycles [10].  On the far left 
is the traditional technology development design cycle.  It is 
linked to the deployment design cycle, which in turn is linked 
to the post-deployment surveillance cycle.  Propensity for 
increasing the probability of human error may occur in each of 
the three linked cycles and will propagate across the linked 
cycles. The engineering lifecycle in Figure 2 applies to 
hardware, software, human factors, and economic engineering 
(the latter two being subdisciplines of industrial engineering).  
In this workshop, we will focus on the human factors 
engineering component, which will drive engineering aspects 
of hardware, software, and seller/purchaser economics.   
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Figure 6: Linked Lifecycles - Development, Deployment, and Surveillance 


 







The domain of engineering activities shown in Figure 1 are 
detailed in Figure 7; in all cases they result in test design – for 
verifications, validation, compliance, and reliability 
determination. From here, we use the modern, unambiguous 
terminology for “requirements”, “specifications; they are 
“design inputs” and “design outputs”, respectively [9]. 
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Figure 7:  HCSE Domain Activities 


A. Stakeholder Identification & NWDs 
A critical element of HCSE is the discovery and identification 
of all the stakeholders.  Figure 8 shows some medical device 
stakeholders.  Missing or misidentifying stakeholders will 
result in unexpected SD that will increase human error and 
undermine safety.  Unfortunately, there is no guaranteed 
method of identifying all the stakeholders at any one point in 
time; it is for this reason HCSE, like SE, is an iterative 
engineering paradigm.  Multiple iterations through the 
lifecycle permit the development/deployment teams to learn 
and refine their understanding of the intended use and the 
potential for error in the development/deployment design. 
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Figure 8:  Some Medical Device Stakeholders 


 
Human factors professionals (industrial engineers and 
psychologists) are trained to use a number of scientific 
techniques to help identify stakeholder NWDs.  These include 
interviews, focus groups, questionnaires, and observational 
studies.  These are not ad hoc endeavors, but scientifically-
valid, statistically-controlled procedures for collecting and 
classifying stakeholder NWDs.  The objective is not to find 
some of the NWDs; the objective is to find all of the NWDs 
for all of the stakeholders.  What often limits reaching this 


objective is the perceived criticality of human error (e.g., can 
it kill or seriously injure someone?), as well as time and 
budget constraints.  In every effort to develop and deploy a 
product, process, or service, we always are constrained to 
balance time, cost, scope, and quality.  But, consider your own 
experience with any consumer product that provides a superb 
user experience versus a competitor’s product that provides a 
mediocre user experience, think of your frequency of errors 
with one or the other, and then assess the relative success of 
the two competitors.  Reducing the probability of use and user 
errors is a winning financial strategy. 
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Figure 9:  Risk Management 


B. Risk Management 
Risk management in human factors engineering is conducted 
exactly the same way as in hardware, software and economics 
engineering (see Figure 9).  The same approach (inductive and 
deductive risk analysis) is used (Figure 10).  The difference is 
focus; the focus in human factors engineering is on human 
injury and human error.  One objective is to avoid acute & 
chronic health hazards and occupational safety hazards.  
Another objective is to identify, assess, and mitigate 
development-induced and organizationally-induced human 
errors.   
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Figure 10:  Objective vs Subjective Risk Analyses 







An additional objective is to predict user (operator, maintainer, 
disposer, etc) errors (Figure 11), so that they may be 
identified, assessed, and mitigated either during development 
or deployment. 
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Figure 11:  Deductive user error analysis 


 
As an engineering profession, we have learned that “tossing it 
over the wall” is unacceptable and we have instituted 
concurrent engineering to gain representation from 
manufacturing and service in the development process.  We 
now need to learn that throwing it over the “next wall” (to the 
user organization where it will be deployed) is equally 
unacceptable.  Merely accepting the product, process or 
service requirements from marketing no longer maintains 
competitiveness; what is now required is gaining 
representation from the deploying organizations, so that we 
can begin to address the risks resulting from the interaction of 
development and deployment decisions. 


C. Formulating Design Inputs 
Product, process, or service design inputs are some subset of 
identified stakeholders’ NWDs; they are chosen because they 
are, at that point in time, economically and technologically 
feasible.  In fact, design inputs comprise both requirements 
(what must be done) and constraints (what must not be done).  
An important function of the human factors engineer is to 
represent not only the end-users, but also the other identified 
stakeholders, helping the design team understand the impact of 
accepting or rejecting NWDs during the formulation of the 
design inputs.  An equally important function of the human 
factors engineer is assisting in the operationalization of the 
design inputs.  Operationalizing a design input means 
specifying exactly what must be measured and how it must be 
measured, so that the design can be validated (see Validations 
below). 


D. Engineering Design Outputs 
Just as with hardware, software, and economics engineering, 
human factors engineering proceeds (iteratively) in two 
phases: problem analysis and solution specification.  For 
human factors engineering, this analysis begins with 
consideration of utility, esthetics, and individual differences.  
The analysis includes considering issues of acceptance and 
satisfaction, which typically are foreign to traditional 
engineering.  Analytical tools include work domain analysis, 
function-task analysis, and cross-functional flow analyses; 


each of these is a technique for decomposing the problem into 
smaller, more manageable problems.   
The human factors analysis considers human interface issues 
(see left side of Figure 5).  One example is considering the 
size, feel, color and arrangements of physical controls and 
displays (“knobs & dials ergonomics”).  Another example 
considers information management behaviors: mental 
workload issues, logic of operations issues, and potential 
training requirements for different design alternatives.  A third 
example considers communication and coordination activities 
of various cooperating individuals within the work 
organization; these include standard operating procedures, 
work instructions, color-coding expectations, etc.  A fourth 
example considers language and value system issues among 
coworkers: differences between clinicians and engineers in 
safety communications (e.g., meanings of specific terms used 
in warnings) or motivations among coworkers (e.g., clinicians 
desire for personal autonomy versus engineers desire for use 
of the latest technologies).  Recommendations from human 
factors engineers to hardware or software colleagues often 
include design for 5%-95% population characteristics, the use 
of standardization (e.g., widely used display formats, familiar 
controls, adopting checklists, etc.) and forcing functions 
(engineering controls that act as interlocks). 


E. Validations 
Validation is the defense against an error of the third kind [5] 
– correctly solving the wrong problem.  Validations include 
software validation, labeling comprehension validation, and 
system validation.  Unlike verifications, validation requires the 
use of human subjects - typically intended users operating in 
an intended use environment (or a high fidelity simulation).  
As with stakeholder NWD assessment, human factors 
professionals can contribute to the design, implementation, 
and analysis of the validation studies.   
There are important limitations to validation [7].  Validation is 
defeated if design inputs are improperly operationalized.  
Since validation is based solely on the documented design 
inputs, if a design input is absent (a latent failure), the tool will 
incorrectly pass validation.  In the case of periodic 
revalidations after deployment (routinely required in 
pharmaceutical manufacturing), maintenance requirements 
that were not anticipated (another latent failure) or that deviate 
from the original design (a drift failure) may also result in the 
tool incorrectly passing re-validation. 
 


IV. DISCUSSION 
HCSE extends SE, which is the fundamental engineering 
paradigm for hardware, software, and economics engineering.  
It incorporates human factors engineering throughout all 
phases of the lifecycle and emphasizes identification of all the 
stakeholders, assessing their NWDs, and attempting to 
reconcile conflicting NWDs.  In this manner, it goes beyond 
traditional safety engineering to focus on defense against 
human errors in both development and deployment, instead of 
merely prevention of human injury. 
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Editor’s Note: Stakeholder dissonance (SD) is a term 
for the conflict between the needs, wants and desires of 
different stakeholders. It is evidenced by errors, workarounds, 
and threats to patient safety and organizational profitability. 
Nurses are principal stakeholders for patient care technology. 
This article discusses three examples of new technologies that 
resulted in nurse SD: computers on wheels, bar coded medica-
tion administration, and infusion pumps. Conceptual models, 
concrete tools, and strategies are offered to resolve, reduce, 
or mitigate nurse SD across the lifecycle of new healthcare 
delivery products, processes, and services.


The Institute of Medicine (IOM) reported on its 
collaborative initiative with the Robert Wood 
Johnson Foundation: A Summary of the October 


2009 Forum on the Future of Nursing: Acute Care.1 Dr. 
Marilyn Chow, a nurse, offered these cautionary words: 
“The acute care environment is being reshaped by tech-
nologies, business models, and human needs. New acute 
care models will either emerge haphazardly by default 
or coherently by design.” The report offers a nursing 
perspective and vision regarding the central role nurses 
may play to narrow the gaps in care, reduce patient risks, 
and achieve the promise of the IOM’s earlier quality 
initiatives.2,3


The report comes as the United States begins a mul-


tibillion dollar investment to fund comparative effective-
ness research priorities and offer incentives to private 
practitioners and hospitals to adopt and meaningfully 
use healthcare information infrastructure, such as elec-
tronic health records (EHRs).4 These efforts promise to 
reshape the acute care environment and add new levels of 
complexity to healthcare delivery.


Safety, effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction are the 
top-level needs, wants, and desires (NWDs) of all health-
care stakeholder groups.5 They are influenced profoundly 
by the development and deployment of new technologies. 
Ignoring or misjudging their influence leads to stakehold-
er dissonance (SD)—a lack of agreement, consistency, or 
harmony among various stakeholders. SD is a term for 
the conflict between the NWDs of different stakehold-
ers as evidenced by errors, workarounds, and threats to 
patient safety and to organizational profitability. 


The Nurse Stakeholder
According to the American Association of Nurses, nurs-
ing is the “protection, promotion, and optimization of 
health and abilities, prevention of illness and injury, 
alleviation of suffering through the diagnosis and treat-
ment of human response, and advocacy in the care of 
individuals, families, communities, and populations.”6 
Nurses have a foundation of shared ethics in the adher-
ence to the ethical principles of non-malfeasance or “Do 
No Harm,” and in their professional Code of Ethics for 
Nurses with Interpretive Statements,7 with the specific 
mandate to serve as a patient advocate. 


Registered nurses (RNs) are a heterogeneous group, 
but with shared values and demonstrable core competen-
cies. They must abide by a fundamental scope of practice 
and complete the minimum educational requirements 
as mandated by state nurse practice acts. All must pass a 
national standardized examination required for licensure 
as an RN. According to a recent U.S. Department of 
Health and Human Services report,8 there are more than 
three million licensed RNs living in the United States, 
with approximately 85% of these actively employed in 
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nursing positions. These numbers make RNs the larg-
est group of healthcare professionals in the country (see 
Figure 1: Relative Numbers). 


Those entering nursing come from a variety of edu-
cational backgrounds (see Figure 1: Education Level). 
More than a quarter of a million RNs reported they were 
additionally prepared as advanced practice nurses (APNs) 
in one or more advanced specialties or fields; more than 
400,000 RNs reported having a master’s or doctoral de-
gree in nursing or a related field. 


The average age of the RN population has been ris-
ing over the past two decades and was reported as 45.5 
years in the 2010 report. In terms of gender, race, and 
ethnicity, the RN population does not mirror that of the 
U.S. population as a whole. Nearly 83% of RNs describe 
themselves as non-Hispanic white, compared to about 
66% of the overall U.S. population. The vast majority 
of RNs are women. In the report, only 6.6% of all RNs 
were men; however, the relative percentage appears to 
rising with more men (9.6%) graduating as RN-eligible 
nurses since 1990.8 


If one were to add licensed practical nurses (LPNs, 
also known as licensed vocational nurses or LVNs), the 
only other group legally recognized as nurses, more than 


three-quarters of a million additional individuals would 
be included.9 The LPNs/LVNs have yet another set 
of educational and practice standards, with less formal 
training and a more limited scope of practice. They are 
instrumental in delivering nursing care in the United 
States and reflect an important part of the nurse stake-
holder population. 


Nursing characteristics are not homogeneous, which 
poses significant challenges for human factors practitio-
ners.


Nursing Practice Settings  
and Work Complexity 
Registered nurses work in a variety of settings. Most RNs 
reported that they worked in hospitals;8 the remainder 
reported working in ambulatory care, public/community 
health, home health, nursing or extended care facilities, 
academic education, and “other” (such as insurance, ben-
efits, utilization review, or medical device/pharmaceutical 
manufacturers; see Figure 1: Practice Setting). 


The hospital acute care setting is quite varied includ-
ing, but not limited to, general pediatric or adult medical-
surgical floors, intensive care units, and specialty units 
(neurology, oncology, dialysis, emergency and operating 


Figure 1. Nurses and Nursing (Practice Setting, Relative Numbers, & Education Level data from National Sample Survey of Registered Nurses, 2010)8; Work Time 
Fraction data from Hendrich et al. (2008).11
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room). Each has its own anticipated patient population 
and acuity, cadre of providers, routine activities, proce-
dures and priorities, disruptions and emergencies, nurse-
patient ratios, physical layouts, unit-specific subcultures, 
and a host of other factors that prevent easy generaliza-
tion across practice environments. 


Including the broad range of community-based prac-
tice settings where nurses are found and patient care 
devices are used increases the complexity of defining the 
use environment. At any point in time, in any practice 
setting, we may encounter a broad spectrum of nursing 
skill and experience from novice to expert.10 Nurses are 
not a uniform, one size fits all, stakeholder group. 


Hendrich et al.11 conducted a time and motion study 
that documented how nurses in a 36-hospital study spent 
their time (see Figure 1: Work Time Fraction). It dem-
onstrates the enormous indirect effort (>50%) currently 
required of nurses relative to direct patient care.


Krickbaum and colleagues coined the term “complex-
ity compression” to describe “what nurses experience 
when expected to assume additional, unplanned respon-
sibilities while simultaneously conducting their multiple 
responsibilities in a condensed time frame.”12


Ebright, Patterson, Chalko and Render13 describe 
the constant change, patterns of work complexity, 
breakdowns in communication, and the way nurses re-
spond cognitively to these factors. They assert that the 
work environment can both “support and hinder” the 
decision-making processes of the RN. They observed 
certain cognitive behaviors and categorized them as goal, 
knowledge, and management of care patterns. They 
describe “proactively monitoring patient status” as one 
such pattern, and “stacking” or moving on to other ac-
tivities to prevent down time while waiting for resources 
or processes as another. 


Potter and colleagues14 measured nurse stacking by 
tracking patient care tasks and priorities over time, with 
activities and priorities added or subtracted sequentially 
as they were identified or completed. They illustrate the 
way nurses must “cognitively shift” attentiveness between 
one patient and another, graphically depicting these cog-
nitive pathways, as well as the associated physical behav-
iors (e.g., movements between locations). These authors 
also consider the frequent interruptions nurses routinely 
encounter and ways these disruptions may impact the 
cognitive work and cognitive load of the nurse, thereby 
contributing to errors and omissions in care. 


Ebright15 argues that failure to understand the ways 


that RNs make their care decisions within the complex 
and often-unpredictable healthcare delivery system will 
contribute to the design of processes and technologies 
that further complicate the decision-making and work of 
the RN, leading ultimately to unsafe care.


Like human factors engineering, nursing is patient-
centric; both focus on humans within the context of their 
environment (e.g. hospital, home/nursing home, work-
place, and community). The nursing process—assess, 
diagnose, plan, implement, evaluate—is a systematic, 
interpersonal, iterative, and dynamic series of cognitive 
processes and behavioral activities that parallels the sys-
tems engineering process.


Human-Centered Systems Engineering
Classical systems engineering is a structured, systematic 
approach to the development, deployment, and replace-
ment of products, processes, and services. Systems 
engineering is a very powerful mechanism for reducing 
business and technical risks. Human-centered systems 
engineering (HCSE) extends systems engineering to 
emphasize the criticality of human actors (actors is a term 
of art in the social sciences and economics that sub-
sumes users) and their organizations in the engineering 
process.16 Like the nursing process, the HCSE process 
has an essential iterative nature,17 each new iteration be-
ginning with the (re-)identification of stakeholders and 
assessment of their NWDs: needs (basic needs or “must 
have”), wants (performance needs or “like to have”), and 
desires (latent needs or “I’ll know it when I see it”). 


Introducing human actors into any endeavor dra-
matically increases the possible number of incorrect or 
inappropriate responses of a simple hardware/software 
system. The ratio of wrong to right responses is used 
often to characterize the complexity of tasks; it also 
imputes the requisite level of expertise (training and 
experience) to execute a series of such tasks successfully 
by the user (or groups of users and/or their automated 
aides). Humans dramatically increase system complexity. 
Complex systems have emergent properties, the result of 
component interactions, not readily predictable without 
appreciation of the system as a whole. 


It is now generally recognized that product, process, 
and service design-induced errors are a serious problem, 
a critical system safety issue, and an important source of 
reduced quality. They can rarely be alleviated simply with 
user training. Not fully appreciating human-centered sys-
tem complexity, especially in risk management, has been 
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an important obstacle in the design and implementation 
of essential systems. Merely applying technology to solve 
identified problems often creates previously unidentified 
problems (e.g., see how a decade’s difference dramatically 
altered perspectives of computerized physician order en-
try in Tierney et al, 1993 vs. Koppel et al, 2005).18, 19


A human-centered approach requires a detailed ap-
preciation of interfaces to actors and between actors; 
otherwise, we remain unable to predict and control the 
critical human and organizational influences both on 
system design parameters and on system sensitivities to 
external factors. 


Identifying and Quantifying  
Stakeholder NWDs
In HCSE, the emphasis shifts to iterative discovery of 
stakeholders, iterative identification of their evolving 
NWDs, and iterative reconciliation of conflicts. The 
objective is to satisfice20 all the stakeholders, which means 
to obtain a good enough result, though not necessarily 
the best, for each stakeholder. This precedes, and is the 
basis for, updating and reformulating the engineering 
requirements (design inputs) in each iteration (Figure 2). 
Engineering requirements are the subset of all the stake-
holder NWDs that are technologically and economically 


feasible at a given point in time.
This shift in emphasis tends to 


mitigate errors and omissions early 
in the system development and de-
ployment cycles, reducing the final 
cost. Absent robust HCSE, essen-
tial medical systems (e.g., clinical 
information exchange, medication 
management, and clinical decision 
support) will continue to hinder 
rather than help, be economically 
inefficient, and be examples of poor 
quality. To manage this, we must 
be able to measure and control the 
interfaces. 


The measurement methods be-
long to a wide range of scientific 
disciplines. Physical measurements 
include essentially static human 
characteristics as well as dynamic 
measurements used in biomechan-


ics and sensory physiology. Behavioral measurements 
use traditional techniques of experimental psychology. 
Techniques of social anthropology, social psychology, 
and sociology are used for social measurements. Cultural 
measurements use techniques of linguistics (for language), 
archaeology (for tools and other artifacts), and cultural 
anthropology (for value systems). The assessment and 
validation of human interface attributes is a process that 
must be multi-disciplinary.21 


Reducing Errors and Workarounds
Many incidents and accidents are alleged to be caused by 
human error, but the question is: Which human(s) made 
the error? One way to consider this question is through 
the lens of use error v. user error. Use errors are attrib-
utable to the design and/or deployment of the system; 
they result from the myriad interactions of design errors 
and organizational issues. User errors are attributable to 
the internal or external user environment, excluding the 
system itself. So which humans are we blaming—the hu-
man operators or the human developers/deployers? (For 
a nursing-specific example, see Waterworth, 2003.22) 


Human use errors of a system are largely within the 
locus of control of system developers and deploying or-
ganizations. Even future user errors may be influenced 
by the developer and/or deployer (e.g., avoid confusing 
or frustrating the operator, avoid undesirable physical or 


Figure 2. HCSE Iterative Development Paradigm, adapted from Samaras, GM 
(2010).17 Copyright © 2008-2010, GM Samaras, all rights reserved.
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cognitive exercises, avoid delays and operator attention 
loss, avoid certain workloads and work schedules). 


In healthcare delivery, safe and effective systems 
(products, processes, and services) are the goal. However, 
multiple human stakeholders complicate the process at 
a myriad of levels—from conceptualization through de-
velopment, deployment, and replacement. Only recently 
has there been a concerted effort to include systematic 
consideration of human factors and ergonomics in the 
design process. Human factors and ergonomics must be, 
from beginning to end, a critical consideration in design, 
development, deployment, and replacement. While this 
is an objective of the medical device usability engineer-
ing standard ISO/IEC 62366,23 the standard is limited to 
the usability component and is not intended to address the 
broader individual and organizational human factors issues 
of SD, especially during deployment and replacement.


HCSE Tools
HCSE is the foundational paradigm for addressing SD. 
HCSE is an extension of classical systems engineering and 
is an attempt to integrate human factors and ergonomics 
considerations throughout the system lifecycle—from 
“lust to dust.” It is an attempt to consider the full range 
of human interfaces (physical, behavioral, social, and 
cultural) in a systematic manner, leveraging the measure-
ment capabilities of a wide range of scientific disciplines, 
many of which are only now being considered useful for 
system development and deployment. 


To anticipate and avoid nurse SD, a range of factors 
must be evaluated in a structured, systematic manner.5 
Some examples are:
•	 Micro-ergonomics	 (physical ergonomics) deals with 


the individual nurse using simple tools. Overt fac-
tors are static size and fit (e.g., nurse’s fingers must 
fit the bandage scissors). Covert factors are dy-
namic “size and fit”: biomechanics (e.g., the pres-
sure a nurse must apply to depress syringe plunger) 
and sensory processes (e.g., a nurse wants to use a 
device under low light and minimally intrude upon 
sleeping patients; one audible alarm interferes with 
detecting another audible alarm). 


•	 Meso-ergonomics	 (information management ergo-
nomics) deals with the individual nurse using tools 
with automated features (e.g. tools with alarms, 
decision support, or autonomy). Overt factors 
are verbal and non-verbal behaviors (e.g., nurse 
uses verbalization or physically moves a mouse/


trackball). Covert factors are affective behaviors 
(e.g. nurse’s frustration programming an infusion 
pump; nurse’s annoyance with multiple, simultane-
ous audible alarms), cognitive behaviors (e.g., nurse 
figures out the programming steps for the pump) 
and physiologic behaviors (e.g., nurse’s heart rate 
increases due to time pressures and frustration with 
programming difficulties). 


•	 Macro-ergonomics	 (social ergonomics) deals with 
groups of individuals operating within an organiza-
tion (e.g., two or more nurses; a purchasing agent 
and nurses). Overt factors are communication and 
coordination (e.g., two nurses verifying drug and 
dosage settings for a patient-controlled analgesia 
device; a hospital purchasing agent not communi-
cating or coordinating with nurse end users). Co-
vert factors are conventions (e.g., the purchasing 
agent does not solicit input from nurse end users 
due to existing contracts with preferred vendors) 
and expectations (e.g., assuming nurse end users 
will “safely and effectively” work with any device 
purchased).


•	 Mega-ergonomics	 (cultural ergonomics) deals with 
groups of individuals operating in different sub-
cultures (e.g. nurse vs. engineer). Overt factors are 
language (e.g. nurse-speak vs. engineer-speak) and 
tangible artifacts (e.g., the nurses’ stethoscopes and 
patient charts versus the engineers’ oscilloscopes 
and data sheets). Covert factors are shared values 
(beliefs, customs, ethics, and morals) such as the 
nurses’ patient-centric emphasis versus the engi-
neers’ technology-centric emphasis.


Historical Examples
When nurse NWDs are ignored in favor of other stake-
holder groups or are not recognized (not made obvious) 
due to inadequate understanding of nurse norms/roles, 
then conflicts arise and express as SD. Errors, work-
arounds, or outright rejection of newly introduced prod-
ucts, processes, or services are typical outcomes of SD. 
Bakken24 has reviewed numerous examples in the context 
of applying informatics for patient safety. Here are three 
examples that led to nurse SD; they all are linked directly 
to healthcare delivery safety, effectiveness, efficiency, and 
satisfaction. In hindsight, the conflicts and missing nurs-
ing NWDs in the development and deployment of these 
products are obvious; they apparently were not obvious 
during initial development and deployment.
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Computers on Wheels
The use of electronic medical/health records (EMR/
EHR) throughout the United States and globally—with 
its computerized provider order entry, documentation, 
and other features—has made considering the right de-
sign and mix of mobile and stationary computing devices 
important. In one study’s25 settings, clinicians were able 
to choose from one of the following devices to perform 
computer-based tasks: stationary personal computers 
(PCs), tablet PCs, and two types of computers on wheels 
(CoWs)—the first, a generic CoW, consisting of a laptop 
mounted on a basic trolley; the second or “ergonomic” 
CoW with a specially-designed integrated computer and 
cart. 


Nurses overwhelmingly chose the generic CoW 
(93.1% of the time) to perform their tasks, over its “er-
gonomic” counterpart and the other computer device 
options combined. The generic trolley had a larger 
work surface and more storage space for medications, 
papers, and/or other equipment. Nurses viewed it as 
more versatile in terms of task performance (e.g., with 
its convenient storage space for medication and tools for 
medication administration) and mobility (e.g., it could be 
used everywhere, including at the bedside); these benefits 
appeared to outweigh some of its disadvantages, such as 
reduced battery time. 


Bar Coded Medication Administration
Medication errors have been a longstanding problem 
with great publicity resulting from the 1999 IOM report 
“To Err is Human.”2 The goal of bar coded medication 
administration (BCMA) is to support the six “rights” 
of medication administration: right patient, right drug, 
right dose, right route, right time, and right documenta-
tion. Failure to use BCMA systems properly facilitates 
errors in each of these six parameters. 


Koppel et al.26 observed 15 different workarounds 
(e.g., putting barcodes on computer carts, scanners, and 
the nurse’s person) and 31 causes of workarounds (e.g., 
unreadable medications and medications that were not 
bar coded, poor or intermittent wireless connectivity, 
and failing batteries). 


Vogelsmeier et al.27 observed workarounds related 
to blockage or disruption in workflow arising from the 
technology design and/or the organizational implemen-
tation. 


Ross28 reports a collaborative effort to implement 
BCMA modeled on an organizational change approach 


with nursing, pharmacy, and information technology, in-
volving group processes, and resulting in improved out-
comes in patient safety. While preventing large numbers 
of monthly medication errors, the root cause(s) of these 
errors were not identified or directly mitigated. 


Bargren and Lu29 conducted a detailed case study 
analysis of altered nursing workflow following introduc-
tion of a BCMA system, reporting that the number of 
steps (a measure of workload) nearly doubled for their 
inpatient unit. 


Weckman and Janzen’s30 report involved nurses in 
each phase of the Shewhart cycle (Plan-Do-Study-Act) 
during introduction of BCMA. They concluded “it is 
nurses who are in the best position to identify the clues 
needed to resolve underlying systemic issues and offer 
ideas for possible resolution.” However, they also report 
the nursing staff (and local biomedical engineering staff) 
overlooked the need for brakes on the medication cart, 
which we interpret as the absence of structured, system-
atic risk management. 


Infusion Pumps
Infusion pumps (IPs) have long been the “poster-child” 
for human factors failures and nurse SD. From a human 
factors perspective, IPs are highly complex medical de-
vices of great clinical value, but prone to many use and 
user errors. IPs are associated with tens of thousands of 
adverse event reports, continue to have multiple product 
recalls, and are alleged to have caused many deaths and 
injuries. The problem is so pronounced that the U.S. 
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) recently ordered 
destruction of about 200,000 IPs.


Ergonomic difficulties encountered by nurses are 
well known (e.g., non-intuitive operations, hard-to-read 
screens, hard-to-understand menus, incorrectly sized 
icons/numbers, poor design/layout of manual controls, 
poor labeling, nuisance/too many/too frequent alarms, 
and the compounding of these problems by combining 
individual devices into multiple channels). Incorporation 
of wireless communication and increasingly complex 
safety systems (e.g., user programmable drug libraries, 
integration with BCMA and EMR) will further challenge 
development and deployment of these important clini-
cal tools, creating new sources of nurse SD and resulting 
in new types of errors, workarounds, threats to patient 
safety, and threats to organizational profitability.


The draft of a new FDA IP improvement initiative31 
indicates increased scrutiny for premarket clearance 
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and “suggests” conducting additional risk assessments, 
validating control measures, and presenting results to the 
FDA using an assurance case framework. 


Risk management for these complex devices, espe-
cially with regard to human factors issues, can no longer 
be business as usual. Wetterneck et al.32 report data indi-
cating that less than 75% of infusion pump failure modes 
identified in actual practice were captured in advance by 
their failure mode effects analysis (FMEA). FMEA is a 
non-quantitative, subjective, and experiential technique 
(Figure 3), demonstrably inadequate based on decades of 
actual IP experience. It is worth noting that the medical 
device risk management standard ISO 1497133 does not 
countenance using FMEA alone. A composite of induc-
tive and deductive techniques, probably with greater 
analytical rigor, seems to be required.


Managing Stakeholder Dissonance
Quality in HCSE is “the degree to which the system 
satisfices the NWDs of all the stakeholders.”34 By this 
definition, we cannot eliminate all dissonance for all 
stakeholders; our objective must be to optimize the 
system based upon one or more criteria, such as patient 
safety, seller/purchaser cost, employee satisfaction, etc. 
You cannot manage what you cannot control and you 
cannot control what you cannot measure. Managing dis-
sonance among stakeholder groups requires five iterative 
activities (I-A-D-P-R):
•	 Identifying	all	the	stakeholders	(not	just	those	ini-


tially deemed important)
•	 Assessing	stakeholder	NWDs	(to	make	them	obvi-


ous) quantitatively
•	 Discovering	 SD	 within	 and	 among	 stakeholder	


groups
•	 Prioritizing	SD	for	control	using	risk	management
•	 Reducing	overall	SD	in	the	system—resulting	in	a	


system that is safer, more effective, more efficient, 
and more satisfying to use. 


This methodological approach has been applied ex-
perimentally in an actual study of stakeholders prior to a 
technology deployment; the report5 details the approach, 
but also exposes the technical difficulties attempting to 
manage dissonance among stakeholders.


Identifying ALL the stakeholders is fraught with dif-
ficulty and only an iterative approach reduces omissions. 
Now we know that custodians and housekeepers are 
important stakeholders for sharps disposal; this was not 
obvious originally. It should be apparent that nurses are 
important stakeholders throughout the full lifecycle of 
patient care technology—from design and development 
to deployment and replacement. The evolving NWDs of 
nurses, in addition to those of many other stakeholders 
(physicians, regulators, purchasers, vendors, etc.), must 
be considered at each stage of design, development, de-
ployment, and replacement.


Quantitative assessment of NWDs is not only a multi-
disciplinary endeavor, it is tedious and resource intensive. 
It may be expedited initially by analytical methods, but 
must be followed by empirical assessment (e.g., using 
structured focus groups followed by simulated/actual 
clinical validation trials). The increasing availability of 
simulated clinical wards used as training tools for nurses 
offers a new approach and venue for preliminary clini-
cal validation studies; this cannot replace actual clinical 
validation studies, but it may provide a useful venue for 
exploratory studies and ranging experiments.


SD risk management cannot be simply subjective 
inductive analysis (e.g., FMEA). At a very minimum, a 
blend of expert opinion (e.g., hazard and operability stud-
ies) combined with deductive risk analysis methods (e.g., 
fault tree analysis or root cause analysis) are required to 
support the formulation and verification of the subjective 
FMEA (Figure 3) leading to a structured assurance case. 
At the very minimum, the analysis must include con-
sideration of expected use, unexpected use, misuse, and 
abuse, so as to address not only product reliability, but 
also prevention of hazards that might lead to recalls and 
product liability. We expect that formal methods (math-
ematical modeling and simulation), well established in 


Figure 3. Some Types of Risk Analysis vs. Type of Input Data
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other domains, will be adopted as a competitive business 
tool.


Systematically considering the nurse stakeholder in 
every phase of new technology design, development, 
deployment, and replacement is essential in mitigating 
many of these hazards.
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Validation Engineering in Ergonomics: 
Theoretical Perspectives 


G. M. Samaras, PhD, DSc, PE, CPE 
Samaras & Associates, Inc., Pueblo, CO USA 


www.samaras-assoc.com 


A number of ergonomists have described or developed methodological models for the design, development, 
and evaluation of ergonomic products and processes. These models can be shown to be subsets of a 
classical methodological approach - well known in the hardware and systems professions, recently 
“discovered” by the software profession, and now beginning to be applied to ergonomics. This classical 
method - here called validation engineering (VE) - is a structured, systematic approach to business and 
technical risk reduction and user hazard mitigation. The VE lifecycle consists of a series of feedback and 
feedforward loops. The feedback loops consist of validation testing (implementation vs. requirements), 
verification testing (of requirements, specifications, and implementation), incremental hazard analyses, and 
post-deployment corrective and preventative actions. The feedforward loop consists of needs assessment, 
translation of needs to quantifiable requirements, translation of requirements to quantifiable engineering 
specifications, translation of specifications to implementation, and deployment of the product/process. 
Ergonomists can benefit both fiom using the VE approach and participating in efforts that use this approach 


The application of ergonomics does not operate 
independently of product or process development and 
should not be viewed as standing alone. It is best 
considered within a validation engineering framework. 


WHAT IS VALIDATION ENGINEERING? 
Validation engineering (VE) is a structured, systematic 
approach to system risk reduction over the full lifetime of 
the system (from cradle to grave). It is of particular 
importance in new product development of complex 
systems. Your ability to predict system behavior reliably 
increases with increasing levels of validation. Un- 
validated systems have a high degree of uncertainty 
(complexity) in their behavior; validation engineering 
decreases the complexity of system behavior. 


VE is a proactive hazard mitigation process maximizing 
the likelihood of reducing errors and time to market. It is 
a structured, risk-based, iterative approach to the 
research, design, development, test & evaluation 
(RDDT&E), deployment, and salvage/disposal of 
products and processes. It is a formal process that 
emphasizes transparency and clarity of known 
objectives and constraints. 


The associated workload ranges from minimal (using a 
box of 3”x!j” cards) to significant (maintaining a complex 
relational database); the workload level is proportionate 
to (a) project criticality (impact on human life, property or 
the environment) and (b) product or process complexity 
(e.g., project size, time constraints, and team 
geographical distribution). From an organizational 
maturity perspective, organizations may be ranked in VE 
as (I) inactive, (11) reactive, (111) interactive, or (IV) 
proactive. Certain regulated industries (e.g., FDA- 
regulated firms) are required by law to be proactive 
(Level IV) in their validation engineering efforts. 


The VE Space 
The domain of validation engineering is the triumvirate 
of requirements engineering, compliance engineering, 
and reliability engineering; the range of validation 
engineering activities is the system hardware, software, 
ergonomics, and seller/ purchaser economics. The 
three dimensional representation is shown below. 


SIP ECONOMICS 


ERGONOMICS 


SOFTWARE 


HARDWARE 


DOMAIN 


Requirements Compliance Reliability 
Engineering Engineering Engineering 


As a lifecycle process, it begins with the initial 
conceptualization of the system, it is continually applied 
throughout the research, design, development, testing 
and evaluation (RDDT&E) phase, in the operational 
phase (with periodic revalidations), and finally, when the 
system is obsolete, in the salvage and disposal phase. 
The feedback loops of this lifecycle model (see next 
figure) consist of validation testing (implementation vs. 
requirements), verification testing (of requirements, 
specifications, and implementation), incremental hazard 
analyses (HA), and postdeployment corrective and 
preventative actions (CAPA). The feedfonnrard loop 
consists of needs assessment, translation of needs to 
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quantifiable requirements, translation of requirements to 
quantifiable engineering specifications, translation of 
specifications to a productlprocess implementation, and 
the deployment of the product or process. 


Next Iteration 


Requirements 


6 $ 1  
> 


f-eEi2 Requirements 


Specifications 


Implementation 


Verification 


Specification 
Verification 


Product 
Verification 


Release Lifecycle 
Model 


Ergonomic considerations participate in a manner similar 
to hardware, software, and economic considerations in 
the development of requirements, in compliance with 
appropriate regulations and standards, and in the 
engineering of system reliability. 


Requirements Engineering 
From a product development process perspective, one 
can obtain a more detailed view of requirements 
engineering. The first step in the iterative process is 
identification of the needs of the system users - which 
presupposes that you have correctly identified the real 
user populations (manufacturers, assemblers, operators, 
clinicians, consumers, maintainers, disposers, etc.). 


Target Audiences 


1 \ DESIGNERS & MANAGERS 


User needs assessment is a complex activity that often 
has been implemented by marketing personnel with ad 
hoc engineering support; in fact, it is a central area of 
expertise and practice in ergonomics. Some examples 
of need assessment techniques include interviews, 
questionnaires, and ethnomethodological studies, brain 
storming, problem-domain storyboarding, prototyping, 


literature reviews and ergonomics laboratory research, 
as well as evolutionary (rapid & iterative) development 
techniques. Both from a good business practices 
perspective and from a FDA regulatory perspective, they 
must be implemented in a statistically valid manner, so 
that the results truly represent the populations under 
study. 


Once the user needs have been determined, the next 
task is to translate the needs that will be met into 
requirements. This activity also requires the knowledge 
and skills of ergonomics. 


Requirements " Validation 
"natural language" 


Doing Right Things! 
Solve Carect Problem! 


E Doing Things Right! 
c) SOlveP lmCOrrectly! 


Verification 0 .8 
Specifications 
"engineering units" 


Requirements are the foundation of the validation 
process and a crucial source of the engineering design 
specifications. Defective requirements are the principal 
cause of incorrect or inadequate system designs and 
failed validations. Common flaws include not selecting 
the proper target audiences and assuming you already 
know the user needs. Properly formulated requirements 
are natural language statements (e.g., English) that are 
understandable by the user populations, by the design 
team, and by seller and purchaser management. 
Properly formulated requirements must be traceable to 
specific user needs, must be clear, complete, and 
internally consistent, and must be verifiable and testable 
(quantifiable). 


Proper requirement formulation is an interdisciplinary 
engineering activity that necessarily includes ergonomics 
expertise to represent properly the discovered needs of 
the various user populations. A central activity of 
ergonomics is translating user needs into requirements 
(and then requirements into engineering specifications). 
If this is reminiscent of "concurrent engineering" 
discussions, it is because it is the same discussion (see 
Eisner, 1997). Just as electronics engineers must make 
sure the mechanical engineers leave enough room for 
their printed circuit boards, and the software engineers 
make sure the electronics engineers put enough 
memory in the circuitry for their code, and the 
manufacturing engineers make sure standard parts are 
not replaced (without good justification) with custom 
parts, so ergonomists make sure the design team 
actually meet the users' real needs. And, when difficult 
engineering trade-offs are encountered, the ergonomist 
on the design team must ensure that the user's needs 
are properly considered - because if they are not met, 
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either the product will not be a success or it will 
encourage new competition in the market! 


Once the requirements are properly established and 
verified against the user needs, the next task is to 
translate these natural language statements into 
engineering design specifications. Engineering design 
specifications are the true basis for the product design 
and are quantitative product attributes with associated 
units and tolerances. Once again, the ergonomist can 
play a crucial role on the design team, directly impacting 
the work of the rest of the team and the final design of 
the product: 


1. 


2. 


3. 


4. 


From a hardware ergonomics perspective, the 
ergonomist not only has access to tabulated 
anthropomorphometric data and human perceptual 
data, but is trained to properly use these data in the 
realization of engineering designs. 
From a software ergonomics perspective, the 
ergonomist is trained to participate in the design of 
user interfaces, to conduct task analyses on the 
proposed logical operation of the product, and to 
participate in the design of training, operation, and 
maintenance materials. 
From an environmental ergonomics perspective, 
the ergonomist can assist the design team in 
assessing how known workspace environmental 
modalities can impact the use and reliability of the 
proposed design (e.g., interference with ability to 
perceive various types of warning indicators, level of 
tolerable complexity of device operation, etc.). 
From a macroergonomics perspective, some 
ergonomists can assist the organization in 
harmonizing the design of the product with the way 
the purchaser organization does business; from 
inside their own product development organization, 
these same ergonomists can be called upon to help 
harmonize their own organization with the product 
development process, with the manufacturing 
process, with the product distribution process, 
andlor with the product field support process. 


The next step in the VE lifecycle process is product 
implementation; this includes iterative pre-production 
development of the product (in increasingly more refined 
form) and mass production of the product. The 
ergonomist can add significant value to both of these 
processes. In the pre-production stage, the ergonomist 
can provide a number of analytic evaluations of the 
product including heuristic analyses, managing expert 
reviews, and conducting laboratory-based usability 
analyses. As required by the FDA Quality System 
Regulation, test procedures that are appropriate for their 
intended use (validated test procedures that possess the 
appropriate sensitivity, specificity, and reliability), 
properly calibrated equipment, and tests that are 
statistically valid must be employed for usability studies. 
In the production phase, the ergonomist can assist in job 


redesign, the development of job aids, as well as 
recommendations on environmental and organizational 
issues that would enhance the productivity and job 
satisfaction of production personnel. 


Compliance Engineering 
There exist a "hidden" set of changing laws, regulations, 
and standards (both national and international). They 
impose design, testing, implementation, and disposal 
constraints on the organization. Furthermore, they vary 
across industrial sectors and political boundaries, thus 
confounding the successful product development 
process. Compliance engineering involves the 
identification, applicability assessment, design impact, 
test design, and operation/disposal considerations 
required to conform to these constraints. Compliance 
engineering is an important source of requirements - 
constraints being the inverse of requirements. 


There exist a large number of ergonomics standards; 
they address various aspects of the profession's 
activities and they are not generally well known outside 
the profession. The ergonomist on the product 
development team plays a critical role in identifying, 
interpreting, and designing the product to conform to 
these constraints. 


Reliability Engineering 
One normally thinks of reliability engineering in terms of 
parts wearing out or undiagnosed software faults or 
failures. However, there is another dimension to the 
reliability equation - the user reliability and use errors. 
Typically, non-ergonomist designers consider only the 
most obvious failure modes or well-know use errors. 
Ergonomists, by contrast, are trained to use analytical 
and laboratory techniques to discover the more subtle - 
but potentially more hazardous - use errors. With these 
same techniques, putative mitigations can be evaluated 
and the residual risks can be properly assessed. 


Risk reduction is managed through risk identification, 
risk assessment, risk mitigation, and then re-assessment 
of residual risks. All members of the design team, 
including the ergonomist, utilize standard risk analytic 
techniques (e.g., fault tree analysis, failure mode effects 
and criticality analysis, or hazard and operability 
studies). However, the ergonomist begins not from an 
analysis of the mechanical or electronic parts or from an 
analysis of the program structure, but rather from a task 
and function analysis; the focus is the interface 
between the device and the user. Unlike the other 
members of the design team, the focus is on: 


1. hardware issues (e.g., size, feel, color, and 
arrangement of physical controls and displays and 
the impact on their use with and without surgical 
gloves), 
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2. software issues (e.g., mental workload issues, logic 
of operations issues, training materials, etc.), 


3. environmental issues (e.g., the crisis of a patient in 
cardiac arrest, the boredom and reduced vigilance at 
the end of a shift, light levels during day and night 
operations), and 


4. organizational issues (e.g., purchaser organization 
administrative procedures for handlinglusing product 
and for scheduling work time, including multiple 
shifts, etc.). 


At the end of each step in the VE lifecycle, it is essential 
to update the hazard analysis! The hazard analysis 
essentially has a "gating function", permitting transition 
to the next step or looping back to the previous step. 
From an ergonomics perspective, hazards associated 
with the transition from "needs" to "requirements" include 
such items as whether all the requisite user populations 
have been properly identified and whether needs 
elicitation is statistically valid, so that it can be relied 
upon to properly represent the user populations. 
Ergonomically-oriented hazards associated with the 
transition from "requirements" to "specifications" include 
such items as whether physical size constraints (based 
upon gender, nationality, etc.) are being adequately 
translated into mechanical engineering specifications. 
The proper formulation of use risk items, just as the 
proper formulation of requirements and engineering 
specifications, is a context dependent process that is the 
domain of trained ergonomists. The proper formulation 
of use risks involves continual and intimate involvement 
of the ergonomist with the rest of the product design 
team. 


COMPARISON WITH EXISTING LIFECYCLE MODELS 
A number of ergonomics lifecycle models have been 
published over the past two decades. These include the 
excellent works of Gould & Lewis (1985), Mantei & 
Teorey (1 988), Nielsen (1 992), Kreitzberg (1 996), 
Mayhew (1999) and Endsley (2002). They do not 
comprise a comprehensive list of models and anything 
not explicitly stated in the published model was 
assumed to be absent for this analysis. A graphical 
analysis (see below) of these six models indicates that 
each of these models constitutes a subset of the 
classical VE model and that, in the aggregate, they 
contain essentially all the elements of the VE lifecycle 
model. 


Gould & Lewis (1985) emphasize iterative design with 
careful study of users and empirical measurements. 
Mantei & Teorey closely follow the classical model, but 
omit the incremental hazard analyses, do not identify the 
testing process involved in verification of the design 
specifications and the CAPA process. Nielsen (1992) 
also emphasizes iterative design and empirical testing 
cycles, careful study of the user and establishment of 
usability goals (requirements). Kreitzberg (1 996), 
Mayhew (1999), and Endsley (2002) all emphasize 


iterative designs, emphasis on the user, and product 
verification. 


Gould & Lewis (1985) 


- 
Mantei & Teorey (1988) 


Requirements 


Nielsen (1992) 


Next Iteration 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Validation engineering is a “cradle-to-grave’’ structured, 
systematic approach to system risk reduction in product 
or process development. It is based upon the triumvirate 
of requirements engineering, compliance engineering, 
and reliability engineering; it applies to hardware 
engineering, software engineering, human factors 
engineering, and seller/purchaser economics. 


Kreitzberg (I 996) I 


- -! Next Iteration 


Endsley (2002) 


Requirements 
Verilication 


Product 
Verification - Release I I Release 


I I  
I 


v 
Mayhew (1999) 


- -1 ; Requirements 


I Release I 


Product 
Verification 


Validation engineering clearly elucidates the important 
role that ergonomists should play in product or process 
development. It clarifies for project managers the 
complementary roles of hardware, software and human 
factors engineers. Finally, it justifies the continual 
involvement of ergonomists throughout the project 
lifecycle - rather than just at the beginning or the end! 


Based upon the preceding graphical analysis, we see 
that each published ergonomics lifecycle model may be 
viewed as a subset of the classical VE lifecycle model. 
Furthermore, in the aggregate, these models contain 
essentially all the elements of the classical model 
(except for explicit inclusion of the iterative incremental 
hazard analyses). 


The ergonomics profession can benefit from the 
application of the classical VE approach as well as 
contributing to their organization’s producVprocess 
development efforts utilizing the VE model. 
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COMMENTARY


Safety refers to freedom from unintentional 
harms, and security refers to freedom from 
intentional harms. Survival compels us to seek 
out both safety and security. As in the physical 
world, failure to implement appropriate 
cybersafety and -security measures can result 
in physiological, psychological, social, and/or 
financial harm, with the underlying assets 
being the natural rights to life, liberty, and 
property asserted by John Locke.


Risk is characterized as the uncertainty of 
the deviation from an expected outcome.1 
Cyber risk, therefore, is when we can no 
longer rely on the cybersecurity outcomes that 
we have grown to expect. In the healthcare 
domain, cyber risk is the uncertainty that the 
interoperating system elements (e.g., users, 
medical devices, aggregation devices and 
channels, remote computing systems) possess 
confidentiality, integrity, and availability 
(CIA)2—the identified triad of information 
security.


As a top target for cyber assault,3 the 
healthcare industry is a new epicenter for 
malicious cyber threats. Increasingly, risks 
related to interoperability and usability of 
interconnected medical devices include cyber 
risks that threaten both safety and security. 
Hence, this risky and insecure cyber milieu 
can, has, and will continue to adversely affect 
quality, consistency, and availability of care. 
The impetus for reducing these risks is 
intensifying and of increasing concern to 
medical device stakeholders, including 
agencies at all levels of government and the 
private sector, manufacturers, and users. 
However, more must be done.


This commentary provides historical 
analogies that parallel the current-day cyber-
risk environment. It also seeks to critically 
analyze systemic factors, particularly those 
among medical device stakeholders that 
impede or undermine cybersafety and 
-security. Further, it describes opportunities 
for cyber-risk mitigations, including the 
important tasks of recognizing and acting 


upon stakeholder consonance, as well as 
identifying and managing stakeholder 
dissonance (SD) within the complex and 
interconnected healthcare environment. SD 
refers to conflicts among the needs, wants, 
and desires (NWDs) of various stakeholders, 
as evidenced by errors, workarounds, and 
threats to patient safety and organizational 
profitability.4


Historical Analogies
Human evolution is fraught with threats to 
safety and security, and human progress often 
is measured by the level of sophistication of 
the tools and technology used to meet these 
dangers. Science and the applied sciences of 
medicine and engineering are by nature 
processes of inquiry, often in a perpetual state 
of flux and stimulated by real or perceived 
threats.


Ironically, in their quest for truth over the 
centuries, practitioners of these disciplines 
also have been beset by unproven theories, 
errors, and hubris. One example is found in 
the protracted pursuit of understanding the 
source of infectious disease and seeking 
rational and evidence-based approaches to 
reduce its spread. The ancient Greeks theo-
rized that “bad air” or “night air,” consisting of 
various noxious vapors, were the cause of 
diseases such as plague. Later referred to as 
“miasma” during the Enlightenment,5 this 
unproven theory persisted as the dominant 
explanation for epidemics for centuries until 
the influential work by Snow pointed to a 
contaminated community water source as the 
cause of London’s 1849 cholera epidemic and 
the pioneering work of Pasteur and Koch 
resulted in a broader understanding of Germ 
Theory in the 1860s and 1870s.6 Without 
Snow’s “epidemiology” involving meticulous 
data collection and analysis, the alleged 
offender in that deadly outbreak would likely 
have remained “miasma” for decades. This 
would have seriously undermined any efforts 
at effective control or prevention.
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COMMENTARY


Semmelweis also contributed to our 
understanding of infection control and 
prevention by demonstrating the importance 
of effective hand hygiene. Through observa-
tion, careful documentation, and validation of 
his findings, he revealed the direct and causal 
relationship among cadaverous exposure, poor 
hand hygiene, and childbed (puerperal) fever. 
He established that improved hand hygiene 
could result in dramatic reductions in mortal-
ity from this scourge.


Unfortunately, Semmelweis’s experience as 
a sentinel offers an extreme kind of object 
lesson. He was scorned by colleagues, who 
resented his affront to accepted medical 
practices, and died precipitously in a mental 
institution.7 In Semmelweis’s cautionary tale, 
two major stakeholder groups included the 
physicians of his day and the perinatal patients 
under their care. One of these, the other 
physicians, exhibited an unwarranted degree 
of professional puffery by aligning themselves 
with the status quo of current medical practice 
instead of the needs of patients. This can be 
viewed as an extreme case of SD with the 
other major stakeholders of the story: the 
women who became septic and died.


History is replete with similar cases of 
egregious professional arrogance and SD. A 
more recent example can be found when the 
interests of Tuskegee researchers conflicted 
with those of “their subjects” with untreated 
syphilis. More subtle examples of SD also 
abound, such as evidence that specialists with 
financial interests in on-site laboratories order 
more lab tests than their nonowner specialist 
or primary care counterparts (even when 
patient and practice characteristics are 
considered), potentially resulting in millions 
of dollars in excess healthcare spending.8


Parallels with Today
The historical analogies described above have 
much to offer as we consider our present 
situation with respect to cyber risk. During the 
previous half century, medical devices under-
went extraordinary evolutionary change, 
especially in connectivity, rapidly exceeding the 
abilities of their stakeholders to ensure 
interoperable safety, security, and usability.9 
Despite rapid increases in the rate of informa-
tion generation and exchange, we often find 
ourselves in a cloud of misconceptions, 


misdirection, or misplaced priorities. This 
modern-day “cyber miasma” thwarts efforts at 
reducing cyber risks.


Profound technical gaps in both training and 
understanding on the part of many stakehold-
ers, and the interoperable medical devices they 
use, manifest in 1) near magical thinking (e.g., 
sentiments such as “only authorized persons 
have access to the monitoring data from my 
implanted medical device,” “they seek only to 
help me,” and “it can’t happen to us”) and 2) 
ritualistic behavior (e.g., “if the device con-
nects, is compatible with my port and works, it 
must be safe and secure” and “we have always 
disposed of or revamped outmoded equipment 
this way”).


These behaviors or ways of thinking can be 
especially pronounced among what we term 
“legacy users”—those healthcare providers 
(HCPs) and healthcare delivery organization 
(HDO) managers that were not immersed in 
the digitalized world early and often. Although 
resources are available to deal with the cyber 
risks of today, they are often conflicting, and 
few have been validated or are evidence based. 
In our view, knowledge of best practices to 
reduce medical device cyber risk is in its 
nascent stages, as shown by repeated and 
successful attacks. This may be due, in part, 
because preventive resources are continually 
challenged and stressed by the mercurial 
nature of cyber onslaughts that adapt and 
develop resistance much like their microorgan-
ism counterparts in the physical world. 
However, we assert that widespread failures to 
appreciate the problem as described earlier 
(e.g., magical thinking, ritual behaviors and 
miasma-like levels of understanding, legacy-us-
ers, etc.) are important contributing factors.


Former “sacred cows” of presumed protec-
tion are now being debunked after decades of 
practice. For example, according to McMillan, 
“The man who wrote the book on password 
management has a confession to make: he 
blew it.”10 According to National Institute of 
Standards and Technology guidelines, creating 
complex passwords and updating them 
frequently does little to safeguard security; 
instead, this practice has “a negative impact on 
usability.”10


These supposed safeguards, which were not 
evidence based to begin with (i.e., never 
validated), instead resulted in decreased 


Despite rapid increases in 
the rate of information 
generation and exchange, 
we often find ourselves in 
a cloud of misconceptions, 
misdirection, or misplaced 
priorities. This modern-
day “cyber miasma” 
thwarts efforts at 
reducing cyber risks.
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productivity and increased cyber risk and rates 
of human error. Like the early pushback 
Semmelweis encountered from an unin-
formed and entrenched status quo, it will likely 
take time to dispel old cybersecurity conven-
tions that offer misplaced perceptions of 
cyber-risk reduction in lieu of properly vetted 
approaches to cyber hygiene.


Stakeholders, their NWDs, and SD
Stakeholders are both individuals and groups 
of individuals (formal or informal) who can 
affect or be affected by the decisions, actions, 
policies, and procedures regarding a project, 
process, or product. Understanding the roles 
played by various stakeholders and recogniz-
ing SD are important and underappreciated 
factors in addressing the problems of medical 
device cyber risk. We assert that analyzing the 
NWDs of various medical device stakeholders 
and identifying where these NWDs diverge 
(i.e., SD) will provide unique insights for 
cybersecurity and targeted opportunities for 
cyber-risk management.


The following is an overview of the process 
for undergoing this type of analysis. Relevant 
examples also are provided to make the case 
for more formal SD analysis as an important 
strategy for cyber-risk reduction.


Step 1: Identify the Stakeholders
Ideally, as a first step, one would identify the 
full universe of entities with a stake in 
medical device cybersecurity. Although such a 
process is beyond the scope of this commen-
tary, we can nevertheless begin by identifying 
several high-level stakeholder categories by 
following a medical device from conceptual-
ization through use (but not disposal). They 
include manufacturers, HDOs, HCPs, 
patients and lay caregivers, regulators, and 
third-party payers.


Step 2: Identify the  
NWDs of Stakeholders
Providing a comprehensive analysis of NWDs 
is beyond the scope of this article. Debates 
over the differences among needs (must 
have), wants (want to have), and desires (I’ll 
know it when I see it) will always persist. 
These distinctions are not central to this 
discussion; therefore, we have collapsed all 
examples into NWDs. The following are 


examples of relevant NWDs for various 
cybersecurity stakeholders in healthcare:


Manufacturers. A pathway to market 
(preferably rapid) for their products; reim-
bursement authorization by third-party payers; 
robust sales of devices and consumables to 
HDOs, patients, and lay caregivers; protection 
for their proprietary intellectual property; less 
regulation and less competition; and safety and 
effectiveness.


HDOs. Devices that are safe and effective to 
use and that engender user satisfaction; 
appropriate and secure interfacing with 
existing systems; robust reimbursement; 
cyber-risk transparency and implementation 
simplicity provided by manufacturers; compa-
rable or lower costs and complexity (given the 
nature of the devices).


HCPs. Devices that are easy to learn and use 
and that do not (or only minimally) disrupt 
workflow; devices that are acceptable to 
patients; devices that have the potential to 
optimize time and care quality in an efficient 
and potentially financially beneficial manner.


Patients and lay caregivers. Devices that are 
safe, effective, secure, and easy to use; devices 
that are available at no or low out-of-pocket 
cost.


Regulators. Devices that are safe, effective, 
and secure; cooperation, transparency, and 
compliance from the regulated communities.


Third-party payers. Proven, cost-effective 
devices and quality systems with demonstrable 
diagnostic/therapeutic contributions consistent 
with standard of care or improved outcomes; 
efficient documentation and accountability 
metrics.


Step 3: Recognize Consonance  
among Stakeholders
Several areas of agreement, in principle, can be 
seen among stakeholders. Examples of general 
stakeholder consonance gleaned from the 
examples above include devices that are safe, 
secure, effective, and easy to use; have accept-
able life cycle costs, including for purchase and 
use; and give a diagnostic or therapeutic edge 
or are more efficient.


Step 4: Identify SD
This is a critical step in the process and a major 
focus of the current work. As such, it will be 
discussed in detail in the following sections.
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Sources of SD
SD within a Category: Regulatory 
Stakeholders are rarely monolithic; typically, 
they are diverse even within their category or 
class. For example, a variety of regulatory 
entities attempt to influence the cybersecuri-
ty-related behaviors of system stakeholders in 
the United States. As a result, discrepancies 
and conflicts exist both within and among 
regulatory entities. Regulators include federal 
and state agencies and nongovernmental 
organizations (e.g., The Joint Commission), 
nationally recognized testing laboratories, and 
others. At the federal level, their activities 
include:
 •  Regulation of the marketing of medical 


devices (Department of Health & 
Human Services [HHS]/Food and Drug 
Administration/Centers for Devices and 
Radiological Health [CDRH])


 •  Adoption and promotion of health 
information exchanges (HHS/Office of 
the National Coordinator for Health 
Information Technology [ONC]).


 •  Protection of health information privacy 
rights (HHS/Office for Civil Rights 
[OCR]).


 •  Protection from health, safety, and 
security threats (Department of Home-
land Security [DHS] and HHS/Centers 
for Disease Control and Prevention).


 •  Protection of critical national infrastruc-
ture, such as the healthcare system, 
which in turn depends on other critical 
infrastructure, including power, water, 
and waste (various elements of DHS).


 •  Partnerships with state and territorial 
agencies to enforce many healthcare 
regulations (HHS/Centers for Medicare 
& Medicaid Services [CMS]), especially 
through CMS’s activities as a third-party 
payer.


We believe that proper communication and 
coordination regarding effective cyber-risk 
mitigation are lacking within and among the 
regulatory entities noted above. Examples of 
SD among these regulators and their ramifica-
tions include:
 •  ONC’s push for interoperability without 


ensuring/enforcing concomitant cyberse-
curity. (Interoperability/connectivity is a 
fundamental driver for cyber risk.)


 •  OCR’s emphasis on health information 


privacy without clear or consistent recogni-
tion/enforcement of all aspects of 
cyber-risk control. (For example, unin-
tended breach of 500 patient records is bad 
[and reportable], but when only 499 records 
are involved, it's okay [and not-reporta-
ble].)11,12


 •  CDRH claims risk-based decision making 
and offers expectations for—but eschews 
rigorous regulation of—medical device 
cybersecurity.13–15 The agency’s historically 
weak pre- and postmarket regulation of 
software, even in high-risk medical 
devices, does not enforce a “cybersecure by 
design” paradigm; therefore, the most 
basic healthcare infrastructure cyber-risk 
problems are not addressed.


An additional related source of SD includes 
efforts by various stakeholders to limit, or even 
eliminate, rigorous software regulation of 
certain types of healthcare technology, such as 
pushback against regulation of electronic 
health records (EHRs) as medical devices.16 
This may have seemed appealing in the short 
term; however, in the long term, we expect 
that it will undermine everyone’s performance 
and financial bottom line, as flawed software 
is fundamental to failures in connectivity, 
interoperability, and cybersecurity in an 
increasingly software-dependent healthcare 
environment.


SD among Categories: Privacy 
Just as any given stakeholder class is rarely 
homogenous, different categories of stake-
holders rarely share a wholly common 
understanding of relevant concepts and 
constructs. One example is privacy, which can 
be defined as “freedom from unauthorized 
intrusion.”17 If privacy is violated, reputational, 
financial, psychological, or even physical 
harms can result. The need to provide appro-
priate “authorized access” is an important 
corollary to privacy. In addition to threatening 
the individuals and organizations involved, 
unauthorized access or breaches of privacy 
carry the likelihood of downstream and 
broader impacts.


Considering medical device cyber risk, it is 
apparent that most, if not all, stakeholders 
have a vested interest in their interpretation of 
privacy protections, as these are considered 
central to current societal notions of security 
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and stability in the United States. However, 
when we begin to parse out the concept of 
privacy and related constructs (e.g., confidenti-
ality, secrecy, ownership), consonance begins 
to fade among stakeholder groups and 
underlying, and oftentimes profound, SD 
emerges. Here are a few examples:
 •  Patients and their authorized designees 


have legal rights to privacy and access to 
their protected health information under 
the Health Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act (HIPAA). Despite these 
rights, access does not currently extend to 
data collected on patients via implanted 
medical devices such as implantable 
cardiac defibrillators. Instead, patient data 
are transmitted, controlled, and essentially 
“owned” by manufacturers and delivered 
to HCPs for “translation” to patients. 
Regulatory considerations, liability issues, 
and concerns regarding patients’ ability to 
interpret these data have been argued in 
defense of this exception.18 Nevertheless, 
this practice threatens key components of 
the CIA triad, affecting the availability and 
integrity of information. When these 
principles are violated, patients and lay 
caregivers are potentially left without 
real-time access to or credible assurances 
of the completeness of information. This 
could result in failures to forewarn them 
of a malfunction, cyber breach, or omi-
nous status change.


 •  HDOs and HCPs are bound by rigorous 
HIPAA guidelines attendant upon 
safeguarding the privacy of individuals’ 
protected health information and stringent 
associated penalties for breaches. Forums 
and conferences exist for discussing 
responses to or ameliorating these 
problems after the fact. However, the 
simultaneous threat of penalty (and 
reputational damage) oftentimes fosters 
less-than-transparent communication 
regarding breaches, resulting in failure to 
share timely information with other 
stakeholders, impeding cyber-risk reduc-
tion.


 •  Manufacturers invest heavily in develop-
ment/commercialization and are 
justifiably sensitive to the release of 
proprietary information, especially to 


competitors. They can be hesitant to 
undermine their market position with 
public reporting of problems.19 Even in the 
presence of legitimate business reasons, 
manufacturer failures of transparency or 
delays in notification of problems can 
cause substantial SD. Such failures can 
hinder HDOs, HCPs, regulators, or other 
stakeholder efforts to mitigate cyber risk 
as a public health imperative.


These basic examples of SD undermine the 
notion that privacy is a shared conceptualiza-
tion—or even a shared value—among 
disparate stakeholder categories or classes. 
These differences of interpretation can be 
viewed largely as a function of divergent 
self-interests among these stakeholders, which 
can readily result in behaviors that impede 
progress in preventing, identifying, or correct-
ing cyber risks.


Other Relevant Examples
From a human-centered systems complexity 
model perspective,20 we can recognize 
complexity and human error at various levels 
that present cyber risks for medical devices 
and healthcare in general. We can also readily 
observe failures at multiple levels of system 
complexity, from micro to mega, such as 
managing cybersecurity credentials (micro-er-
gonomic), cybersecurity fatigue 
(meso-ergonomic), cyber-risk ownership 
rejection (macro-ergonomic), and cyber 
myopia—the failure of various subcultures to 
fully appreciate the breadth and depth of 
cyber risks (mega-ergonomic). Recognized 
problems are listed in Table 1, which has been 
organized according to this complexity model. 
In our opinion, the problems shown in Table 
1 have some element of, or can be traced to, 
conflicts among the NWDs of two or more 
stakeholders (i.e., traced to SD). In addition to 
recognized cybersecurity problems, the table 
also includes examples of the stakeholders 
involved and likely sources of SD. By organiz-
ing it this way, one can begin to consider 
effective interventions at each level.


Resolution of SD
After stakeholders have been identified and 
their NWDs and areas of SD discerned, the 
challenge of managing SD can be considered. 


When we begin to parse 
out the concept of privacy 
and related constructs 
(e.g., confidentiality, 
secrecy, ownership), 
consonance begins to 
fade among stakeholder 
groups and underlying, 
and oftentimes profound, 
SD emerges. 
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System stakeholders (e.g., manufacturers, 
HDOs, HCPs, lay caregivers and patients) 
arguably have a primary motivation (e.g., safe 
and effective care) but little capability to 
influence each other’s behavior with respect to 
cyber-risk reduction. Conversely, stakeholders 
such as regulators and third-party payers 
arguably have the primary capability (e.g., via 
strategies such as the denials of device 
clearances or reimbursements, respectively) to 
compel more effective cybersecurity solutions 
for medical devices and their use. However, in 
the absence of full appreciation of the complex 
and varied problem-etiology-solution dynam-
ics, these players may have limited motivation 
and few direct mechanisms to influence 
stakeholder behavior toward effective safe-
guards.


Uncovering SD at each level of the system, 
including ways that stakeholders’ self-interest 
and opportunities for proactive intervention 
overlap or diverge, will expose problem etiology 
and may offer viable solution options. Of 
necessity, management of SD will be an 
iterative process that requires continual 
reengagement in the presence of dynamic 
changes.


Discussion and Recommendations
No single category of stakeholders will have 
complete information, understanding, tools, 
processes, standards, and regulations to 
“identify, protect, detect, respond, and restore”23 
in the presence of escalating incidence of 
cyberattacks and the resulting increased 
uncertainty associated with cyber risks.


Complexity Level Problem Category* Stakeholders Stakeholder 
Dissonance†


Micro-ergonomics 
(physical 
ergonomics)


1) Difficulties managing security credentials (e.g., USB sticks, 
two-factor authentications, biometrics, bio-embedded chips). 
2) Visual information “chameleon” presentation (deceptive 
look and feel of delivery vehicle [e.g., for phishing]).


1) HDO staff (IT), HCPs, 
other users. 2) Patients 
and lay caregivers. 3) 
Malicious hackers.


1) Nonintuitive 
solutions. 2) Security 
practices perceived 
as cumbersome or 
inconsistent with 
workflow.


Meso-ergonomics 
(information 
management 
ergonomics)


1) Cyber fatigue and habituation. 2) Accidental coding 
errors resulting in vulnerable code.21 3) Password 
management. 4) Legacy devices, legacy software. 5) 
Nonvalidated interoperability or other control failures. 6) 
Incomplete or poor encryption practices.21 7) Inadequate 
built-in security protocols. 8) Weak or nonexistent 
vulnerability reporting.22


1) Manufacturers. 2) 
HDO staff (including 
managers, IT).


Competing resource 
allocations within and 
among enterprises.


Macro-ergonomics
(social ergonomics)


1) Agnostic ownership of cyber risks (including ambiguity 
or rejection of “ownership” responsibility). 2) Legacy 
providers, legacy managers, and legacy organizations. 
3) “Safety culture” or culture of vigilance (e.g., high-
reliability organizations vs. “rush to release”21; security 
policies inconsistently employed).22 4) Operational/
organizational (e.g., siloes within and among stakeholders). 
5) Training underprioritized.22 6) Failure to change practices 
postbreach.22 7) Norms and roles (discrepancies among IT, 
HCPs, manufacturers, HDOs, and users). 8) Use of basic 
technologies only.22 9) Widely accepted prevention practices 
overlooked.22 10) Growing detection, response, and 
resolution times.22


1) Manufacturers. 2) 
HDOs (C-suite and 
throughout). 3) HCPs.


1) Competing resource 
allocations within and 
among enterprises. 2) 
Unclear or inadequate 
mission. 3) Unclear 
delineation of duties 
among internal 
stakeholders.


Mega-ergonomics
(cultural 
ergonomics)


1) Cyber myopia (not understanding breaches or the 
breadth and depth of the problem). 2) Reactive culture 
(security budgets increase only in response to a hacking 
incident, rather than using proactive approach.21 3) 
Omissions/failures in public regulation and professional 
education.


1) Manufacturers. 2) 
HDOs (managers, IT, 
“legacy users”). 3) 
Regulators.


1) Language, 
training, and cultural 
differences within and 
among disciplines. 2) 
Competing pressures 
from the regulated 
community.


Table 1. Stakeholders and stakeholder dissonance: complexity level and associated problems. *Some problems may extend beyond more than one 
identified complexity level. †Examples for illustrative purposes only. Abbreviations used: HCP, healthcare provider; HDO, healthcare delivery organization; 
IT, information technology; USB, Universal Serial Bus.
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We contend that medical device cyber risk 
is a joint function of medical device interoper-
ability and usability, in the presence of 
multiple stakeholders, resulting in a 
high-complexity problem. Successful inter-
ventions must be a joint function of 
technology and application of human factors 
knowledge. Purely technological solutions, 
bereft of human factors knowledge, cannot 
eliminate human error. Failures of inadequate 
design controls (including lack of evi-
dence-based validations) and risk 
management (including the associated lack of 
transparency of known and foreseeable 
hazards) transfers the cost of cyber risk from 
manufacturers to HDOs. HDOs also have 
their share of responsibility; inadequate or 
overly burdensome cybersecurity of both 
legacy and modern medical devices by HDOs 
transfers cyber-risk costs to HCPs, patients, 
lay caregivers, and ultimately, to third-party 
payers and society. However, it is important to 
keep in mind that unlike the transfer of 
financial risk, cyber risk related to quality of 
care (harm to patients, providers, and organi-
zations) is not transferrable. Therefore, it is 
vitally important to address SD at every level 
and by all stakeholders.


Moving forward, we must rigorously 
implement identified technical best practices 
and regulatory solutions, which include:
 •  Reducing the potential spatial (e.g., fewer 


ports and fewer connected devices) and 
temporal (e.g., less “on” or connected 
time) “attack surface,”24 rather than 
continually expanding it, to 1) limit 
attacks through points of vulnerability 
and 2) increase the physical and logical 
separation between safety-critical and 
non–safety-critical components.


 •  Conducting comprehensive and transpar-
ent risk assessments during development 
and deployment, as well as iteratively 
thereafter, to fully appreciate the risks and 
benefits of devices as conceived, mar-
keted, and used. As a matter of priority, 
these types of analyses must always 
recognize that, according to Beau Woods 
(as quoted by Kuckler), “data are replacea-
ble. Life is irreplaceable.”25


 •  Enforcing evidence-based premarket and 
predeployment validations,20 as well as 
transparent hazard analyses and risk 


controls of all components (including all 
software components), of connected 
medical devices and of the entire interop-
erable system(s) in which they will, or 
may conceivably, function.9


 •  Engaging in prepurchase vulnerability 
assessments26,27 with a designated mini-
mum Safety Integrity Level analogous to 
that found in the automotive, aviation, and 
other industrial sectors.


 •  Enforcing effective public reporting, 
active surveillance, and rapid response in 
a manner that does not permit “gaming” 
(by any of the stakeholders) of the report-
ing systems intended to protect public 
health and welfare.


 •  Adopting high-reliability organization28 


standards of rigor regarding cyber-risk 
mitigation and a culture-of-safety 
approach among medical device stake-
holder organizations. This includes 
remaining vigilant from design through 
disposal with evidence-based approaches 
to cyber hygiene, which is not a one-and-
done proposition but an ongoing public 
health imperative.


 •  Targeting and validating interventions/
evidence-based approaches at all levels of 
complexity (for problems of the sort 
identified in Table 1 and not addressed in 
this list); retest/reevaluate in the dynamic 
cyber-risk environment.


 •  Considering participation in the “bug-
bounty” trend. Malicious hackers are hard 
at work providing a valuable vulnerability 
assessment service that is neither optional 
nor free. Engaging ethical hackers can 
help expose medical device vulnerabili-
ties, which then can be reported to the 
manufacturer and/or deployer for correc-
tion prior to market exposure or incurring 
postmarket costs.


The healthcare technology community 
cannot continue to counter real, and poten-
tially lethal, cyber risks with naïve, 
nonvalidated, or outmoded strategies, 
incomplete worldviews, inadequate prophy-
laxis, or magical thinking reminiscent of the 
era of "miasma as explanation." We must use 
validated best practices—coordinated, 
proactive, iterative, and evidence-based 
approaches—that include rigorous examina-
tion of root causes and global reporting/


Purely technological 
solutions, bereft of human 
factors knowledge, 
cannot eliminate human 
error.
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sharing of lessons learned from previous 
attacks on medical devices and other systems. 
Technical methods, such as using secure 
multiparty computations9 and shared “ledg-
ers” (blockchain methods), are worthy of 
consideration. Furthermore, recognizing that 
cyber-risk reduction will involve more than 
technological fixes is imperative. As asserted 
by cybersecurity expert Kevin Fu, this is “a 
people problem" wherein “the hard part mind 
you, is the culture.”29 A necessary, but not 
sufficient, mitigation will involve transparent 
and collaborative risk management at all 
levels9,30 with cooperation and coordination by 
all stakeholders.


This commentary makes the case for the 
importance of proactive SD recognition and 
amelioration as an essential tool for reducing 
cyber risk. Reactive methods using data 
analytics and machine learning may be 
necessary but are likely not sufficient. Finally, 
it is worthwhile to keep in mind two funda-
mental, yet relevant, existential perspectives of 
key stakeholders. The first is that enterprise 
stakeholders do not exist to be secure (neither 
in the tangible nor cyber realm). Their 
fundamental short-term objective is to be 
financially sustainable, without which they 
cannot survive. However, this is a source of an 
inherent and internal SD for them insofar as 
if they are not secure, increasingly they risk 
long-term financial stability. The second is 
that patients inevitably have the most assets at 
stake (life, liberty, and property) in the 
presence of unmitigated cyber or real-world 
risks imposed by the healthcare environment. 
The latter must always drive our efforts at 
prevention.
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Abstract


The discipline of systems engineering, over the past five decades, has used a structured systematic approach to managing the ‘‘cra-
dle to grave’’ development of products and processes. While elements of this approach are typically used to guide the development of
information systems that instantiate a significant user interface, it appears to be rare for the entire process to be implemented. In
fact, a number of authors have put forth development lifecycle models that are subsets of the classical systems engineering method,
but fail to include steps such as incremental hazard analysis and post-deployment corrective and preventative actions. In that most
health information systems have safety implications, we argue that the design and development of such systems would benefit by
implementing this systems engineering approach in full. Particularly with regard to bringing a human-centered perspective to the
formulation of system requirements and the configuration of effective user interfaces, this classical systems engineering method pro-
vides an excellent framework for incorporating human factors (ergonomics) knowledge and integrating ergonomists in the interdis-
ciplinary development of health information systems.
� 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction


Health information systems are rapidly increasing in
variety, size, complexity, and sophistication. Depending
on one�s definitions, health information systems can
range from those running on a standalone platform,
e.g., a medical device, to those involving world-wide net-
works, distributed databases, and enterprise-wide inter-
operability. Regardless, some common elements among
this vast range of systems are that they have human
safety implications and they have interfaces with human
users. The ‘‘users’’ of a given interface can be patients,
caregivers, or system operators, administrators, or
developers. Of course, most health information systems
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have multiple such interfaces. Thus, there is much to be
said for a human-centered approach to the conceptuali-
zation, design, and development of such systems.


Human-centered research, design, development, test-
ing, and evaluation are the core activities of the field of
human factors (or ergonomics) engineering—whose
mandate is to design products and processes for human
use. Individuals who are not trained in ergonomics can-
not be expected to anticipate all possible uses, misuses or
abuses of their products or processes [1]. Organizations
that do not insist on human factors engineering knowl-
edge having ‘‘an equal seat at the table’’ cannot reason-
ably expect to avoid potentially catastrophic,
unanticipated consequences in their products and pro-
cesses. The fundamental architecture for professional
competence in ergonomics is defined by the Board of
Certification of Professional Ergonomists [2], which is
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endorsed by the International Ergonomics Association.
In the case of health information systems, where the role
of the various human stakeholders is crucial, it is hardly
surprising that the implementation of sophisticated tech-
nologies often fail due to the lack of structured, system-
atic consideration of human issues. While such failures
are sometimes attributed to ‘‘human error,’’ there is per-
suasive evidence [3–5] that the fault more often lies with
inadequate system design or shortfalls in the organiza-
tional structure within which these systems are utilized.


Such failures and inefficiencies can be avoided by the
thorough implementation of the methods, and over a
half a century of expertise, of the system engineering dis-
cipline. While elements of this approach are typically
used to guide the development of information systems
that instantiate a significant user interface, it appears
to be rare for the entire process to be implemented.


In this regard, it is important to note that the Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) details the application
of a systems engineering method (that we describe here
as ‘‘SE’’) for manufacturers of finished medical devices.
Specific guidance [6] clearly indicates the human factors
implications of the regulation. As health information
systems begin to have more profound effects on individ-
ual patient care [4,7], the FDA may also begin to con-
sider them as medical devices (for example, blood
banking software systems are now considered medical
devices and subject to the FDA regulation).


In this article, we describe the classical SE method,
emphasizing that it provides a framework for incorpo-
rating ergonomics knowledge in all phases of the inter-
disciplinary development process and integrating the
role of ergonomists into the development team. We
compare and contrast the classical systems engineering
method to more recently published development lifecy-
cle methods, pointing out that the latter represent
incomplete subsets of the former. We cite two accidents
involving ‘‘user error’’ with health information systems
(radiological therapy systems where the errors resulted
in overexposures that were fatal to the patients) which
would have likely been avoided by a conscientious appli-
cation of hazard analyses. We discuss practical matters
that arise in the application of an SE approach and iden-
tify tools for implementing the various elements of the
SE method. Finally, we discuss some of the macroergo-
nomic issues involved in organizational change, so that
ergonomists may be involved, from cradle to grave, in
the development and deployment of products and
processes.

2. Historical perspective


The term systems engineering dates back to the Bell
Telephone Laboratories in the 1940s [8]. One of the ear-
liest descriptions of the methodological framework for

systems engineering is a paper by Hall [9]. As Sage
[10] indicated ‘‘It is especially interesting to note that
his paper [i.e., Hall�s paper], despite its date, appears
to have suffered extraordinarily little from the passage
of time.’’ The USAF issued Mil-Std 499A (now obso-
lete) in 1974 [11]; it describes the systems engineering
process and its iterative nature [12]. Nadler [13] has ana-
lyzed the theoretical and philosophical issues surround-
ing systems methodology and design. System design for
human interaction, emphasizing system management
and methodological issues, has been an important issue
in systems engineering [14]. Chapanis [15] states that his
major thesis is ‘‘for a system to be successful, three lines
of development—the user, hardware, and software—
have to be managed and woven into an integrated prod-
uct throughout’’ the systems engineering process. Buede
[16] discusses the various equivalent development mod-
els (waterfall, spiral, Vee, and rapid prototyping), point-
ing out that Forsberg and Mooz have shown that ‘‘the
spiral activities can be mapped onto the Vee model with-
out swapping any activities in time.’’ The FDA has de-
tailed this systems engineering approach in its updated
Good Manufacturing Practices regulation [17]. Blan-
chard [18] emphasizes the cost impact of not using a rig-
orous, structured, systematic approach to system
development, and the iterative nature of safety engineer-
ing with its numerous interfaces to the system engineer-
ing process [19]. This is also emphasized by Kossiakoff
and Sweet [20].

3. Theory


The application of ergonomics should not operate
independently of product or process development and
should not be viewed as standing alone [21]. It is best
considered within a rigorously applied, structured, sys-
tematic development framework well-known to the sys-
tems engineering discipline. It is this framework that
permits taking maximal advantage of ergonomics
knowledge and expertise throughout the product or pro-
cess lifecycle. It is the incorporation of ergonomics
knowledge in this process, rather than the perceived
stature of any particular ergonomics professional, that
should engender trust in the endeavor.

4. What is SE?


SE is a structured, systematic approach to system risk
reduction over the full lifetime of the system (from cradle


to grave). It is of particular importance in new product
development of complex systems. Your ability to predict
system behavior reliably increases with increasing levels
of validation. Un-validated systems have a high degree
of uncertainty (complexity) in their behavior; validation
thus decreases the complexity of system behavior.







Fig. 2. The SE lifecycle model.
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SE is a proactive hazard mitigation process, maximiz-
ing the likelihood of reducing errors and time to market.
It is a structured, risk-based, iterative approach to the
research, design, development, test and evaluation,
deployment, and salvage/disposal of products and pro-
cesses. It is a formal process that emphasizes transpar-
ency and clarity of known objectives and constraints.


4.1. The SE space


The SE domain is the triumvirate of requirements
engineering, compliance engineering, and reliability
engineering. The SE range includes activities from the
disciplines of hardware engineering, software engineer-
ing, ergonomics, and seller/purchaser economics; these
reflect the range of activities involved in development
of products and processes. The time line begins with
conceptualization and ends with salvage and disposal
(‘‘lust to dust’’). This space within which SE takes place
is depicted in Fig. 1. All SE activities can be character-
ized by their placement in this space, and conversely,
there is some SE activity that is pertinent to all points
in this space.


As a lifecycle process (see Fig. 2), it begins with the
initial conceptualization of the system, it is continually
applied throughout the research, design, development,
testing and evaluation (RDDT & E) phase, in the oper-
ational phase (with periodic re-validations), and finally,
when the system is obsolete, in the salvage and disposal
phase. The feedback loops of this lifecycle model (Fig. 2)
consist of validation testing (implementation vs. require-
ments), verification testing (of requirements, specifica-
tions, and implementation), incremental hazard
analyses (HA), and post-deployment corrective and pre-
ventative actions (CAPA). The feedforward loop con-
sists of needs assessment, translation of needs to
quantifiable requirements, translation of requirements
to quantitative engineering specifications, translation
of specifications to a product/process implementation,
and the deployment of the product or process.

Fig. 1. Microergonomic SE space.

Ergonomic considerations participate in a manner
similar to hardware, software, and economic consider-
ations in the development of requirements, in compli-
ance with appropriate regulations and standards, and
in the engineering of system reliability.


4.2. Requirements engineering


From a product development process perspective,
one can obtain a more detailed view of requirements
engineering. The first step in the iterative process is iden-
tification of the needs of the system users—which pre-
supposes that you have correctly identified the
universe of user populations (manufacturers, assem-
blers, operators, clinicians, patients, maintainers, dis-
posers, etc.) as shown in the Venn diagram of Fig. 3.


User needs assessment is a complex activity that often
has been implemented by marketing personnel with ad
hoc engineering support; in fact, it is a central area of
expertise and practice in ergonomics. Some examples
of needs assessment techniques include interviews, ques-

Fig. 3. The user universe—the needs of typical target audiences
overlap.
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tionnaires, and ethno-methodological studies, brain
storming, problem-domain storyboarding, prototyping,
literature reviews, and ergonomics laboratory research,
as well as evolutionary (rapid and iterative) develop-
ment techniques. Both from a good business practices
perspective and from a FDA regulatory perspective,
they must be implemented in a statistically valid man-
ner, so that the results truly represent the populations
under study.


Once the user needs have been determined, the next
task is to translate the subset of needs, that will be
met, into requirements of the health information system.
This activity also requires the knowledge and skills of
ergonomics. Requirements are the foundation of the val-
idation process and a crucial source of the engineering
design specifications (Fig. 4). When dealing with health
information systems, particularly those in which pro-
prietary software or database content run on generic
hardware, the requirements and specifications may
encompass such issues as response time, storage capac-
ity, load balancing, data backup and disaster recovery,
system availability, and ease of use. It is helpful to treat
user interface characteristics in the same manner as these
system performance variables, setting usability objec-
tives for the system in measurable terms, typically
couched in terms of effectiveness, efficiency, and user
satisfaction as identified in ISO 13407:1999 [22].


Defective requirements are the principal cause of
incorrect or inadequate system designs and failed valida-
tions. Common flaws include not selecting the proper
target audiences and assuming you already know the
user needs. Properly formulated requirements are natu-
ral language statements (e.g., English) that are under-
standable by the user populations, by the design team,
and by seller and purchaser management. Properly for-
mulated requirements must be traceable to specific user
needs, must be clear, complete, and internally consistent,
and must be verifiable (you must be able to design a test
for it). In order for a requirement to be quantifiable and
testable—and thus verifiable—it is imperative that there
exist operational definitions of the critical elements
incorporated within each requirement. Absent opera-

Fig. 4. Verification versus validation

tional definitions, there can be no measurements and
no verification.


Proper requirement formulation is an inter-disciplin-
ary engineering activity that necessarily includes ergo-
nomics expertise to represent properly the discovered
needs of the various user populations. A central activity
of ergonomics is translating user needs into require-
ments (and then requirements into engineering specifica-
tions). If this is reminiscent of ‘‘concurrent engineering’’
discussions, it is because it is the same discussion [23,24].
Just as electronics engineers must make sure the
mechanical engineers leave enough room for their
printed circuit boards, and the software engineers make
sure the electronics engineers put enough memory in the
circuitry for their code, and the manufacturing engineers
make sure standard parts are not replaced (without
good justification) with custom parts, so ergonomists
make sure the design team meets the users� actual needs.
And, when difficult engineering trade-offs are encoun-
tered, the ergonomists on the design team must ensure
that the user�s needs are properly considered—because
if they are not met, either the product will fail, will pro-
duce unreliable results, will encourage new competition
in the market, or worse, will harm patients!


Once the requirements are properly established and
verified against the user needs, the next task is to trans-
late these natural language statements into engineering
design specifications. Engineering design specifications
are the true basis for the product design and are quanti-
tative product attributes with associated units and toler-
ances. Once again, the ergonomist can play a crucial role
on the design team, directly impacting the work of the
rest of the team and the final design of the product:


1. From a hardware ergonomics perspective, the ergono-
mist not only has access to tabulated human cognitive
and perceptual data, and as appropriate, anthropo-
metric data, which can dictate physical specifications,
but the ergonomist is trained to properly use these
data in the realization of engineering designs.


2. From a software ergonomics perspective, the ergono-
mist is trained to participate in the design of user
interfaces, to conduct task analyses on the proposed
logical operation of the product, and to participate
in the design of training, operation, and maintenance
materials.


3. From an environmental ergonomics perspective, the
ergonomist can assist the design team in assessing
how known workspace environmental modalities
can impact the use and reliability of the proposed
design (e.g., effects of temperature, humidity, lighting,
ambient noise, and air quality on user fatigue, percep-
tual, and cognitive abilities).


4. From a macro-ergonomics perspective, some ergono-
mists can assist the organization in harmonizing the
design of the product with the way the purchaser
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organization does business; from inside their own
product development organization, these same ergon-
omists can be called upon to help harmonize their
own organization with the product development pro-
cess, with the manufacturing process, with the prod-
uct distribution process, and/or with the product
field support process.


The next step in the SE lifecycle process is product
implementation; this includes iterative preproduction
development of the product (in increasingly more re-
fined form) and mass production or distribution of the
product. The ergonomist can add significant value to
both of these processes. In the pre-production stage,
the ergonomist can provide a number of analytic evalu-
ations of the product including heuristic analyses, man-
aging expert reviews, and conducting laboratory-based
usability analyses. As required by the FDA Quality Sys-
tem Regulation [17], test procedures that are appropri-
ate for their intended use (validated test procedures
that possess the appropriate sensitivity, specificity, and
reliability), properly calibrated equipment, and tests that
are statistically valid must be employed for usability
studies. In the production phase, the ergonomist can as-
sist in job redesign, the development of job aids, as well
as recommendations on environmental and organiza-
tional issues that would enhance the productivity and
job satisfaction of production personnel.


4.3. Compliance engineering


There exist a ‘‘hidden’’ set of changing laws, regula-
tions, and standards (both national and international).
They impose design, testing, implementation, and dis-
posal constraints on the organization. Furthermore,
they vary across industrial sectors and political bound-
aries, thus confounding the successful product develop-
ment process. Compliance engineering involves the
identification, applicability assessment, design impact,
test design, and operation/disposal considerations re-
quired to conform to these constraints. Compliance
engineering is an important source of requirements—
constraints being the inverse of requirements.


There exist a large number of ergonomics standards;
they address various aspects of the profession�s activities
and they are not generally well-known outside the pro-
fession. The ergonomist on the product development
team plays a critical role in identifying, interpreting,
and designing the product (e.g., the health information
system) to conform to these constraints.


4.4. Reliability engineering


Safety (the absence of hazards) is a system property
and but one aspect of reliability. Reliability implies
proper functioning and safety is but one of the require-

ments that must be achieved for proper functioning. A
corollary of this is that an unsafe system is an unreliable
system [25].


One normally thinks of reliability engineering in
terms of parts wearing out or undiagnosed software
faults or failures. However, there is another dimension
to the reliability equation—user reliability and use er-
rors. Typically, non-ergonomist designers consider only
the most obvious failure modes or well-known use er-
rors. Ergonomists, by contrast, are trained to use analyt-
ical and laboratory techniques to discover the more
subtle—but potentially more hazardous—use errors.
With these same analytical and laboratory techniques,
putative mitigations can be evaluated and the residual
risks can be properly assessed.


Risk reduction is managed through risk identifica-
tion, risk assessment, risk mitigation, and then re-assess-


ment of residual risks. All members of the design team,
including the ergonomist, utilize standard risk analytic
techniques (e.g., fault tree analysis, failure mode effects
and criticality analysis, or hazard and operability stud-
ies). However, the ergonomist begins not from an anal-
ysis of the mechanical or electronic parts or from an
analysis of the program structure, but rather from a task
and function analysis; the focus is the interface between


the device and the user. Unlike the other members of
the design team, the focus is on:


1. hardware issues (e.g., size, feel, color, and arrange-
ment of physical controls and displays and the impact
on their use with and without surgical gloves),


2. software issues (e.g., mental workload issues, logic of
operations issues, training materials, etc.),


3. environmental issues (e.g., the crisis of a patient in car-
diac arrest, the boredom and reduced vigilance at the
end of a shift, light levels during day and night oper-
ations), and


4. organizational issues (e.g., purchaser organization
administrative procedures for handling/using product
and for scheduling work time, including multiple
shifts, etc.).


At the end of each step in the SE lifecycle, it is essen-
tial to update the hazard analysis! The iterative hazard
analysis plays a crucial role in SE and is a ‘‘gating func-
tion,’’ permitting transition to the next step or looping
back to the previous step. For products and processes
that impact human health and safety, conducting itera-
tive hazard analyses as decisions are made and modified
throughout the development lifecycle provides an
important mechanism for anticipating latent errors.
Kossiakoff and Sweet [26] emphasize that ‘‘Reducing
program risk is a continual process throughout the life
cycle.’’ Integral risk management activities are crucial
from the FDA�s perspective [27]. This is reiterated in
ISO standard 14971:2000 [28]. From an ergonomics







Fig. 6. Mantei and Teorei [30].


Fig. 7. Nielsen [31].
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perspective, hazards associated with the transition from
‘‘needs’’ to ‘‘requirements’’ include such items as
whether all the requisite user populations have been
properly identified and whether needs elicitation is sta-
tistically valid, so that it can be relied upon to properly
represent the user populations. Ergonomically oriented
hazards associated with the transition from ‘‘require-
ments’’ to ‘‘specifications’’ include such items as whether
physical size constraints (based upon gender, national-
ity, etc.) are being adequately translated into mechanical
engineering specifications. The proper formulation of
use risk items, just as the proper formulation of require-
ments and engineering specifications, is a context-depen-
dent process that is the domain of trained ergonomists.
The proper formulation of use risks involves continual
and intimate involvement of the ergonomist with the
rest of the product design team.


4.5. Comparison with recent models


A number of lifecycle models have been published
over the past two decades, with an emphasis on informa-
tion systems and user interfaces. They do not comprise a
comprehensive list of models and anything not explicitly
stated in the published model was assumed to be absent
for the purposes of this analysis. Each published model
has been recast in the SE lifecycle framework (see Fig.
2); missing elements have been grayed out (Figs. 5–10).
Gould and Lewis [29] emphasize iterative design with
careful study of users and empirical measurements.
Mantei and Teorey [30] closely follow the classical mod-
el, but omit the incremental hazard analyses, do not
identify the testing process involved in verification of
the design specifications and the CAPA process. Nielsen
[31] also emphasizes iterative design and empirical test-
ing cycles, careful study of the user and establishment
of usability goals (requirements). Kreitzberg [32], May-

Fig. 5. Gould and Lewis [29]. Fig. 8. Kreitzberg [32].







Fig. 9. Mayhew [33].


Fig. 10. Endsley [34].
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hew [33], and Endsley [34] all emphasize iterative de-
signs, emphasis on the user, and product verification.


We determine by inspection that these are all partial
models of the classical systems engineering method.
We were unable to find, in any of the published models,
a justification (cost, schedule, or management) or benefit
for eliminating the ‘‘grayed out’’ elements of the classi-
cal process. The absence of iterative risk analysis may
be simply because these authors consider it part of the
management process, rather than the development pro-
cess. Nevertheless, iterative risk analysis is an essential
part of reliability engineering and, as mentioned in the
prior section, should be implemented at each stage in
the development process.

5. Applications


Since 1964, the National Society of Professional
Engineers, through its adoption of its Code of Ethics
that ‘‘holds paramount the safety, health, and welfare
of the public,’’ has emphasized the consideration of
safety, health, and welfare of humans involved with
engineered systems [35]. SE provides a structured, sys-
tematic approach to risk reduction that is more cost-ef-
fective than ad hoc methods and maximizes the
likelihood that design efforts will yield safe and effective
products or processes. In considering how a SE ap-
proach can be applied to ergonomic problems in the de-
sign and development of health information systems, a
number of practical matters become apparent. Issues
that typically arise include the readiness of the organiza-
tion to embrace a SE approach, the degree of formaliza-
tion that is appropriate for a given project, what metrics
one should use to characterize the human factors chal-
lenges that are inherent in a given system, and what soft-
ware tools can be adopted to facilitate the SE
engineering process.


As implied earlier, some health information systems
are embedded in products that are presently regulated
by the FDA as medical devices. As health information
systems begin to have more profound effects on individ-
ual patient care (e.g., see the recommendations of the
Institute of Medicine, [4,7]), the FDA may also begin
to consider them as medical devices. It is likely that as
networked database systems are shown to have patient
safety implications (e.g., blood bank systems are treated
in this manner at present), they will become subject to
such regulatory processes. For the developers of such
systems, there will be little choice as to whether to imple-
ment an SE process. It will be mandated by the inculca-
tion of SE in the FDA�s Quality System Regulation [17].


Another important consideration for health system
information providers, of course, is the cost of imple-
menting this SE process. But a complete and correct
economic analysis requires that these costs of implemen-
tation must also be viewed in the context of the potential
cost of NOT following a systematic SE approach, i.e.,
the costs to the organization if something goes wrong
in the production, use, or disposal of the system. One
need not look far for dramatic examples of what can
go wrong when systems are developed and fielded with-
out an eye towards systems engineering, and particularly
hazard analysis [5,36].


5.1. Some accident scenarios and how they could have


been avoided


Often the conditions that lead to a system failure that
is attributed to human error can be traced to designs
that did not take account of the full range of operating
conditions, did not adequately consider human cogni-
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tive or physical limitations, did not fully consider the ex-
tent to which communications among teammates might
breakdown under stress, or did not provide appropriate
feedback to the individuals or organizations involved.
By following a SE approach throughout the product
development lifecycle, such oversights can be minimized
or avoided.


5.2. Over-exposure to radiation therapy: an older incident


In the chapter, ‘‘Set Phasers on Stun,’’ Casey de-
scribes the 1986 case of a patient who was accidentally
exposed to a massive, and ultimately lethal, dose of radi-
ation during treatment for a tumor on his shoulder [36].
The technician using the radiation therapy machine
incorrectly typed an ‘‘X,’’ calling for the maximum
power, ‘‘X-ray’’ mode, realized her mistake, and quickly
corrected it by typing an ‘‘up arrow’’ and ‘‘e,’’ for ‘‘elec-
tron beam’’ mode. Unfortunately, this sequence of key-
strokes occurred more quickly than the designers of the
device had anticipated, leaving the device in the ‘‘X-ray’’
mode, despite the fact that the display indicated that it
had been switched to ‘‘electron beam’’ mode. When
the beam was subsequently activated, the patient re-
ceived a dose of radiation that was 125 times the pre-
scribed dose. To make matters worse, the radiation
therapy device then reverted to a ‘‘malfunction’’ mode
which displayed a message to the technician suggesting
that no radiation had been delivered. She then re-acti-
vated the machine twice, repeating the overdose.


Obviously, the design process for the radiation ther-
apy device that led to this patient�s death was flawed.
It did not take into account the capability of the techni-
cian to enter the sequence of keystrokes to change
modes as quickly as she did. It apparently did not antic-
ipate the likelihood that technicians would need to exe-
cute this sequence of keystrokes, despite the fact that it
seemingly represented a typical cognitive self-correction.
Moreover, the machine reverted to an error mode that
presented a misleading message, which the technician
interpreted as indicating that no radiation had yet been
delivered.


These flaws could have been avoided at several junc-
tures in a systematic VE process. In the Needs Assess-
ment and Requirements setting process, the likelihood
of the technician detecting a mental lapse and correct-
ing herself should have been anticipated. Likewise, the
speed with which human operators, having such intent,
could enter the keystrokes to change modes should also
have been taken into account in designing the mechan-
ics and messaging built into the machine. The failure to
design for this sequence of keystrokes should have been
picked up during hazard analyses that explored the ex-
tent to which requirements had been translated into
specifications or the extent to which specifications
had been successfully implemented. Such hazard analy-

ses should also have pointed out the potentially disas-
trous effects of the error message that prompted the
technician to reactivate the device and repeat the
overdose.


5.3. Over-exposure to radiation therapy: a more recent
incident


In a 2001 incident, which occurred in an oncology
treatment center in Panama, 28 patients were overex-
posed during radiological therapy and 5 died. The
investigation [37] concluded that the problem arose
in the misuse of a treatment planning system. The sys-
tem required that user enter data on the spatial co-or-
dinates of shielding blocks used to protect healthy
tissue during radiotherapy and that these shielding
blocks be entered into the system one block at a time,
following a certain sequence and subject to a limita-
tion on the number of blocks (four or fewer). One
of the radiation oncologists decided to add a fifth
block, and the physicist in charge devised a new meth-
od to overcome the four block limitation. Instead of
digitizing the blocks individually, i.e., one block at a
time, the staff members entered the contours as one
complex block, with a first loop following the inner
boundaries of the block, then with a second loop fol-
lowing their outer boundaries. This method of using
the treatment planning software was neither recom-
mended nor forbidden by the system documentation.
Moreover, the display presented to the user suggested
that the shielding contours had been implemented as
intended. However, the underlying algorithms (it was
later determined) were dependent on the direction in
which the user drew the contours. If the second outer
loop was drawn in the opposite direction to the inner
one, the computer calculated a correct treatment time.
But if the outer loop was drawn in the same direction
as the inner one, the computer accepted the data, but
calculated a wrong treatment time, doubling the dose
to the patient. Retrospective investigations confirmed
that the staff member had performed the latter proce-
dure, that this use of the system was inappropriate,
but that the system documentation was confusing
and incomplete, the display was misleading, and the
algorithm should have been more robust.


This unfortunate incident emphasizes that unforeseen
usage patterns in health software can be lethal and again
highlights the need for systematic hazard analysis. Sys-
tem software should prevent the misinformed, but
well-intentioned user, from creating calculations that
could deliver inappropriate and unintended outputs.
Displays should accurately reflect the input conditions,
and to the extent possible, provide insight into the
underlying algorithms being invoked. System documen-
tation should be complete, accurate, and readily usable.
While it may not be possible to foresee all such inappro-







Fig. 11. Degree of formalization.
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priate usage, the system can, by and large, be engineered
to protect against such misapplications. Task analyses
and user involvement in the formative design process
should reveal design pitfalls. User testing, of both the
software and documentation, under realistic operational
conditions should highlight possible misconceptions.
Hazard analyses should catch and allow correction of
any previously unforeseen design shortfalls.


5.4. Implementing SE to avoid such problems


5.4.1. Organizational maturity


Different organizations can be viewed as being at dif-
ferent levels of maturity regarding the implementation
of SE—inactive (i.e., not conducting SE approaches to
speak of), reactive, interactive, and proactive. Regulated
industries, such as the medical device industry, are re-
quired by the FDA to be proactive in implementing
these approaches. Depending on the type of product,
there may be various stakeholders whose needs should
be addressed in the engineering process—ergonomists
often focus, as well they should, on the needs of the
users (patients, clinicians, and operators), but one some-
times also needs to take account of the ergonomic issues
related to the role of product managers, designers and
developers, producers/assemblers, maintainers, and dis-
posers (Fig. 3). There are often overlapping interests
among these various constituencies, but on occasion
trade-offs and compromises must be made. A systematic
SE approach should be explicit in exploring the cost-
benefit implications of any such trade-offs and in docu-
menting the choices made.


5.4.2. Degree of formalization that is appropriate


The degree of formalization involved in such project
documentation, and the methods and tools adopted to
facilitate the process, can be tailored to the criticality
and complexity of the system with which one is dealing.
There is no need to produce sophisticated test proce-
dures and electronic databases of test results, when the
level of detail in the requirements, specifications, hazard
analyses, and test results are such that they could be
handled by checklists or spreadsheets. However, when
criticality is high (e.g., patient safety is at stake or there
may be toxic impacts on the environment) and/or com-
plexity is high (e.g., as dictated by project size, time con-
straints, or project team distribution), then a higher
degree of formalization, and more sophisticated tools
to facilitate the process, are in order. The formalization
positioning diagram, illustrated in Fig. 11, attempts to
convey this relationship. Minimum formalization may
entail only paper or electronic checklists, spreadsheets,
or flow charts. Moderate degrees of formalization may
entail databases of requirements, test methods and
parameters, test results, traceability matrices, and/or
attribute matrices. Maximum formalization efforts, gi-

ven the high degree of criticality and complexity in-
volved in the system under scrutiny, almost surely
require software engineering tools to manage and track
the SE process and test results.


5.4.3. Measurement for SE


One overriding principle in the application of SE is
the need to be as quantitative as possible. In considering
ergonomic issues, one might think that we are hampered
by the inherent unreliability of measurements that char-
acterize the human element in system performance.
However, a convincing case can be made for the fact
that measurement issues in ergonomics are not so differ-
ent from the measurement issues in physical systems, by
which hardware and software SE is conducted. The
range and degree of precision may be different, but the
basic principles of measurement still hold. There are
many measures by which users and user behavior can
be characterized:


� Behavioral/Performance indices
� Accuracy (e.g., success rate; detection rate; and track-


ing deviations)
� Incidence of error types (omission, commission, etc.)
� Time on task; response time
� Ratings of subjective dimensions (e.g., user satisfac-


tion, workload, stress, and fatigue)
� Anthropometric indices (e.g., height, weight, and


length)
� Biomechanical indices (e.g., force, pressure, and


angular velocity)
� Physiological indices (e.g., heart rate, pupil dilation,


and eye blink frequency).


Measures such as these can help cast ergonomic prob-
lems, and possible interventions, in a SE framework.
One cannot manage what one cannot control. One can-
not control what one cannot measure. One cannot mea-
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sure what one cannot operationally define. And one can-
not define what one does not know about. A SE frame-
work will help define and track the design issues that
need to be considered. In so doing, it encourages mea-
surement of design parameters and human performance
with the system and ultimately controls the risk that is
entailed in system use.


5.5. Available tools that can be adapted for SE


Fortunately, there are now a wide variety of software
tools that are available to help manage the practical
implementation of a SE process. Available tools that
can be adapted for ergonomic SE efforts can be catego-
rized as follows:


� Hazard analysis tools
� Requirements engineering tools
� Compliance engineering tools
� Reliability engineering tools
� CAPA Tools.


5.6. Hazard analysis and tools


Key to the SE process is the management of use-re-
lated hazards and the consequent delineation of system
requirements. Use-related hazards may stem from any
of the following aspects of a system:


� Used in unanticipated ways
� Used in anticipated ways, but inadequately controlled


for
� Requires physical, perceptual, or cognitive abilities


that exceed those of particular users
� Inconsistent with user expectations or intuitions
� Environment affects operation and effect is not recog-


nized or understood by the user
� User�s physical, perceptual, or cognitive capacities are


�exceeded, when in a particular environment.


Some hazard analysis tools that can be adapted for use
in characterizing ergonomic hazards are the following:


� Dyadem International, Ltd. Tools:
– FMEA www.dyadem.com/products/fmea/index.htm
– HazOp www.dyadem.com/products/pha-pro/index.


htm
� Relex Software:


– FMEA www.relexsoftware.com/products/fmeafmeca.
asp


– FTA www.relexsoftware.com/products/faulttree.
asp.


Too often, only single point failures are considered.
Of critical importance in the hazard analysis is the con-

sideration of ‘‘multi-point’’ failures that will interact to
‘‘defeat, bypass, or disable our safety devices’’ [38]. Per-
row points out that such so-called ‘‘system errors’’ may
be reduced by reducing system complexity and coupling
[38]. A similar warning is put forth by Reason [39], who
states that ‘‘it leaves systems prey to the one hazard for
which there is no technological remedy: the insidious
concatenation of latent human failures that are an inev-
itable part of any large organization.’’ Only by a care-
fully managed, structured, systematic human-centered
systems engineering approach can we decrease the com-
plexity of system behavior and identify many (though
clearly not all) latent errors.


5.7. Requirements engineering and tools


Requirements engineering, in the context of ergo-
nomics, involves determining human needs (both those
of the patient and those of the system user, who might
be a caregiver, a technician, or for that matter the pa-
tient himself), deciding which needs will be addressed,
documenting the desired external behavior of the system
(i.e., identifying features and associated requirements),
quantifying these requirements, verifying (i.e., testing)
these requirements, and eventually updating the require-
ments for the next iteration of design.


Well-formed requirements have the following char-
acteristics—they lack ambiguity, are complete, are con-
sistent, can be traced to their origins, are not tied to
specific design solutions, are verifiable and testable,
can be enumerated and categorized, and have attri-
butes that can be identified and assigned. A systematic
requirements engineering process, as it applies to the
ergonomics of health information systems, involves
determining user needs, deciding which needs will be
addressed, writing down the desired external behavior
of the system (identifying features and associated
requirements), quantifying those requirements, then
testing and verifying/validating that those requirements
are actually met, and if necessary updating those
requirements for the next iteration of design. There
are many tools available to facilitate the requirements
engineering process. Information about such require-
ments engineering tools is available at the following
sources:


� A Survey of Requirements Engineering Tools
(www.volere.co.uk/tools.htm)


� INCOSE Requirements Engineering Tools Taxon-
omy (www.incose.org) ‘‘Quick Links.’’


5.8. Compliance engineering and tools


As requirements and their resulting specifications
are verified, there is the need to document and track
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the compliance checking process. This can become
quite complex as different measurement standards
are invoked, perhaps different licensing requirements
in different jurisdictions are brought to bear, and the
inspection process and its outcomes are documented.
A set of tools (License 2000, MYLicense, Mcheck)
that are customized for tracking compliance in the
context of government licensing processes are the
following:


� System Automation Corporation tools (www.
systemautomation.com/products.htm).


5.9. Reliability engineering and tools


There are many aspects in which a system can fail.
The loci of failures can be at the level of the hardware,
the software, the human operator, or at the system le-
vel (i.e., involving the interactions among these various
levels). In attempting to quantify system reliability,
there may often be both a prospective and a retrospec-
tive aspect to be considered. One might sample system
performance based on an operator�s usage of a proto-
type in an attempt to characterize the probability or
risk of failure. One might also document the perfor-
mance of previous versions of a system in order to
determine, in practice, how a system or several of its
components functioned historically. Assessing the reli-
ability of human performance may seem to be a daunt-
ing task, fraught with unreliability in the measurement
process itself; however, the metrics alluded to above
can be applied with the same principles and data col-
lection formalizations as those applied to physical as-
pects of a system.


The feedback loops in the SE process involve veri-
fying that the system as designed, and eventually as
built and deployed, meets the requirements and speci-
fications that have been defined for it. This involves
testing and measurement, and as applied to ergonomic
issues, this implies the need to observe system use in a
realistic context of care. A variety of methods can be
brought to bear here, but they have in common a reli-
ance on collecting data from representative users as
they make use of a prototype system under realistic
conditions. Several of the software tools that have
been developed to facilitate the characterization of
system reliability, and which can be adapted for mea-
suring the effectiveness and efficiency of human perfor-
mance in operating complex systems, are the
following:


� Relex Software Corp. Tool Suite (www.relexsoftware.
com/products/index.asp)


� ReliaSoft�s Reliability Growth Analysis Tool (http://
rg.reliasoft.com/)

� Item Software, Inc. Tool Kit (www.itemsoft.com/
itoolkit.html).


5.10. CAPA tools


Even after the deployment of any complex system,
flaws will be found. There need to be systematic ways
of capturing and correcting these flaws and preventing
their recurrence. An important feedback loop in the
SE process involves Corrective and Preventative Actions
(CAPA). CAPA pertain to the next iteration of product
design and development. There are several software
tools that have been developed to facilitate the CAPA
stage of the engineering process:


� Relsys, Inc. EasyTrak (www.relsys-inc.com/prod-
ucts/easy_trak/overview.asp)


� Pilgrim Software, Inc. SmartCAPA (www.pilgrim-
software. com)


� ReliaSoft�s FRACAS++ (www.reliasoft.com/enter-
prise/fracas.htm).


5.11. Cost justification


SE processes incorporating human factors knowledge
and expertise will be seen as valuable to the extent that
they save money for organizations. While many engi-
neering processes in the biomedical and healthcare are-
nas are driven by licensing and regulatory demands,
and fear of litigation, there can also be other means
for justifying the costs of ergonomics in a SE frame-
work. Growing data suggest that the application of hu-
man factors knowledge have the effect of decreasing
development time and costs, increasing productivity
and efficiency, decreasing the cost of operations, and
increasing sales and revenues [40]. The benefit of using
a structured, systematic approach is well-known in the
systems engineering arena (e.g., [18] and [41]). Decreases
in development costs result from fewer design changes
late in the development process. Fewer retrofits after
product release, just-in-time supply of parts and ser-
vices, and focusing and coordinating the efforts of the
design team also increase profit margins. Decreases in
the cost of operations stem from fewer catastrophic fail-
ures, increased productivity, decreased need for training,
and decreased costs with timely maintenance and sup-
port. These have been well-recognized in the systems
engineering arena for decades.

6. Macroergonomics


While it may be clear from the foregoing that ergono-
mists can make valuable contributions to advancing the
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structured, systematic consideration of human issues in
the development of products and processes, their full
participation as equal partners in the endeavor is often
thwarted by organizational issues. Often, the fundamen-
tal impediment to serious and detailed consideration of
human issues, during product or process development
and deployment, is organizational design—the historical
structures and functions by which the organization has
previously succeeded, or at least, survived. There is a nat-
ural human reluctance (often termed bureaucratic iner-
tia) to modifying what has worked in the past—even if
it has not worked well. And yet this is one of the principal
domains of ergonomics. How does one approach the req-
uisite organizational change? We believe that a logical
approach is to employ essentially the same SEmodel pre-
viously described for microergonomic involvement in the
development of products and process! It is, after all, a
general problem-solving method that is not domain spe-
cific. Here, though, instead of developing new physical
products or production processes, we will be developing
new work structures and processes (Fig. 12).


The organizational design activities required by SE
elucidate clearly the ‘‘steps usually carried out in an
over-lapping, iterative, and non-linear manner’’ to de-
sign an organization�s work system structures and pro-
cesses [42]. The adoption of the SE process helps avoid
the standard pitfalls of organizational design, which
Hendrick [42] identifies as (a) human interface design
for already designed systems; (b) the non-human-cen-
tered or the ‘‘left-over’’ design approach; and (c) failure
to consider and integrate the organization�s socio-tech-
nical characteristics into the design of the work struc-
tures and processes.


Only the ‘‘range of disciplines’’ of the SE space will be
transformed for a macroergonomic endeavor—from the
microergonomic [hardware–software–ergonomics–seller/


purchaser economics] to the macroergonomic [manage-


ment–operations–personnel–finance]. This new range of
disciplines reflects the elements essential for organiza-

Fig. 12. Macroergonomic SE space.

tional change. The domain (requirements, compliance,
and reliability) remains the same, as does the fundamen-
tal time horizon.


From a lifecycle perspective, we begin with the deter-
mination and analysis of the organization�s needs and
wants (i.e., its objectives and goals for the work system).
This puts the consideration of ergonomic criteria as
early as possible [43]. We transform these into appropri-
ate requirements and verify that the requirements (and
constraints) conform to the organizational needs and
wants that have been specifically selected for
implementation.


These requirements are translated into organizational
design specifications (managerial, operational, human
resource, and financial specifications—remember it costs
money to have additional people ‘‘sitting at the table’’).
Once these specifications have been verified against the
requirements, the iterative process of implementing the
requisite work structures and processes begins. Carayon
[43] highlights the issue of work implementation in a
high-pace, high-pressure environment. It is crucial to
recognize that implementation of new or revised work
structures must carefully consider the criticality and
complexity of the processes. The requisite degree of for-
malization is, once again, depicted by Fig. 11. Once the
implementation is verified against the specifications and
validated against the requirements, the new work struc-
tures and processes are released. Post-deployment
CAPA studies, in terms of managerial, operational, per-
sonnel, and financial issues, drive the next organiza-
tional design iteration. The timescale and approach are
fundamentally the same as for development of any other
system. Salvage and disposal of particular processes and
work breakdown structures, as the needs of the organi-
zation change, are no different conceptually than salvage
or disposal of tangible assets.


Not all organizational structures are directly suscep-
tible to this approach. For example, spontaneously
self-organizing teams and ad-hoc project teams coalesce
so rapidly that we can have little control over their
ephemeral development. However, we do have control
over the environment in which they arise (specifying
their expected external behavior and any constraints im-
posed upon them) and the structured, systematic devel-
opment of that working environment is a fundamental
responsibility of management.


As with microergonomic applications, applying the
SE method to organizational issues has the profound
benefit of making the detailed decision-making pro-
cesses structured, systematic, and transparent.

7. Conclusions


The SE paradigm is a ‘‘cradle-to-grave,’’ structured,
systematic approach to system risk reduction in product
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or process development. It is based upon the triumvirate
of requirements engineering, compliance engineering,
and reliability engineering; it applies to the microergo-
nomic range of hardware engineering, software engi-
neering, human factors engineering, and seller/
purchaser economics. Furthermore, the SE paradigm
can be applied to macroergonomic endeavors, when it
is appropriate to effect organizational change.


The SE method clearly elucidates the important role
that ergonomics should play in product or process
development. It provides a framework of incorporating
human factors engineering knowledge. It clarifies for
project managers the complementary roles of hardware,
software, and human factors engineers. Finally, it justi-
fies the continual involvement of ergonomists through-
out the project lifecycle—rather than just at the
beginning or end of the project!


Based upon a graphical analysis, we observe that var-
ious recently published lifecycle models may be viewed
as subsets of the classical SE lifecycle model. In the
aggregate, these models contain essentially all the ele-
ments of the classical model (except for explicit inclusion
of the iterative incremental hazard analyses). While the
failure to consider the full SE model in system develop-
ment efforts is not limited to any particular application
domain, the consequences of doing so may be particu-
larly important in health information systems because
of their safety criticality.


Thus, the health information systems domain can
benefit from the use of the classical systems engineering
method, whose utility has been demonstrated repeatedly
in other arenas over the past half century. Furthermore,
since the SE method described is that detailed by the
FDA (that specifically requires inclusion of human fac-
tors considerations), it will simplify compliance of
health information systems that may come under the
regulatory purview of the FDA in the future.


Moreover, the ergonomics profession can benefit
from the application of the classical SE approach as well
as contributing to an organization�s product/process
development effort utilizing the SE model. The SE
model provides a paradigm for enabling a structured,
systematic human-centered design approach, incorpo-
rating ergonomics knowledge and allowing ergonomists
to contribute throughout the system development
process.
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